HOME THEATER SYSTEMS: A BEGINNER'S GUIDE

MOZART IN THE 1990'S

TEST REPORTS: CARVER CD PLAYER, ICON SPEAKER SYSTEM, AND MORE...
Lose your amateur standing.

If you love music, maybe you and a pair of JBL L-Series speakers should think about living together for a while. After all, we make every JBL component, from our unique 1-inch titanium tweeter to the hardwood furniture it performs in, right here. In our own plants. From scratch.
How many other speaker makers can honestly say that these days?

L-Series speakers come from the same gene pool as our professional speakers. Same titanium transducers, same rich bass and the same studio monitor sound as the pros. JBL. It's the way people who make music for a living have been making, mixing and mastering it since Day One.
In 1986, Yamaha developed what many industry experts consider the most significant audio advancement since stereo. We're referring to Digital Soundfield Processing.

Digital sampling of actual soundstages to recreate the same acoustic environments you once had to go out to enjoy.

Now this remarkable technology is available in an audio/video receiver. The one you see before you. Yamaha's new RX-V1050.

The RX-V1050 has four DSP settings, in fact. Concert Video, Mono Movie, Rock Concert and Concert Hall.

But what may ultimately be more exciting is something no other receiver can offer. Dolby* Pro Logic Enhanced. A technical feat which combines DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic.

An incredible enhancement which allows you to enjoy all the sonic information embedded in the movie soundtrack, as well as the acoustics of the theatre, all without leaving the house.

Under the hood, the RX-V1050 sports five power amplifiers—110-watt amplifiers for the left, right and center front channels, and 30-watt amplifiers for each of the rear effects channels.

A high-powered center channel combined with Yamaha's DSP and Digital Dolby Pro Logic enables Yamaha's RX-V1050 receiver to recreate the experience other receivers have promised, but have never quite delivered.

Stop by your nearest Yamaha dealer and hear the new RX-V1050 receiver. The best argument for staying home anyone's ever come up with.

The only receiver that can make your home theatre sound as good as the original.
Cover
The NHT VT-1 loudspeaker, RCA ColorTrak 2000 27-inch monitor/receiver, Realistic MD-1000 combi-player, and Mitsubishi M-R8010 audio/video receiver might all be part of a basic home theater setup (see page 64).
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Chill.

It's the "how to"
on how to
kick back,
relax, and
say ahhhhh.

Smirnoff.

No question.
COLUMBUS 500
Just as the Mozart Bicentennial is hitting its stride, the first recording inspired by next year's celebration of the five-hundredth anniversary of Columbus's discovery of America in 1492 has been released by Golden Apple. It is "Spain in the New World," performed by Hesperus, an ensemble of recorders, viols, Baroque guitar, harpsichord, and soprano. In addition to Spanish Renaissance music, it includes Baroque works from Mexico, Peru, and other New World countries. Available on CD or cassette, the recording is now in stores, and it can be ordered from Hesperus, 3706 N. 17th St., Arlington, VA 22207. Price: $15 plus $1.50 shipping for the CD; $10 plus $1 shipping for the cassette.

MORE ON COPYRIGHT
In response to an inquiry from the U.S. Copyright Office regarding the impact of emerging digital audio broadcasting and cable audio services on the recording industry, the Recording Industry Association of America has urged the Copyright Office to recommend to Congress legislation that would: 1) reiterate its past support of public-performance rights for sound recordings, 2) require broadcasters and cable operators to transmit the digital subcode information embedded in CD's and other digital recordings, and 3) endorse restrictions on the broadcast or transmission of whole albums or multiple cuts from a single album or artist.

The Electronic Industries Association, which represents hardware manufacturers, remains staunchly opposed to legislation restricting home recording.

NOTEWORTHY BROADCASTS
On April 6, the PBS show Austin City Limits will feature Texas rocker Joe Ely with Foster and Lloyd. The show's theme on April 13 will be cowboy songs with Michael Martin Murphey and Riders in the Sky. On April 24, PBS will telecast a Carnegie Hall performance of Verdi's Otello with Luciano Pavarotti and Kiri Te Kanawa conducted by Georg Solti. National Public Radio begins a new series of concerts by the Los Angeles Philharmonic on April 2. Conductors include Esa-Pekka Salonen, André Previn, and Vladimir Ashkenazy. On April 3, NPR begins a similar series by the St. Louis Symphony conducted mostly by the orchestra's music director, Leonard Slatkin. Many public radio stations and a number of commercial ones carry Audiphile Audition, a program of recordings, commentary, and interviews currently underwritten by Technics and Maxell. The program for April 14 includes an interview with one of the editors of this column, William Livingstone. Check local listings.

CIVIL WAR HITS
The phenomenal success of Ken Burns's The Civil War, the highest-rated series in PBS history, continues on audio and video. The complete series is available on nine VHS videocassettes from Time-Life Video. Call 1-800-323-2652 to order. The original soundtrack recording on CD and cassette has been a runaway best seller on Nonesuch. In addition to the music from the PBS series, it includes the reading of the last letter of the Union soldier Sullivan Ballou to his wife.

Rhino has released "Songs of the Civil War" by the Cumberland Three, a compilation of such rebel songs as Aura Lee, Hallowed Ground, and The Yellow Rose of Texas and such Yankee songs as Shipmates Come Gather, Marching Home, and Battle Hymn of the Republic.

TAPE NEWS
TDK says that it has reformulated and updated its normal-bias, high-bias SD, and metal MA and MA-X cassettes to improve their dynamic range. Maxell's frequent-buyer program rewards users of its XLII audio tape with bonus points that can be redeemed for premiums such as compact discs and Maxell tape and accessories. Consumers who buy specially marked packages of Fuji audio cassettes beginning in March will receive coupons good for free L.A. Gear accessories.

PRODUCT NOTES
Harman Kardon has introduced its first CD changers, the top-loading carousel models TL-8500 ($449) and TL-8600 ($599). Mitsubishi's new M-V8000 combi-player ($1,499) incorporates an eight-times-oversampling digital filter and features a jog dial on both the front panel and the remote control. The Singer Sewing Co. is introducing a line of compact and portable audio products under the Singer brand name.
Welcome DCC

I was very pleased to read in February "Bulletin" that Philips is coming out with a Digital Compact Cassette (DCC) the same size as an analog cassette and with a machine that (miraculously) plays both formats at a reasonable price. I bought one of the first Sony DAT decks, only to be disappointed—not with the sound quality but because I cannot connect microphones directly and the cassette is too small to include readable notes. And I have already had trouble with the proper insertion and operation of those touchy mini cassette shells.

The new, larger DCC format will be better for notes and operation. I hope Philips will include microphone inputs on its decks, as there are surely other amateur musicians interested in making the best possible live recordings.

ROBERT L. BRIMNER
Pittsburgh, PA

For more on DCC, see "Technical Talk" and "CES Showstoppers" in this issue.

Backbeat

What a nice treat to read Steve Simels' commentary on the back page of the February issue. His ideas on the Byrds' retrospective CD's were pleasant enough (I'm always glad to see other people get as goofy as I do about music), but mostly I enjoyed getting more thoughts about music itself. Technology is fine, but you have to remember why you get the hardware in the first place.

The more STEREO REVIEW prints subjective, opinionated, and inflammatory stuff about the raison d'être for all this fancy equipment, the better.

JAMES HENDRIX
Burbank, CA

Steve Simels wrote in February "Backbeat" that "looking back at the Eighties . . . it's hard to decide what was the most annoying pop-cultural trend." In my opinion, it was the compulsion of pop-culture writers to define everything in terms of decades. I'm sick to death of this lazy and stale device, this dime-store sociology. What is so significant about an artificial method of segmenting time that it should be the yardstick for all achievement? Imagine an eighteenth-century journalist writing something like, "Wolfgang Mozart's new opera Cosi Fan Tutte brilliantly illuminates and encapsulates the 1790's."

DAVID ENGLISH
Somerville, MA

Infested Components

The other day while I was loading my CD changer, a cockroach crawled out of the drawer compartment. As much as this repulsed me, it also alarmed me. Can these parasites damage my stereo system? I thought I read something about them eating wire insulation. How can I safely rid my system of these insects?

W. KIRK LUTZ
Alexandria, VA

Audio components don't contain anything of much interest to your average roach, so the one you saw was probably just passing through. Unless one of these pests gets mashed in some critical portion of the changer's mechanism, they're not likely to do any real harm.

Prince of the Pagodas

I was delighted by Eric Salzman's highly enthusiastic review in January of Benjamin Britten's ballet The Prince of the Pagodas (and also by its receiving a Record of the Year Award in February). But the music isn't quite the unknown quantity Mr. Salzman suggested when he wrote that the ballet "left behind a legacy of rumors about the extraordinary score, rumors that turn out to be true."

For many years I've had what I always believed to be a complete recording by the Orchstra of the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, conducted by the composer. Released in the U.S. on two LP's in London's Stereo Treasury Series, the recording runs just under 100 minutes, about 20 minutes less than the new Virgin recording. This may mean that the Virgin release is "more complete" than the London or just that Virgin's Oliver Knussen and the London Sinfonietta take slower temps.

MARKLAND TAYLOR
Southbury, CT

Live Recording

My applause to critic Richard Freed and reader David Chamberlin in February "Letters" for their criticism of applause in live recordings. I, too, find it intrusive and disconcerting (pun intended), especially in opera recordings where the applause is not only at the end of each act but during it as well. Applause belongs in the theater, not my living room. Thank you to the CD stores that permit auditioning and returns.

DAVID L. KIRK
Wheaton, IL

We welcome your letters. Please address correspondence to Editor, STEREO REVIEW, 1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019. You should include your address and telephone number for verification. Letters may be edited for clarity and length.
Sound that astonishes the ear...
Today's Generation Of Music Lovers

Years ago, it didn't matter what speakers looked like as long as they sounded good. Admittedly, some of the best sounding speakers did not always blend perfectly into everyone's decor.

Today, those of us who consider music an important part of our life and who demand the highest performance possible from our stereo components prefer that our loudspeakers reflect our lifestyle by complementing our taste in home furnishings.

The new RTA 15TL, representing over 18 years of Polk's research and development, is already setting new standards of sonic excellence. And its elegant cabinet is a beautiful visual addition to any environment or listening room.

By using a rare ULV Magnetic Fluid to cool a tweeter's voice coil, both performance and reliability are vastly increased.

The Clear Imaging of Polk's Line Source Array

By arranging its four 6 1/2" drivers in a vertical line source along with the SL 3000 tweeter, superior imaging and midrange purity is achieved. This line source technology is the same advanced principal used in Polk's flagship "Signature Reference Series."

By clearly focusing midrange frequencies and avoiding floor and ceiling reflections, Polk's Line Source delivers a wide open, natural sound without tonal coloration. Consequently, the RTA 15TL performs superbly in a wide variety of room sizes and placements.

It All Begins With The Remarkable SL 3000 Trilaminate Tweeter

Working with the Johns Hopkins University Center for Non-Destructive Testing, Polk engineers utilized Laser Interferometry to test tweeter designs and materials. They found that ultimately, by vapor-depositing stainless steel and aluminum to a polyamide dome surface, an extended, very flat frequency response, out to 26 kHz, was achieved.

Polk also discovered that by using a rare Ultra Low Viscosity Magnetic Fluid, nearly as thin as water, to cool the SL 3000's voice coil, power handling capacity would increase. Indeed, the SL 3000 tweeter can significantly exceed normal listening levels without loss of performance or reliability.

Controlling Diffraction To Create A Lifelike Stage

The grille of the RTA 15TL has been specially designed to eliminate mid and high frequency diffraction and to actually enhance dispersion. In fact, the RTA 15TL sounds better with the grille on than off.
And to eliminate any possibility of phase anomalies and other colorations, Polk developed a unique “diffraction spoiler” which dramatically improves audible frequency response and imaging. By controlling diffraction, “smearing” of the sonic image and “peaky” characteristics are eliminated.

**Polk Bass: Deep, Powerful & Tight**

Two independently tuned, 10 inch bass radiators, one facing front, one facing rear, deliver the impressive bass for which Polk is known. These two radiators move a significant amount of air and at the same time produce a more accurate reproduction of an instrument’s timbre and transience than a single conventional woofer. This configuration provides the tight, well defined bass normally associated with small systems combined with the deep, powerful performance found in large systems.

**Listen To The Next Generation Of Loudspeakers**

The new RTA 15TL is both a sonic and aesthetic breakthrough. It is also priced to create a new standard in value. Ask for a demonstration at your authorized Polk dealer. You’ll hear the detail, depth and excitement of a live performance.

You’ll hear...and see... the next generation of loudspeakers.
LETTERS

If reader David Chamberlin "would never knowingly buy a live recording of anything," then he's cheating himself of some true gems among CD releases. Yes, a live recording may be blemished by the occasional cough from the audience, a loud clunk here and there (source unknown), or even—God forbid—unedited applause at the conclusion of a piece. The sonic quality may fall short of the pristine clarity of a top-notch studio taping. But in the best live recordings the inspiration of the actual musicmaking more than compensates. Would Mr. Chamberlin pass up Furtwangler’s great 1951 Beethoven Ninth or Bernstein’s historic 1989 recording of same merely because they were recorded at concerts?

PAUL BURNY
Belleville, NJ

Video Measurements

In the January test report on the Panasonic LX-1000 combi-player, Edward J. Foster states that the video frequency response is down 4.1 MHz and the corresponding horizontal resolution is around 330 lines. The December 1990 Video Review reviewed the same player, and their lab measured only a 2.10-dB drop at 4.2 MHz; the report also states that the testers easily discerned 425 lines of horizontal resolution, which bears out the manufacturer’s specifications. Please explain your figures.

J. FRANK TOMS
Spartanburg, SC

Executive Editor Michael Riggs replies: It is not at all uncommon for two samples of the same product to measure somewhat differently, and differences in test discs and equipment can also affect the outcome to some degree. In addition, the issue of how best to measure horizontal resolution is somewhat complex. Since it is directly tied to video bandwidth, the most straightforward and repeatable method is to measure video frequency response and calculate the horizontal resolution from that.

Most often, the resolution calculation is based on the frequency at which the response is down 14 dB, which has always seemed a little optimistic to us, and we therefore have chosen to use the frequency at which response is down only 6 dB. This does yield lower figures; on the other hand, some authorities use the frequency up to which response is perfectly flat, which gives even poorer figures.

Another way of determining resolution—the only way for display devices—is to put up some sort of test pattern and estimate by eye. But then you are stuck with such variables as the quality of the monitor used for the tests, the sharpness of the particular reviewer’s eye on that particular day, and the reviewer’s judgment of when lines cease to be distinct from one another. We think it is best to base comparisons on the video response measurements themselves, rather than on resolution figures, as that sidesteps most of these interpretive difficulties.

CD Mixup

I just played a Deutsche Grammophon CD that I recently purchased. It is supposed to be the Berlin Philharmonic with Herbert von Karajan performing The Moldau, Les Préludes, Aufforderung zum Tanz, Hungarian Rhapsody No. 5, and the William Tell Overture. Instead, there are some rock songs. The label on the CD and the jewel case are what I thought I bought, but not the content of the CD. Is there any chance this CD has collected...

A More Perfect 10.

Over the years, the Design Acoustics PS-10 loudspeaker system has garnered enthusiastic reviews from some of the most respected critics in audio. High Fidelity said, "The overall sound is smooth, clean, and detailed." Rolling Stone concluded, "the PS-10 loudspeakers could be the last pair you’ll ever buy." Ovation noted that the PS-10 provided a very open and transparent sound with excellent and stable stereo imaging. And Stereo Review concluded that, "the PS-10s delivered a smooth balanced sound...enabling them to fit almost anywhere both aesthetically and acoustically.

Now, in our constant quest for improvement, we offer the new PS-10a. With smoother-sounding, more sophisticated drivers. Plus a more useful shape and size that provides far more sound than would appear possible from this unique 3-way system with its 10" down-firing woofer. But we also preserved the remarkable balance that so enthralled the critics.

Put the new PS-10a to your most demanding test. Listen to how much music can come from this compact system. Meet your highest listening standards while still leaving lots of room for living. Learn more about the new Design Acoustics PS-10a. Call or write today.

Design Acoustics PS-10a
Point Source™ Loudspeaker System

Design Acoustics
An Audio-Technica Company
1225 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 • (216) 686-2600

For dealer names & product information CALL 1-800-933-9022

STEREO REVIEW APRIL 1991
The state-of-the-art ten CD Changer from Ford uses a disc magazine that is easily loaded or removed from its chamber which is stored safe and secure in the trunk of your car. A full function remote-control allows the selection of any track on any disc at the touch of a button. The ten CD Changer is available on most Ford, Mercury and Lincoln cars and Ford trucks.

And if you purchase a Ford ten CD Changer from now to July 15, 1991, you can choose three CD's from a list of over a hundred selections at no additional cost except for a shipping and handling charge of $2.50. Audition the ten CD Changer at your local Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer. We're sure that you'll rate it a "perfect ten."

Audio Systems
The Sound of Quality
Absolute Pitch

I must disagree with a statement by Ian Masters in his February "Audio Q&A" column. One does not need absolute pitch (the ability to identify musical pitches and their intonation, flat or sharp) to hear if a cassette tape is out of tune from deck to deck. I’ve found slight variations of pitch (speed) in almost all cassette decks. My deck and my turntable are "mid-fi" models because most high-end ones lack pitch controls. It’s always seemed to me that when it comes to the pitch (speed) of an LP or cassette, if you want it in tune, adjust it yourself.

K. Ryan Shultz
Chicago, IL

Speaker Placement

Regarding Peter Mitchell’s “Room for Improvement” article on speaker placement in December: What’s next? Are you going to tell readers to toss out their hammers because the handle end of a screwdriver will work as well? Good grief, can you imagine how many acoustical professionals are now reconsidering their subscriptions?

Mitchell’s “rule of thirds” [page 87] belongs in the wastebasket along with other old saws. I have been in the audio business for over twenty years and have yet to find a situation where this fantasy produced good results.

C. Reagan
Phoenix, AZ

Peter Mitchell replies: In my twenty-odd years in audio I have found situations in which the rule of thirds produced good results, but it is not a panacea. No single rule is. Happily, a personal computer can short-cut the trial-and-error process by mapping the effect of standing waves on system response. I recommend The Listening Room, an easy-to-use $30 program for IBM and compatible PCs produced by Sitting Duck Software, P.O. Box 130, Veneta, OR 97487.

What a splendid article on “speaker placement for great sound” by Peter Mitchell! I followed his recommendations for a toe-in placement of my speakers and, boy, what a great improvement in sound! Thank you very much.

Mohamed Mami
Bellevue, WA

Corrections

In March “Best Recordings of the Month,” the record information at the end of Richard Freed’s review of the Peter Donohoe-Yevgeny Svetlanov recording of the Brahms First Piano Concerto indicated that the CD contains the Second Piano Concerto. The CD that Mr. Freed reviewed (EMI/Angel CDC 49934) does, in fact, contain the Piano Concerto No. 1, in D Minor, Op. 15.

Also in March “Best of the Month,” Robert Ackart’s review of the James Levine recording of Donizetti’s L’Elisir d’Amore mistakenly stated that Luciano Pavarotti made his Metropolitan Opera debut in La Fille du Régiment. He first sang at the Met in La Bohème.
The Big Klipsch Sound Is Now Small In Size And Price

You've always expected KLIPSCH to give you a big, dynamic sound. Yet KLIPSCH has never been known for making small speakers.

Well allow us to introduce the new KLIPSCH kg®. Here is absolute proof that big performance can come from a very small speaker system. The kg® fills your listening room with the presence and dynamics of a live performance. Yet it's so small that it sits comfortably (and inconspicuously) on a bookshelf. Technology is the reason why.

The woofer cone, for example, is carbon graphite filled to set a new standard for bass quality and authority in a system of this size. The voice coil of this woofer is vented for increased power handling and effortless reproduction of dynamic musical passages.

The tweeter uses a special ferrofluid cooling system to give you increased output, power handling, dynamic range, and reliability.

And the elegantly-styled cabinet of the kg® is hand finished in your choice of genuine wood veneers to make this speaker as beautiful as the music it reproduces. In this price range, the cabinet of virtually every competitive system is wrapped with vinyl which merely imitates wood. The kg® gives you the real thing.

Yes, though quite small in size and price, the kg® is very big in performance and value. Your investment in this system will be a lasting one. Hear and see the new KLIPSCH kg® at your nearest KLIPSCH dealer.

To find him, look in the Yellow Pages. Or call toll free 1-800-395-4676.

KLIPSCH A LEGEND IN SOUND
P.O. BOX 688 HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801
It's not just the technology; it's the application of the technology.

Denon's "Design Integrity" philosophy has always held that the way a technology is employed is as important as the technology itself.

To test this premise, Denon digital audio and studio recording engineers compare their own vast library of digital master tapes with the Compact Discs releases of the same material. This on-going listening and measurement research reveals that at present the finest CD quality can be obtained by the meticulous application of 20-bit digital-to-analog conversion.

Case in point: The DCD-2560 employs four separate DACs utilizing Denon's Lambda System Super Linear Converter technology to eliminate the zero-cross distortion and non-linearity that plagues conventional CD players, especially at low signal levels. Each Denon Super Linear Converter is factory hand-tuned for maximum resolution. In addition, Denon's unique half-sample interpolation system produces an effective 16x over-sampling rate to eliminate phase shift for a more accurate sound stage with true three-dimensional imaging.

20-bit SLCs enable Denon to offer Variable Pitch, which lets you compress recordings, tune your CD player to musical instruments, adjust tempo for dancing, create perfect segues while mixing, etc. Peak Search finds the point in a disc with the highest level to set recording levels most accurately. Auto Space inserts four second pauses between tracks to help locate selections. A Digital Fader fades recordings in and out while dubbing. Time Edit allows you to input the tape length you are using. Pick enhances this function by letting you rearrange the order of tracks for the best fit on the tape. Link extends the process over 2 CDs for longer tape lengths.

The critically-acclaimed Denon DCD-2560. A reaffirmation of one of life's oldest adages: It's not only whether you win the technology race, but also how you play the game.

DENON
The first name in digital audio.
NEW PRODUCTS

Harman Kardon

The Harman Kardon TL8600 top-loading carousel compact disc changer uses the company's single-bit digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion technology, in which nearly all of the processing is done in the digital domain. The system's third-order digital filter and discrete low-pass analog filters are said to provide better sound quality than lower-order filters and integrated circuits. Features include A-B repeat, intro scan, auto space, and a variable-level output. Disc-selection and track-selection buttons are located on the top of the changer for easy access. The TL8600 comes with a twenty-seven-key remote control. Price: $599. Harman Kardon, Dept. SR, 240 Crossways Park W., Woodbury, NY 11797.

Parsec

Parsec's Model 2000 AM/FM antenna can be placed either vertically or horizontally for omnidirectional or unidirectional reception, respectively. Under ideal conditions, the company says, the antenna can improve reception range by up to 400 percent while dramatically reducing interference and multipath distortion. Gain in the FM band is adjustable from -20 to +40 dB with less than 1.5 dB added noise and up to +15 dB in the AM band with 1.5 dB added noise. Dimensions are 5 1/4 x 7/4 x 6 1/2 inches. Price: $90. Parsec, Dept. SR, 400 W. Ninth St., Wilmington, DE 19801.

NAD

The NAD Model 2400THX is the first stereo power amplifier approved by Lucasfilm for use in a THX home theater. A THX system is designed to achieve intelligible dialogue, accurate spectral balance, good localization, and extended low-bass response. All of the Model 2400THX's circuitry has been optimized for flat frequency response, extremely low noise, and clean power, with large dynamic reserves for peaks. The amplifier is rated to deliver 100 watts per channel minimum rms into 8 ohms, 370 watts dynamic power, with no more than 0.03 percent total harmonic distortion. Price: $599. NAD, Dept. SR, 575 University Ave., P.O. Box 9124, Norwood, MA 02062-9124.

Monster Cable

Monster Cable's MSeries is said to provide improvements in sound stage, imaging, resolution of inner detail, dynamic range, and transient response and a reduction of intertransient noise. The cable's Multi Twist manufacturing technique is said to couple the magnetic fields around the cable conductors, and the IsoTec dampening material isolates the conductors from air and room vibrations, which are said to generate extraneous signals. Each cable is equipped with an RCA gold-contact connector. Prices: $1.50 to $35 a foot for speaker cable, $40 to $750 a pair for interconnects. Monster Cable, Dept. SR, 274 Wattis Way, South San Francisco, CA 94080.
Denon

Denon's AVC-1000 six-channel integrated audio/video amplifier has two center-channel amplifiers to drive a pair of center speakers. The AVC-1000 is rated to deliver 55 watts each into the left and right front channels and 25 watts each into the two center and two rear channels. It is bridgeable to four channels for use with a separate amplifier for the main front channels. There are four Dolby Pro Logic modes and three other surround modes. The digital delay system is user-adjustable in steps from 5 to 40 milliseconds. The Cinema switch is said to restore dialogue to its natural sonic quality, and there is an Audio Visual Sound Effect Circuit to “punch” up the low frequencies. There are five video and five audio inputs, a two-mode REC OUT selector for combining video and audio sources, and a mono output for a powered subwoofer. Price: $700. Denon America, Dept. SR, 222 New Rd., Parsippany, NJ 07054.

Votaw

The Votaw DiscDrawer line of CD storage units is made of 1/2-inch to 3/4-inch sheet acrylic. From left, the line includes the 1012C ($40), which holds eight double CD's; the 1010-32C ($60), which holds thirty-two discs; and the 1010C ($40), which holds sixteen discs. All are available in clear or black. The 1012C and 1010C measure 5 5/8 x 11 3/8 x 5 inches, the 1010-32C 10 5/8 x 11 3/8 x 5 inches. Votaw Corp., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 10479, Aspen, CO 81612.

Celestion

The Celestion 5 bookshelf speaker has a two-piece, 1-inch titanium-dome tweeter and a 6-inch woofer, both mounted on a rigid polycarbonate fascia. Frequency response is given as 70 to 20,000 Hz - 3 dB and sensitivity as 88 dB sound-pressure level at 1 meter with a 1-watt input. Amplifier requirements are 10 to 90 watts per channel. Five-element, second-order high/low-pass crossover filters are bonded to the terminal pod, and four-way binding posts are used with a hard-wired crossover. The 1/2-inch particleboard cabinet has tapered edges to reduce diffraction and is finished with simulated black-ash or dark-oak vinyl veneer. Dimensions are 13 3/4 x 8 x 9 3/8 inches; weight is about 10 1/2 pounds. Price: $400 a pair. The optional LS24 stands, 24 inches tall, are $100 a pair. Celestion Industries, Dept. SR, 89 Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746.

Sennheiser

Sennheiser's HD 560 Ovation headphone, designed using laser interferometry to analyze diaphragm behavior, has a rated frequency response of 16 to 30,000 Hz. The diaphragms are ridged at the edge for greater stiffness, to minimize distortion without adding mass. The centers of the diaphragms are made of silk, which allows air to vent behind the drivers, thus improving bass response. Neodymium magnets are combined with lightweight aluminum voice coils for greater efficiency. Tuned bass ports are built into the earpieces, which have velvet-covered ear cushions for wearing comfort. Price: $269. Sennheiser, Dept. SR, 6 Vista Dr., P.O. Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371.

Technics

The Technics SL-XP700 portable compact disc player, roughly the size of two stacked CD jewel boxes, has a miniaturized laser pickup and an ultra-thin transport mechanism. Features include separate 18-bit, eight-times-oversampling digital-to-analog converters for each channel, an extra amplification circuit to boost low-bass signals, twenty-four-track programming, random play, automatic shut-off after 3 minutes in stop or pause mode, and resume play, which returns to the last track played before the unit was turned off. Price: $280. Technics, Dept. SR, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.
GET 8 COMPACT DISCS FOR THE PRICE OF 1

...with nothing more to buy ever!

YOUR SAVINGS START HERE

Mail to: BMG Compact Disc Club / P.O. Box 91412 / Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES, please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send me the four Compact Discs I have indicated here under the terms of this offer. I need buy just 1 more CD at regular Club prices during the next year after which I can choose 3 more CDs FREE! That's 8 CDs for the price of one...with nothing more to buy...ever! (A shipping/handling charge is added to each shipment.)

RUSH ME THESE 4 CDs (indicate by number):

1) [ ] EASY LISTENING (Instrumental/Vocal Moods)
2) [ ] COUNTRY
3) [ ] HARD ROCK
4) [ ] POP/SOFT ROCK
5) [ ] CLASSICAL

□ Mr. □ Mrs. □ Ms.

First Name: ___________________________ Last Name: ___________________________
Address: ____________________________ Apt.: ____________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ____________________________ Zip: ____________________________

Telephone: ____________________________ Fax Code: ____________________________

Signature: ____________________________

Yes, I would like a free BMG Membership CD.

(Indicate by number):

□ 1) AC/DC: The Razor's Edge (ATCO) 33379
□ 2) Janet Jackson's Rhythm Nation 1814 (A&M) 72386
□ 3) DANNY YANKEE (Warner Bros.) 14852
□ 4) BEST OF THE BLUES (Par) 11140

SAVE 50% INSTANT HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN

You get 50%-off bonus savings with every CD you buy at regular Club prices...right with your very first purchase...unlike other clubs that first make you buy 4, 6 or more.

START NOW WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS!

Yes, pick any 4 compact discs shown here! You need buy just 1 more hit at regular Club prices (usually $14.98—$15.98), and take up to one full year to do it. Then you can choose another 3 CDs Free. That's 8 CDs for the price of 1 with nothing more to buy...ever! (A shipping and handling charge is added to each shipment.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES

You select from hundreds of exciting compact discs described in the Club's magazine which is mailed to you approximately every 3 weeks (19 times a year). Each issue highlights a Featured Selection in your preferred music category, plus alternate selections. If you'd like the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will be sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or none at all, just return the card enclosed with each issue of your magazine by the date specified on the card. You will have at least 10 days to decide, or you may return your Featured Selection at our expense. Cancel your membership at any time after completing your enrollment agreement, simply by writing to us.

FREE 10-DAY TRIAL

Listen to your 4 introductory CDs for a full 10 days. If not satisfied, return them with no further obligation. You send no money now, so complete the coupon and mail it today.

CD925 BMG Compact Disc Club, 5000 E. 30th St., Indianapolis, IN 46219-1194. TRADEMARKS USED IN THE ADVERTISMENT ARE THE PROPERTY OF VARIOUS TRADEMARK OWNERS.
NEW PRODUCTS

Audio Control

The Architect “speaker optimizer” from Audio Control is a six-band equalizer designed specifically to improve the sound from in-wall and small bookshelf speakers. Its programmable “frequency-match” infrasonic filter enables the user to set a low-frequency cutoff in order to improve power handling, reduce distortion, and extend the life of the speakers. The preamp-level Architect can be connected to any home stereo system. Price: $189. Audio Control, Dept. SR, 22313 70th Ave. W., Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043.

Ohm Acoustics

The Ohm Theater home video sound system consists of two satellite speakers and a Center Channel Module (CCM), which contains a subwoofer and can be used to hold a TV set or video monitor up to 32 inches in size. The system has inputs for a discrete center-channel home theater processor and amplifier, and rear-channel speakers can be added. For use in two-channel systems, the Ohm Theater has a built-in matrix that derives a center-channel signal from the left and right channels. The CCM has a ferrofluid-cooled tweeter and a 12-inch woofer with a 4-inch vent; bass response is said to go down to 28 Hz. Its dimensions are 19 x 28 x 14½ inches. The tiny satellites are made from cast aluminum and have phase-aligned 5¼-inch woofers and ferrofluid-cooled 3/4-inch dome tweeters. Price: $950 for three-piece system; additional satellites, $400 a pair. (The stands shown are not included.) Ohm Acoustics, Dept. SR, 241 Taaffe Pl., Brooklyn, NY 11205.

Case Logic

Case Logic’s CLS-36 portable storage case is designed to hold thirty-six cassette singles in their “0” cards or thirty album-length tapes in their protective boxes. The nylon shell is padded with thick foam and has a plastic insert to align the cassettes; there is an adjustable shoulder strap. Colors are black, gray, red, blue, or black with teal trim. Price: $15. Case Logic, Dept. SR, 6930 Winchester Circle, Boulder, CO 80301.

JVC

The JVC MX-1 compact component system includes a compact disc player, a dual-well autoreverse cassette deck, an AM/FM tuner, and a pair of magnetically shielded speakers. A 5-inch subwoofer is built into one of the speaker cabinets and powered by its own amplifier. Features include four edit modes for recording from a CD to tape and a graphic equalizer with six preprogrammed ambience settings as well as a user-definable setting. Tuner features include forty preset stations, auto memory, and preset scan. A remote control is included. Price: $1,000 complete. JVC, Dept. SR, 41 Slater Dr., Elmwood Park, NJ 07407.
The inside story on what really makes a great audio component.
Technology without quality is meaningless.

"It would be very easy for our engineers to add a lot of flashing lights and dials to our equipment but 'bells and whistles' are not what we’re all about," Ted Green said. Mr. Green, Onkyo’s National Sales and Marketing Manager, is on the firing line in the battle to design electronics equipment for today’s critical, value-oriented enthusiasts. And because Onkyo is an engineering-driven firm, their emphasis is on quality and substance, not glitz and glamor.

"Consumers can quickly hear, see and feel the difference between Onkyo equipment and the competition," Mr. Green added. "Look at the front and you won’t be overwhelmed by LEDs or buttons. Our components are made to be used—easily. Lift an Onkyo receiver and you’ll immediately notice the increased weight from the metal chassis, heavy duty transformer and heat sink. And Onkyo has always featured the most up-to-date technology," Mr. Green stated. "Throughout the design, engineering and manufacturing process, our objective is to deliver the finest quality at a better feature per dollar ratio than any other components on the market."

ONKYO...Built to be Better

Quality is a word used by companies in many different industries. But what does it really mean to someone buying new hi-fi components? If you love music, it’s the ability to experience the full dynamic range of a compact disc or cassette. Or drive a pair of sophisticated speakers to their utmost potential. Or hear the dramatic impact of a movie soundtrack on a Dolby Pro Logic system. All of the buzzwords and acronyms mean nothing, unless there is a proven real-world result that you can hear and appreciate, not simply a fancy decal on a faceplate, or slick slogan in an ad.

Onkyo’s mandate couldn’t be more clear. Onkyo will never make sacrifices or take shortcuts that impact upon the music you’ll enjoy in your home. Whether it’s a CD player, receiver, cassette deck or other component, if it bears the Onkyo name, you can be sure the quality was designed and built in, starting right at the drawing board. Onkyo’s demanding engineers oversee every step of manufacture so the end results are award-winning products that perform well and, just as importantly, are a lasting value... from the least expensive models to the top-of-the-line. In fact, the long-term reliability of all Onkyo components—when compared to the competition—is far superior.

What makes Onkyo better? Here are some reasons why...

Many hi-fi companies will use plastic parts in critical areas to keep down your initial cost. The price may be attractive at first but you’ll lose the structural integrity of Onkyo’s metal chassis or the accuracy of their die-cast aluminum CD tray... deficiencies that will unquestionably affect the sound heard in your home. The next time you’re in a store, check out the vast number of components that utilize plastic or some other synthetic in their faceplates and chassis. Then examine Onkyo. It’s easy to see why Onkyo sounds well made.
Power Plays

One of the most important functions of any receiver or amplifier is the ability to provide sufficient power during key musical moments. It’s really simple: the larger, more powerful the transformer, the more critical current is supplied. Without proper power, you won’t be able to drive loudspeaker systems or components to their peak ability. A shortcut here severely impacts upon music quality. Onkyo’s heavy duty power supplies are renowned for their ability to handle the most demanding and complex musical passages, which is why you’ll find all our amps and receivers rated into 4 ohms (and in some cases even 2 ohms), the ultimate test of a power supply. And although a transformer may not have as much sex appeal as a flashy display, it’s infinitely more vital to the bottom line—performance—which is why you buy a component in the first place. Consequently, Onkyo engineers are always in the forefront of technical advances in component power. One of these is the breakthrough Anti-Electromagnetic Interference (AEI) transformer that produces even lower distortion levels and more power than toroidal transformers found in high end, high priced separates.

Independent Thinking

Dedicating power supplies to perform specific tasks in components won’t create banner headlines, but again, it makes for a better quality product.

In a CD player, the independent power supplies control the transport, analog and digital circuits. This prevents any spurious signal interference and resulting distortion. The independent power supplies Onkyo uses in its cassette decks eliminate interference between the meter electronics and the recording circuitries. As a result, the music signal retains its purity both in recording and playback.

As well as its “independent thinking” in terms of power, Onkyo also believes in being discrete. Virtually all Onkyo components use discrete output devices (individual transistors, resistors and capacitors) rather than Integrated Circuits (ICs) that combine all three into a less costly format. The drawback to ICs occurs in its impact on overall performance. Using discrete outputs involves more time and money, but the results are well worth it.

Technology with Imagination

While Onkyo maintains a “nuts and bolts” approach to insure basic quality, the company continues to be on the cutting edge of sonic technology as well. Two of Onkyo’s highly regarded breakthroughs were Accubias which automatically fine tunes the bias on a cassette and the Automatic Precision Reception (APR) system for receivers and tuners. Critics feel APR delivers the best possible FM reception. In digital audio, Onkyo created AccuBit technology and now has introduced AccuPulse, the most advanced single bit digital-to-analog conversion (DAC) system available. Here again, Onkyo engineers refused to take short cuts and used two separate chips for the DAC and digital filter, cutting down on potential interference. The result is natural, true-to-life sound that finally achieves the real world musicality digital audio has promised since its inception.

Buyers Guide

Quality is what dictates a component’s performance. It should also be what dictates your product choice. The next time you look at hifi equipment, remember to look for some of the differences pointed out here. You’ll find that quality and Onkyo are one in the same.
The '90s have ushered in a new era of entertainment—the Home Theater Age. Enthusiasts are now constantly striving to re-create the movie palace experience in their living rooms. Onkyo has risen to this challenge by designing a complete line of critically acclaimed A/V power components that meet the demands for the most realistic movie sound—and musical reproduction.

As with all Onkyo components, quality, dependability and ease-of-use are the guiding philosophy behind the new Integra A/V amplifier, the A-SV810PRO. It not only features advanced Dolby Pro Logic decoding for blockbuster Hollywood soundtracks, but offers a total of nine simulation modes (DSP) that let you create the acoustic ambience of different soundstages. Pro Logic goes beyond basic Dolby Surround Sound found on less expensive components by adding a center channel to the front and rear channels. The result is more accurate sound effects and your sofa becoming a front row orchestra seat! The A-SV810PRO delivers 85 watts per channel in the surround mode for the left, center and right speakers and a powerful 35 watts for the rear speakers. And there's enough dynamic power (180 watts into 2 ohms) to handle the most critical passages from any CD or soundtrack.

The sleek, new A-SV810PRO can be the heart of the most sophisticated audio/video system. There are six video inputs (5 are S-video) and 10 audio input jacks...enough to handle a wide variety of components. And, to make this integrated amplifier even simpler to use, the A-SV810PRO has a series of on-screen displays that make taking advantage of its advanced capabilities as easy as watching TV.

The 39-pound powerhouse has the same heritage as all Onkyo components—heavy duty transformers, massive heat sinks, and discrete outputs using top-quality resistors, transistors and capacitors. The A-SV810PRO even separates the audio and video signal paths to ensure the purity of the sound and image.

Along with Onkyo's cutting edge A-SV810PRO, the company offers a full line of Pro Logic A/V receivers, the TX-SV90PRO, TX-SV70PRO and the TX-SV50PRO. All deliver true five channel Dolby Stereo decoding (left, center, right and surround) as well as variable digital delay and Hall and Matrix settings.

An added benefit is Onkyo's special room-to-room capability on select models. By adding optional infrared remote sensors in other rooms, you can control all A/V capabilities from different parts of the house. The three receivers are packed with real-world conveniences and leading edge technology...from Onkyo, a company that only knows how to make components one way—the right way.
is frequency modulated (FM) whereas the video is amplitude modulated (AM) and therefore more susceptible to noise and other disruptions. It is probably also true that our eyes are more sensitive than our ears to the effects of interference. For one thing, the ability of one sound to mask another makes some audio problems bearable; the corresponding video glitches are usually only obvious.

**Video Interference**

Why is it that you often see interference in the video portion of a TV signal but almost never hear it?

Brent Iverson

Foster City, CA

You must have a better monitor than I do; some channels in my area are often accompanied by a distinctly unmusical array of buzzes and beeps. Still, in general, your observation is correct: The video signal is typically more vulnerable to disturbances than the audio. I suspect one reason is that the audio comes to a tweeter and—perhaps—midrange driver, but that doesn't have anything to do with cabinet size. The drivers in your speakers are probably small enough already even if the overall systems are large. Listen critically to the system; if you like what you hear, stick with it.

**Morse Interference**

Both my television set and my audio system pick up Morse-code signals and the occasional radio-telephone voice. There is an amateur radio operator almost a block away from me, but the speed and professional sound of the dots and dashes lead me to believe that what I am hearing is marine radio-telegraph transmissions; my home is on a hill overlooking the harbor about 3 miles away. How can I eliminate this interference?

Charles E. Bosworth

Santa Barbara, CA

Radio-frequency interference (RFI) is notoriously hard to get rid of. You first have to find out where it is getting into your system by disconnecting components one at a time to narrow down the possible entry points. Once you have figured out how the unwanted signals are entering the chain, you can often reduce or eliminate the interference by relocating components, replacing worn or corroded plugs, using cable lengths, or substituting cables with better shielding. Detailed tips are available free from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), and it would be worth your while to contact its local field office to get the appropriate literature.

The interference you are experiencing may be resistant to such simple measures, however, especially since it is affecting both your audio and video equipment. Check with your neighbors; if they are experiencing the same problem, it may be necessary to try solving the problem at the source.

Chances are the culprit is your neighborhood ham rather than marine radio. Most RFI comes from local transmitters, not distant ones (don't be fooled by the speed of the code—amateur-radio buffs are among the most proficient keyers and the occasional ham-telephone system pick up Morse-code signals and professional operating voice). There is an amateur radio operator almost a block away from me, but the speed and professional sound of the dots and dashes lead me to believe that what I am hearing is marine radio-telegraph transmissions; my home is on a hill overlooking the harbor about 3 miles away. How can I eliminate this interference?

Kevin Mack

Listowel, Ontario

Unless you're dissatisfied with your original speakers for other reasons, I can see no purpose in replacing them. If you were starting from scratch with a subwoofer, full-size satellites would be unnecessary as they would just duplicate the low-frequency output that the subwoofer probably handles better in any case. But having that extra bit of bass output certainly can't hurt.

Small is definitely better when it comes to a tweeter and—perhaps—midrange driver, but that doesn't have anything to do with cabinet size. The drivers in your speakers are probably small enough already even if the overall systems are large. Listen critically to the system; if you like what you hear, stick with it.

**CD Storage**

At present I store my compact discs horizontally, but I have learned that vinyl records should be stored on edge to prevent warping. Should I change to vertical storage for my audio recordings too?

Jerry L. McKinley

Trenton, TN

As long as you keep your CD's in their jewel boxes, or in one of those multi-page CD portfolios, their orientation is less critical than with other types of discs. For one thing, most of what can go wrong will be offset by the playback system's error-correction circuitry.

Over long periods of time, however, it is still wise to store CD's vertically for a number of reasons. One is that the clip that secures a disc in its box suspends it ever so slightly above the facing surface; with time, gravity may cause the disc to deform slightly, particularly in hot weather. The distance it can travel is small but perhaps enough to cause problems with some players. Furthermore, a horizontal surface tends to collect dust, smoke, and other things floating in the air; eventually enough of these may penetrate the case to cloud the disc surface. Vertical storage provides nowhere for the grunge to land.

**Speaker Size**

Now that I have added a subwoofer to my system, I am wondering whether I might be able to improve my sound even more by replacing the main speakers with smaller satellite units. Is smaller better when it comes to handling high and midrange frequencies?

Kevin Mack

Listowel, Ontario

Unless you're dissatisfied with your original speakers for other reasons, I can see no purpose in replacing them. If you were starting from scratch with a subwoofer, full-size satellites would be unnecessary as they would just duplicate the low-frequency output that the subwoofer probably handles better in any case. But having that extra bit of bass output certainly can't hurt.

Small is definitely better when it comes to a tweeter and—perhaps—midrange driver, but that doesn't have anything to do with cabinet size. The drivers in your speakers are probably small enough already even if the overall systems are large. Listen critically to the system; if you like what you hear, stick with it.

**Cable Lengths**

I am considering placing one speaker near my stereo cabinet and the other across the room. Would any problems result from having a short cable (about 10 feet) for one channel and a longer one (about 50 feet) for the other?

Vaughn Garrett

Garland, TX

Considering that the difference in time for a signal to pass through the two wires is about one fifth of a second (half a microsecond), the effect of the unequal lengths should be negligible, at least in terms of phase. The only factor that should concern you is the thickness of the cables. Longer runs require heavier wires, so if you make sure that the 50-foot cable is thick enough—12 gauge, say—you should encounter no problems. (It doesn't matter if the shorter cable is heavier than it needs to be.) Wire of that thickness is readily available at low cost, and virtually all specialty audiophile cable is adequate, but not the skinny transparent stuff that's often labeled "speaker wire." If you're still concerned, you can cut equal lengths for both channels and coil the excess for the closer speaker behind it or the amplifier.

**Audio Q&A**

by Ian G. Masters

A Morse code signal can be heard because our ears are more sensitive to low-frequency sounds than our eyes are to high-frequency light waves. The video signal is typically amplitude modulated (AM) whereas the audio signal is frequency modulated (FM). This is frequency modulated (FM) whereas the video is amplitude modulated (AM) and therefore more susceptible to noise and other disruptions. It is probably also true that our eyes are more sensitive than our ears to the effects of interference. For one thing, the ability of one sound to mask another makes some audio problems bearable; the corresponding video glitches are usually only obvious.
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HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 1¢...

- Just mail the coupon and we'll send your 8 CDs, together with a bill for 1¢, plus shipping and handling.
- You agree to buy just six more selections in the next three years, at regular Club prices (currently $12.98 to $15.98, plus shipping and handling)—and you may cancel membership at any time after doing so.
- Free Music Magazine sent every four weeks (up to 13 times a year).
- You always have 10 days to decide; if not satisfied, return everything within 10 days and you'll receive your discounted CD and your bonus CD with nothing—It will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection, or alternates. And Special Selection mailings up to six times a year (total of up to none at all. Just mail the response card always provided by the date specified.

Steven Winwood—Refugees Of The Heart (Virgin) 413-055
Midnight Oil—Blue Sky Mining (Columbia) 402-936
Lenny Kravitz—Let Love Rule (Warner Bros.) 401-993
Duran Duran—(Decade (Capitol) 401-869
Basi—London Warsaw New York (Epic) 401-752
Rush— Presto (Atlantic) 401-995
Pat Benatar—Best Shouts (Chrysalis) 401-646
Kevin G.—Live (Columbia) 401-525
Chicago—Greatest Hits 1982-1989 (Reprise) 401-166

Robert Palmer—Addictions, Volume One (Island) 402-837
Belinda Carlisle—Addicted To Love (MCA) 400-788
Paul Simon—Nights Are Like This Songs 1971-1986 (Warner Bros.) 401-721
Eric Clapton—Journeyman (Reprise) 400-467
Linda Ronstadt—Cry Like A Rainstorm, Howl Like The Wind (Epic) 389-874
Bob Dylan—Oh Mercy (Columbia) 389-262
Grateful Dead—Built To Last (Arts) 389-025
Aerosmith—Pump (Cassette) 389-009
Tracy Chapman—Crossroads (Epic) 387-951
Molly Crue—Dr Feelgood (Epic) 387-944
Billy idol—Die Young, Stay Pretty (Columbia) 387-902
Rolling Stones—Sticky Fingers (Rolling Stones Rec.) 387-738
Faith No More—Real Thing (Reprise/Su) 387-399
Tina Turner—Foreign Affair (Capitol) 387-118
Billy idol—Idolize Me (Creek) 387-119
Don Henley—the End Of The Innocence (Epic) 383-802
Edie Brickell & The New Bohemians—Ghost Of A Dog (Geffen) 412-999

Jimi Hendrix—Radio One (Rhody) 412-379
The B-52's—Cosmic Thing (Reprise) 383-877
Lisa Stansfield—Affection (Arista) 404-905
Alannah Myles—Atlantic (Atlantic) 404-475
Levi©—Rope A Dope (Atlantic) 413-575
Loveboy—Big Ones (Columbia) 401-661
Night Ranger—Greatest Hits (MCA) 383-792
Bad English—Epic (Epic) 383-463
Michael Bolton—So Good (Provider) 383-083
Tom Petty—Full Moon Fever (MCA) 382-184
Roxette—Look Sharp (Atlantic) 381-939
The Cult—Somewhere In Time (Epic) 381-245
Terence Trent D’arby—Introducing The Hard Line (Atlantic) 381-461
Elton John—The Bitch Is Back (Arista) 374-017
The Bernstein Songbook—Selections From West Side Story, On The Town, Etc. (CBS) 371-088
Pretenders—The Singles (Reprise) 371-798
INXS—Kiss The Fairy (Epic) 361-519
Bruce Springsteen—Tunnel Of Love (Columbia) 360-115
Billy Idol—Vital Idol (Chrysalis) 360-107
Paul Simon—Graceland (Warner Bros.) 360-751
Billy Joel—Greatest Hits Vol. 1 & 2 (Columbia) 359-696
Journey’s Greatest Hits (Columbia) 359-279
Pepples—Always (MCA) 412-163

Garth Brooks—No Fences (Capitol) 411-587
Barbra Streisand—The Greatest Hits Vol. 1 (Columbia) 410-141
Gold & Platinum Volume Five (Sire)—selections from West Side Story, On The Town, Etc. (CBS) 379-699
Bonham—The Disregard Of Timekeeping (WTG) 383-497
Richard Marx—Now That's What I Call (Epic) 380-065
Elton John—Sleeping With The Past (Arista) 387-993
Wynton Marsalis—The Complete Recordings Of Ron Carter (Columbia) 414-193
Joe Sample—Ashes To Ashes (Warner Bros) 414-151
Gerald Albright—Dream Come True Atlantic (Atlantic) 401-928

Bobby McFerrin—Music Of The Edge Of Magic (Epic) 412-064
Kenny Garrett—Jazz Student (Atlantic) 413-781
Take 6—So Much 2 Say (Reprise) 412-310
George Benson—The Classic Collection (Atlantic) 410-936
Bruce Springsteen—The Hard Line (Atlantic) 408-906
Elvis Costello—The Very Best Of (Sire) 408-125

Electric Light Orchestra—Greatest Hits (Columbia) 407-825
Wilson Phillips—Super Visionary (Warner Bros) 407-793
Fleetwood Mac—Behind The Mask (Warner Bros) 405-126
M.C. Hammer—Please Hammer, Don’t Hammer Me (Capitol) 403-477

Wynton Marsalis—The Complete Recordings Of Ron Carter (Columbia) 414-193
Joe Sample—Ashes To Ashes (Warner Bros) 414-151
Gerald Albright—Dream Come True Atlantic (Atlantic) 401-928

Wynton Marsalis—Welcome To The St. James’ Club Featuring Russ Freeman (GRP) 410-498
Bob James—Grand Piano (Warner Bros) 403-066
Michel Camilo—On The Other Hand (Epic) 408-492
Vanilla Ice—To The Point (Reprise) 412-479

AC/DC—The Razor’s Edge (Atlantic) 410-066
Harry Connick, Jr.—We Are In Love (GRP) 406-645
Wynton Marsalis—The Resolution Of Romance (Standard Time, Vol. 3) 406-637
Lee Ritenour—Stolen Moments (GRP) 406-280
Chick Corea Electric Band—Inside Out (GRP) 404-574

COLUMBIA HOUSE: Terre Haute, IN 47811

How about a special offer...PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD—FREE! See details below.

PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD—FREE! See details below.

COLUMBIA HOUSE: Terre Haute, IN 47811
Science, Not Magic

When I first heard the rumor that green ink painted around the edges of a CD improved its sound fidelity, I ignored it. When I started reading newspaper articles supporting it, I got mad. This kind of irresponsible, get-something-for-nothing attitude is symptomatic of what's ailing America. Too many people are unwilling to work to achieve something. They would rather find a quick and easy fix. That's why businessmen greenmail existing corporations instead of investing in new ventures, why people read their horoscopes rather than assume responsibility for their lives, and why lotteries take in billions.

Okay, I'll get off my soapbox. But it's the same thing with audio. If you want to improve the sound of a playback system, don't look for magic; try a little science instead. For example, instead of worrying about the imaginary subtleties of green ink, consider some old-fashioned hands-on experimentation, you can find the right loudspeaker placement for your listening room and greatly improve your system's performance.

In a rectangular room, loudspeakers should usually be placed along the short dimension. This will help to create the proper stereo perspective. The distance between loudspeakers is determined by the distance of your listening position from them. In general, the speakers and your listening position should form an equilateral triangle, with speakers at an angle of 60 degrees. Check the instructions that came with the loudspeakers and temporarily position them according to the manufacturer's suggestions. Depending on their design, that might mean on the floor, off the floor, against the wall, away from the wall, etc. Both loudspeakers should be placed in the same kind of location—for example, both along a flat wall or both in corners. The tweeters should be at ear level, and the loudspeakers should be angled to face your listening position.

Now do some listening to determine a more exact placement of the loudspeakers for optimal results. Speaker position in a room is critical to bass response—by moving the speakers you can help flatten the response. Play a pink-noise source or interstation radio noise (FM hiss) through your system and walk around the room listening for changes in bass level. Now move the speakers a foot or two and listen again. Keep trying until their bass response is as consistent as possible, especially in the primary listening area.

If the sound is deficient in bass, you can compensate by putting the speakers in corners. If you couple each loudspeaker to three boundaries (two walls and the floor), low frequencies are reinforced, boosting bass response. Corner placement could cause the low end to become boomy, however. Conversely, if loudspeakers are bass-heavy, move them away from one or more room boundaries. For example, try putting them on stands.

While you are listening to music, move the speakers—closer to the walls, farther from them, to the left and right. Listen for smooth tonal balance. If you have hard, reflective floors (wood, vinyl, or ceramic), try placing a thick rug in front of the loudspeakers to absorb sound and thereby weaken floor reflections that can interfere with the direct sound from the speakers, causing response irregularities. Clarity is sometimes enhanced when loudspeakers are pulled away from the wall behind them because reflections from the nearby surface can create similar interference effects. Alternatively, you might try placing sound absorbers on the wall. If the loudspeakers have driver-level or other response-shaping controls, use them to make subtle adjustments. Listen for good stereo imaging; in particular, there should be a solid center image. If speakers are placed too far apart, the width of the stereo image may be exaggerated, weakening the center.

There is no end to the intricacies of acoustics and to the difficulties that sound can experience as it travels through a room on its way to your ears. That's why the acoustical character of your listening room may be more important than the performance of your audio equipment. A poorly designed room can completely negate the quality of even the finest playback equipment—unless, of course, you listen only through headphones.

With a little understanding of room acoustics, considerable patience, and careful listening, you can tune most rooms to achieve a good listening environment. Start with a book on basic acoustics, then feel free to experiment. Almost any reasoned changes will improve the sound over the perhaps haphazard speaker locations you're now using. Have confidence—you can use real science to improve the performance of your playback system in clearly audible ways. More important, you will have solved a problem, not simply painted over it.
Musical Articulation, Detail. Elusive qualities of superior sonic reproduction that are rarely found in even the most expensive subwoofers. Until now! M&K's new MX subwoofers bring you these high-performance qualities—in a smaller cabinet and at a lower price.

In a cabinet the size of a bookshelf speaker, two new proprietary 12" subwoofer drivers produce the massive amounts of base only expected from much larger cabinets. Better yet, M&K's Push-Pull design produces a much higher quality of bass by virtually eliminating even-order harmonic distortion.

MX-100, MX-90, MX-80 & MX-70

Four MX models, with internal amplifiers between 75 and 200 watts RMS, provide an ideal match for your system.

Building On Excellence
Seventeen years of M&K experience in Satellite-Subwoofer systems comes together again to create a new subwoofer performance standard. And with the 18" x 0" x 13.5" MX-70, M&K creates a new compact subwoofer standard.

The Ideal Choice
The unprecedented musical articulation and "ultra quick" sound of the MX subwoofers make them the perfect choice to complete any audio or audio/video system.
DAT or DCC?

TRUE breakthroughs in audio technology and really new products are infrequent, but they do happen every so often. At the recent Winter Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, a new recording/playback medium was officially announced by Philips. For the hi-fi consumer, it may well prove to be the most important development since the arrival of the compact disc about eight years ago.

For several years both the general and the audio press have been extolling the virtues of the digital audio tape (DAT) system and heralding its imminent arrival from Japan. A few of these machines have been reviewed in STEREO REVIEW, and they have acquitted themselves very well, although for political reasons the availability of DAT decks in this country was restricted until the development of the Serial Copy Management System (SCMS) to prevent unlimited, multigenerational copying from CD's.

Almost from the beginning, I have wondered about the place of DAT in the consumer audio marketplace. True, DAT can provide the same audio quality as the CD, but for the most part this potential will be realized only when making copies of CD's. Few people, audiophiles included, have the opportunity, inclination, or necessary ancillary equipment to do a live recording of the sort that would tax the abilities of a good analog cassette deck. As for copying CD's for use in a car equipped with a DAT player, it is hard to find any real advantage to DAT that justifies its price and the considerable cost of blank tapes. Since DAT cassettes do not lend themselves to economical mass duplication, there is unlikely to be any sizable repertory of commercially recorded DAT's. It seems to me that DAT is really a medium for the professional or very serious amateur recordist rather than for the mainstream audio market.

Apparently Philips, the giant Netherlands company that created both the compact cassette and the compact disc, came to a similar conclusion. At January's CES, Philips unveiled the Digital Compact Cassette, or DCC. The DCC format is intended to bring digital quality to the average person's home taping at a price comparable to that of today's cassette decks. In addition, it is backward-compatible with analog audio cassettes, which will be playable by DCC machines.

A DCC deck records on (and also plays back) a special cassette, similar in size to today's analog cassettes. Since all DCC machines will have autoreverse operation, a cassette can be played or recorded in its entirety without its being turned over. The unbroken top surface of a DCC shell can carry album-cover graphics for easy identification. Like a 3½-inch computer floppy disc (or a videocassette), a DCC has a sliding metal cover that protects the tape when it's not in use and automatically slides back to expose the tape when it's loaded into a machine. This eliminates the need for a protective box like that used with conventional cassettes.

The DCC format uses chromium-dioxide tape similar in formulation to VHS videotape but the same width as today's analog cassettes. The standard length will be a D-90, with 45 minutes in each direction, but Philips says work is under way on longer tapes, up to a D-120 (2-hour) length. The tape moves at the same speed of 1⅛ inches per second as analog cassette tapes, but the tape head of a DCC machine is very different from that of today's tape decks. The head is a thin-film design, fabricated much like an integrated electronic circuit. Each half of the head, used for one direction of tape travel, records or reads eight digital record/playback tracks and a ninth track for auxiliary control and display information. A separate analog stereo head is part of the head structure, which turns over automatically when the tape reverses direction.

The DCC recording and playback circuitry features a unique data-compression system, which Philips calls Precision Adaptive Sub-band Coding (PASC), that enables the format to store about four times as much digital information on a tape as would be possible using conventional 16-bit linear PCM encoding.

PASC operation is based on the "masking" effect, whereby strong signals tend to suppress the audibility of weaker signals at nearby frequencies. The PASC circuit monitors the program's frequency and energy distribution, and whenever it determines that certain frequency components will not be audible because of masking by stronger signals, it reassigns the digital bits that would have been used for the masked components to different frequencies. The effect of this process (which is considerably more complex than this description suggests) is to provide an effective 18-bit dynamic range, greater than 105 dB. The rated total harmonic distortion (THD) plus noise is less than -92 dB (0.0025 percent).

The DCC system can play back or record at the same sampling frequencies as the DAT format allows, 48, 44.1, or 32 kHz, with respective upper-frequency limits of 22,000, 20,000, and 14,500 Hz.

There is much, much more to the DCC system than I have space to describe, and it will certainly be covered in this magazine and others in the months and years to come. Aside from its obvious advantages of analog com-

--Julian Hirsch

**TECHNICAL TALK**

by Julian Hirsch

**TESTED THIS MONTH**

- Carver SD-A4901 Compact Disc Player
- Mordaunt-Short MS3.30 Speaker
- Onkyo TA-2700 Cassette Deck
- Icon Parsec Speaker
Tired of wimpy woofers, tinny tweeters, and hissing cassette decks?

Want to upgrade your car stereo to a state-of-the-art system with all the bells and whistles?

Then look no further. Turn to Car Stereo Review and tune in studio-quality sound. No other magazine brings you:

- More no-holds-barred test reports on tuners, cassette decks, CDs, speakers, amps, equalizers, security systems and cellular phones.
- More in-depth features on installations, wiring, acoustics, troubleshooting, and upgrading your system.
- PLUS... you get more new product reviews and head-to-head comparisons on all the latest car stereo equipment.

So, before you plunk down your hard-earned cash, check out Car Stereo Review and you’re sure to come out with the best possible system. At the best possible price.

Shift into high gear and save! One Year just $16.98.

To get home delivery of Car Stereo Review, simply detach and mail the attached card.*

You’ll get a one-year subscription (6 issues in all) at our Special Introductory Rate of just $16.98. If you’re not absolutely delighted, we’ll send you a full refund on all unmailed copies. Sounds like a great offer... and it is!

*If someone already beat you to the attached card, send your order to: Car Stereo Review, P.O. Box 57316, Boulder, CO 80322-7316.
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you're doing.

This is something you won't see anywhere else in this magazine.

A home theater that isn't just technically advanced, but also refreshingly easy to use, thanks to one of the simplest on-screen operating systems ever devised.

Not only does it visually confirm each and every command. With the help of its on-screen menus you can narrow in on specific functions step-by-step, screen-by-screen.

As a matter of fact it works so well on our TV's and VCR's, that we've extended it to include both our M-C6010 CD changer and M-T5010 dual cassette deck.

But, as with any well-run organization, our system components work best with a coordinator. In this case our new M-R8010 Home Theater receiver. With 6 audio/video inputs it can turn a TV, VCR, CD changer and cassette deck into a single, cohesive home theater.

In accomplishing this feat, our receiver is ably assisted by a learning remote. Once again, it's one of the simplest ever made. Each button performs the same function across several components. For example, the play button is the same for CD, VCR, and cassette deck.

The net result is an unprecedented amount of control over your home theater.

Programming up to 20 selections from a 5-disc CD magazine takes a matter of seconds (the memory has room enough for up to 50 different personally titled magazines).

Achieving the perfect surround sound delay is almost automatic (set your distance from the speakers and you're done).

And everything, from the simplest adjustment to the most complex program, is no sooner seen than done.

MITSUBISHI

© 1990 Mitsubishi Electronics America, Inc. For your authorized dealer, call (800) 527-8888 ext. 145. Dolby Pro Logic and Dolby HX Pro are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.
Henry Kloss brought Dolby sound, cassette tape, and large-screen projection television into living rooms, and made the dominant speakers systems of three decades: Acoustic Research in the 1950s, KLH in the '60s, and Advent in the '70s. Now he's at it again at Cambridge SoundWorks, selling directly to the public.

At Cambridge SoundWorks we manufacture speakers and music systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent), and we sell them from our factory in Newton, Mass. We also sell selected audio components from brands like Philips, Pioneer and Denon. Because we sell factory-direct, you can save hundreds of dollars on components and systems. We sell nothing but "the right stuff." Our knowledgeable audio experts will help you make the right choices, without being pushy. And you can call toll-free for advice or "hook-up help" 365 days a year - even holidays. This is the simplest way to get the right deal on stereo components...and there's virtually no risk. This is the first company to be licensed to develop and market DCC hardware, and a large Japanese manufacturer is said to be involved as well. Philips expects DCC machines to be available in 1992. They will incorporate the same SCMS copy-protection scheme now used in DAT machines.

At the Consumer Electronics Show, a prototype Digital Compact Cassette deck was demonstrated and compared with a CD player. Within the constraints of such a comparison, there were no audible differences between the two (both used the same program material). Even the lowest level of ambience information was preserved in the DCC playback. To demonstrate the special features of the DCC format, a fluorescent display showed not only the usual operating information but also the lyrics of a song as it was being played.

Several recording companies, including PolyGram, EMI, and BMG, have shown interest in issuing recordings in the DCC format when it becomes available. Since, unlike DAT's, prerecorded DCC's can easily be duplicated at high speed, they will probably be priced comparably to ordinary analog cassettes. Tandy Corporation is the first company to be licensed to develop and market DCC hardware, and a large Japanese manufacturer is said to be involved as well. Philips expects DCC machines to be available in 1992. They will incorporate the same SCMS copy-protection scheme now used in DAT machines.

It is unfortunate, perhaps, that DCC did not precede DAT, but what I saw and heard at the DCC demonstration in Las Vegas convinced me that this is the way to go in advancing home tape recording into the digital age. It offers the best of both worlds at an affordable price. We'll be hearing more about it in the months to come.

FREE Audio Catalog

At Cambridge SoundWorks we manufacture speakers and music systems designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH & Advent), and we sell them from our factory in Newton, Mass. We also sell selected audio components from brands like Philips, Pioneer and Denon. Because we sell factory-direct, you can save hundreds of dollars on components and systems. We sell nothing but "the right stuff." Our knowledgeable audio experts will help you make the right choices, without being pushy. And you can call toll-free for advice or "hook-up help" 365 days a year - even holidays. This is the simplest way to get the right deal on stereo components...and there's virtually no risk.

- Call toll-free for factory-direct savings.
- Audio Experts will answer all your questions, before and after you buy.
- 30 day money-back satisfaction guarantee.

New From Henry Kloss-Ensemble II Subwoofer-Satellite Speaker System

A new, very affordable, single subwoofer version of the system Audio magazine said "may be the best value in the world."

Introductory Price

$399

1-800-AKA-HIFI

24 hours a day, 365 days a year (800-252-4434)

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

154 California St., Suite 102A, Newton MA 02158

©1991 Cambridge SoundWorks

"... and here, that very same listener's goosebumps while listening to the identical Wagner overture on the Sonix speaker."
Sound Opportunity

There has never been a better opportunity for you to enjoy all the advantages of a Bose® Acoustimass® speaker system.

The Sound

"Superb sound and virtual invisibility."

"...side by side with speakers costing three to five times as much, the AM-5 consistently produced the more exciting and listenable sound..."

— Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

Only patented Acoustimass speaker systems provide advantages you can hear—and see. For example, the bass module produces deep, pure bass, and can be hidden completely out of sight. All of the sound seems to come only from the tiny speaker cubes. These Direct/Reflecting™ speakers fill your room with a quality of sound approaching the realism of a live performance.

The Opportunity

Beginning March 1, 1991, participating Bose dealers will be taking part in a program that makes now the best time to consider owning a Bose Acoustimass® speaker system.

If music is important in your life, and you appreciate value, please call now for details and the name of the participating dealer nearest you. This offer will be in effect only while supplies last.

1-800-444-BOSE
(1-800-444-2673) 8:30AM-9:00PM (ET)

In Canada call 1-866-BOSE (1-866-267-3673) 8:00AM-5:00PM
When the music of America plays, so does Blaupunkt.
And two star performers are the Woodstock CM 20 with removable chassis and the Nashville CM 40 — Blaupunkt's new, under $400, AM/FM cassette receivers with CD Change control.

Install a Woodstock or Nashville and enjoy the brilliant clarity of Blaupunkt sound, whether you're listening to your favorite cassette or radio station. The real performance begins when you integrate either receiver with our CDC 01 compact disc changer. The Woodstock or Nashville will program and play up to 12 compact discs in any desired order or track combination.

Blaupunkt's technology is renowned for delivering outstanding tuner performance. Each tuner yields an exceptional frequency response of 36 Hz to 16kHz, with FM Preset Scan, and Travel Store, which automatically finds the strongest FM stations and loads them into memory presets.

Each cassette deck offers headliner features like auto reverse, Cassette Program Search and Dolby B noise reduction. The amplifiers are power plus — the Woodstock — a powerful 20 watts; the Nashville — an even more powerful 40 watts. And both may be easily upgraded with the built-in, true 4-channel RCA pre-amp output.

Your response on hearing them will be tumultuous applause.

For a dealer near you, call 1-800-237-7999. Whatever part of the country you live in, the best sound in the country is Blaupunkt.
Carver SD/A-490t
Compact Disc Player

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

The Carver SD/A-490t, a full-featured CD player, offers an unusual combination of the new and the old in audio technology. For example, it uses the latest in 1-bit MASH digital-to-analog (D/A) conversion, yet its analog output stages are vacuum tubes, a 6DJ8 double-triode amplifier for each channel. The advantages of 1-bit D/A conversion are well known, including excellent linearity at the lowest signal levels and a correspondingly wide dynamic range. According to Carver, the vacuum tubes give the player "the warm, melodious sound that is typical of tube technology."

The SD/A-490t also incorporates Carver's Soft EQ circuit (formerly called the Digital Time Lens). This switchable circuit slightly modifies the player's frequency response and reduces the ratio between difference (L - R) and sum (L + R) signals in the program. Carver claims that the Soft EQ processing produces a more pleasing sound from many discs, especially early releases that were mastered by engineers accustomed to working with vinyl records.

The SD/A-490t can be programmed to play up to twenty-four tracks in any selected order or in a random order. A group of small buttons below the display window provides direct access to any track up to No. 21. A music calendar shows the numbers of the unplayed tracks (to a maximum of twenty). The display window also indicates when any of the SD/A-490t's special features are being used.

Other features include repeat of the entire disc, any programmed track sequence, or any defined segment. A fader button smoothly lowers the playback level to zero in 2 to 10 seconds (the time is adjustable), then puts the player into pause mode. Touching the button again resumes playback from the point where it paused, with a smooth fade up to the original level setting. For efficient dubbing of CD's, the SD/A-490t has an Edit feature to select the tracks that will fit optimally onto a C-46, C-54, C-60, or C-90 cassette. It can also be set for any other desired time span, and you can do some things with it that you can't with similar features in other players. For example, you can specify some tracks you want on the tape and let the SD/A-490t figure out the best way to fill the rest of the cassette.

The transport controls are at the right of the display window. The pause/stop button selects those modes on successive operations (pressing the play button restores normal operation), and the pairs of scan and skip buttons operate conventionally, with a
faster speed when a button is held down.

At the right of the panel is a large level knob that affects the variable analog outputs on the rear apron and at the headphone jack. To the left are a large, square power button and a small STAND BY button with a red LED. Engaging the latter control keeps the heaters of the output tubes energized constantly at a reduced voltage in order to provide a fast turn-on after the main power switch is activated (otherwise a warm-up of perhaps 30 seconds is required before a disc can be played).

The infrared remote control furnished with the SD/A-490t duplicates all of its front-panel functions except for power switching, drawer open/close, Edit/Time Fade, and Time Set. The player's rear apron has, in addition to the variable-level outputs, conventional fixed-level analog output jacks and both coaxial and optical digital outputs.

The Carver SD/A-490t measures 19 inches wide, 12¼ inches deep, and 3½ inches high. Finished in black, it weighs 9 pounds. The front panel is fitted with sturdy handles. Price: $700. Carver Corp., Dept. SR, 20121 48th Ave. W., P.O. Box 1237, Lynnwood, WA 98036.

**Lab Tests**

The SD/A-490t's maximum open-circuit output (from a 0-dB-level, 1,000-Hz test track) was 2.55 volts, somewhat higher than the standard CD player output of 2 volts. The player produced excellent volume levels with medium-impedance AKG K340 headphones. The maximum variable output was identical to the fixed output. Interchannel phase shift was very low in the midrange but reached about 20 degrees at 20 Hz, 16 degrees at 20,000 Hz, and 8 degrees at 10,000 Hz. Channel separation was 90 dB at 100 Hz, 97 dB at 1,000 Hz, 87 dB at 10,000 Hz, and 78 dB at 20,000 Hz, and channel imbalance was less than 0.01 dB. The A-weighted signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) was 106.3 dB, and the dynamic range was approximately 95 dB.

The player's frequency response was flat within ±0.05 dB from 20 to 7,000 Hz, rising to a maximum of +0.2 dB at 16,000 Hz before dropping off above 20,000 Hz. With Soft EQ activated, the output rose below 600 Hz and fell above that frequency. The low-frequency portion leveled off at about +1.2 dB below 200 Hz, and the high frequencies were down 1 dB above 2,000 Hz.

Carver's specifications for the SD/A-490t include total harmonic distortion (THD) of 0.5 percent at 1,000 Hz. Although this is considerably higher than the 0.002- to 0.003-percent ratings typical of conventional CD players, it is still negligible from a listening standpoint. Our measurements showed THD of 0.1 percent at 0 dB, decreasing to 0.01 percent at -20 dB and 0.006 percent at -30 dB. As we have come to expect of players using 1-bit D/A converters, the SD/A-490t's low-level linearity was superb, with an error of only 0.2 dB at -90 dB.

The heaters of the 6DJ8 tubes are operated from a DC supply to minimize hum and noise. The heater voltage was 5.7 volts, somewhat lower than the tubes' rated 6.3 volts, presumably also in order to reduce the noise contributed by a vacuum-tube stage. In the standby mode, the voltage was further reduced to 4.6 volts. The plate voltage of the tubes (each was used as a direct-coupled amplifier and cathode-follower) was less than 62 volts.

The SD/A-490t was fairly insensitive to impact, requiring a firm slap on the top or sides to cause momentary mistracking. Its error correction was satisfactory though not exceptional. It played the 1,000-micrometer defects of the Pierre Verany #2 test disc with only a slight mistracking, but it definitely mistracked at 1,250 micrometers. The laser pickup's slewing time was average, requiring 3 seconds to go from Track 1 to Track 15 of the Philips TS3 test disc.

**Comments**

In normal operation and listening, the Carver SD/A-490t was everything we would expect from a top-quality CD player. Although its measurements did not push the state of the art (already at "overkill" levels in many respects) to new limits, it was not deficient in any significant way.

Two features of this distinctive
Introducing speakers that meet the specifications of the most demanding audience Advent® has—our engineers.

The New Vision Series™ 350 and 500 from Advent. Two studies in high definition audio capable of reproducing music with astounding precision. Elegantly encased in sculpted teak-grain cabinetry.

On your left are the model 350's, with our exclusive Co-active Woofer™ technology. Dual woofers fired through a Tiered Sound Channel™ fill a room with incredibly deep, rich bass. And produce a great soundstage no matter where the speakers are placed in the room.

To your right, the model 500's. Their avant-garde design predicts their avant-garde technology. The Helmholtz resonator band pass subwoofer design requires minimal cone excursion which results in deeper, more accurate bass with less distortion. Topping off the speaker is the Advent Isolated Satellite Imaging Module (ISIM)™ containing a dome tweeter and graphite midrange for the ultimate imaging definition. Together, Helmholtz and ISIM's musicality is incomparable as is its genuine teak finish.

Nothing, however, replaces hearing these for yourself. Check your dealer for the speakers that will not only please the demanding ear of our engineers, but yours. For your nearest dealer and free literature, call 1-800-477-3257.

©1991. Advent is a registered trademark of International Jensen Inc.
STEREO REVIEW invites you to listen each week to the only national radio program for audio buffs —

AUDIOPHILE AUDITION

With John Sunier

Heard on over 175 public radio and concert music stations throughout the U.S. Consult your local listings for day and time

Your weekly opportunity to sample the best classical and jazz CDs

Exclusive interviews with audio personalities and performers, plus audio news

Specials on Binaural, Surround Sound, DAT, Subwoofers, Audio Restoration

INTERNATIONAL SWEATSHIRT

One of our most popular items has just been redesigned. The New International Sweatshirt sports bold puff print flags and features attractive white on white piping, and is proudly made in the U.S.A. Available in two sizes, small/medium and large/extra large.

# 42SIF $39.95 ($3.00)
To order, call our TOLL FREE lines, We accept Visa, MC, and AE or send a check plus shipping and handling to: Stereo Review, P.O. Box 742, Holmes, PA 19043. ORDER TOLL FREE 800-345-8112.

INNER WORKINGS

The mechanism of this finely tuned system is visible at a glance. The Skeleton Watch is the tech watch for the Nineties. Functional and conversational, the see through dial makes visible the complete workings of its fine jeweled movements. The watch is housed in 18K goldplated casing, strapped in genuine grained leather, gift boxed and warrantied by Gruen.

#42WSKEL $149.95 ($2.50)
To order, call our TOLL FREE lines. We accept Visa, MC, and AE or send a check plus shipping and handling to: Stereo Review, P.O. Box #742, Holmes, PA 19043. ORDER TOLL FREE 800-345-8112.

TEST REPORTS

player merit special comment. The Soft EQ circuit is supposed to reduce the harshness of some CD's. (In our experience, harsh-sounding discs have been mostly very early releases.) Being switchable, the function's effect is easy to assess. With most discs we tried, it was negligible, but a few were noticeably improved, with a slight softening of their “edginess” and a more mellow quality. On the other hand, really good recordings could just as easily have their brilliance and definition diminished by Soft EQ processing, so it's good that the feature is switchable.

The second special aspect of the SD/A-490t is its use of vacuum-tube output stages. One obvious and measurable result is a nearly hundredfold increase in distortion at maximum output level. Such distortion is typical of vacuum-tube amplifiers without heavy negative feedback, but in practice it means nothing, and the distortion we measured from the SD/A-490t was totally inaudible (being limited to low-order harmonics).

A more pertinent question concerns the audible benefits of tubes. It is largely a matter of faith: If you believe that vacuum tubes have some magical quality, you may hear it. I do not and did not. On the other hand, the tube stages had no flaws that I could hear or measure. Their DC heater supply and low operating voltages reduce their contribution to the player's output quality to a slight measured distortion at maximum level; there was no audible noise or hum.

The bottom line is that the Carver SD/A-490t is a very good CD player with a full complement of features that also happens to use vacuum tubes in its output circuits.
Engineered for the sophisticated audio enthusiast.
As Mordaunt-Short succinctly describes it, the MS3.30 loudspeaker is a "medium-sized vented system with front-facing reflex port, intended for use on floor stands, in small to medium-sized listening environments." To this can be added that it is a two-way system, with an 8-inch woofer and a 1-inch dome tweeter, and that it is affordably priced.

In common with many other products, however, especially speakers, there is a lot more to the MS3.30's design and construction than can be conveyed by such a brief description. The particleboard cabinet (about ¾ inch thick) has a two-layer, injection-molded front baffle made of a polypropylene-based plastic. The baffle is light in weight, with molded internal ribs to control vibration. Considerable care has been taken to minimize diffraction by rounding the side edges of the baffle and fitting rubber rings around the driver frames, effectively eliminating any discontinuity at the junction with the front panel. The frameless cloth grille, with elastic sewn into its edge, is retained by inserting its edge into a groove around the periphery of the cabinet.

The nominally 8-inch bass driver, which has an actual cone diameter of 6½ inches, is constructed on a die-cast aluminum basket. Its 32-millimeter-diameter voice coil is wound on an aluminum former and bonded with high-temperature resin. The cone is formed of polypropylene, with a synthetic rubber surround and an injection-molded dust cap bonded directly to the voice coil.

The woofer was designed to have a natural response rolloff above its passband, eliminating the need for a low-pass filter section in the crossover network. This omission of the usual series inductor is also said to improve the driving amplifier's electrical damping effect on the woofer.

The 1-inch aluminum tweeter dome is supported by a polyamide suspension. Magnetic fluid in the voice-coil gap stabilizes and damps the dome's motion and improves heat transfer from the voice coil to the magnet system. The tweeter dome is said to operate as a piston well beyond audible limits, with its lowest break-up mode occurring at 25,000 Hz. As with the woofer, the crossover components have been reduced to a minimum, with only a single polypropylene capacitor in series with the tweeter voice coil.

To protect the system from damage by overdriving, each driver has a Positec device (a type of bistable resistor) in series with its voice coil. Normally, these have a very low resistance and do not affect the speaker's performance. When an excessive signal voltage is applied, the resistance of the Positec device increases rapidly and reduces the current through the voice coil to a safe value. When the overload...
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THE McIntosh MAC 4280 RECEIVER

Where else can you get in one compact, cool operating, long life package:

A technological, cutting edge, FM and AM Digital Tuner.

Three separate tone shaping controls provide musical spectra tone shaping. Each control adjusts selected frequency bands to satisfy your personal preference or the demands of the program material.

Separate listen and record facilities, introduced and perfected by McIntosh, permit tape recording one program while listening to a second program. Separate input selectors, electrically isolated from each other, provide non-interference operation in both listen and record. You can record on 2 tape recorders from any source and you can easily copy from one tape recorder to another.

Full power McIntosh amplifier will deliver its maximum power output to one or two pairs of loudspeakers. The quality of the sound reproduction and the quality of your speakers are protected by the patented* McIntosh Power Guard circuit.

The patented* Sentry Monitoring circuit constantly monitors the output signal. At signal levels up to rated output, this circuit has no effect. If the power output exceeds design maximum, or in the event of a short circuit or severe mismatch, the Sentry Monitoring circuit protects the output transistors from failure. A complete remote control system that allows total control from two areas. The McIntosh Remote Control provides unusual versatility with operating simplicity. It provides remote control in the main listening area and can be expanded to provide control from an additional area.

All in all, your selection of the McIntosh MAC 4280 FM/AM Receiver will be reinforced by your day-to-day use of this superb instrument.

*McIntosh research, engineering and design has developed circuits covered by these U.S. Patents: 3,965,295; 4,048,573; 3,526,847; and 3,526,846.

For information on McIntosh products and product reviews, please send your name, address and phone number to:

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Department A490
PO Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904-0096
is removed, the resistance quickly falls to its original value.

The MS3.30 was designed for optimum performance with the cabinet placed from a few inches to a foot in front of a wall, at least 18 inches from a side wall, and high enough to place the woofer axis (near the top of the cabinet) approximately at the listener’s ear level. Mordaunt-Short makes a novel speaker stand, whose height is adjustable over a wide range, that can be used with any of the five speakers in the MS3 series (the MS3.30 falls midway in the line).

The MS3.30’s specifications include a frequency response of 60 to 22,000 Hz, a sensitivity of 90 dB, and a nominal 8-ohm impedance. It can be used with amplifiers rated between 15 and 300 watts per channel, although the suggested upper limit is about 100 watts. Gold-plated multiway binding posts that accept dual banana plugs are recessed into the rear panel. Each speaker measures 18 inches high, 9½ inches wide, and 10¼ inches deep and weighs 18 pounds. The cabinet is available in black-ash or rosewood vinyl laminate, with a black front panel and grille. Price: $459 a pair; MS3.1S stands, $129 a pair. Mordaunt-Short/TGI, Inc., Dept. SR, 1225 17th St., Denver, CO 80202.

Lab Tests
We installed the MS3.30 speakers on the MS3.1S stands at their full height of 21½ inches. Although the manufacturer supplied response measurements run on our samples of the MS3.30, we found very little correlation between those data and our own. Clearly, the test environments and conditions were quite different.

Our composite response curve was very smooth through the bass and midrange, varying only ±2 dB from 50 to 2,000 Hz. At higher frequencies the response, though still very smooth, sloped downward by about 5 dB from 2,000 to 10,000 Hz and then rose by about 3 dB from 10,000 to 20,000 Hz. The curves plotted from the left and right speakers had almost identical shapes, although the right speaker’s output, measured 30 degrees off-axis, was 3 to 5 dB lower than the on-axis output from the left speaker over the range from 1,500 to 20,000 Hz. This result is fairly typical, representing the speaker’s increasing directivity at high frequencies.

Mordaunt-Short does not specify the system’s crossover frequency, but the company’s test data suggest that it is about 4,000 Hz. No clear evidence of a crossover was visible in our measurements. The bass response (close-miked) was flat within ±1 dB from 85 to 600 Hz, with irregularities appearing at higher frequencies because of interference from energy received from different parts of the cone. At low frequencies, the output slopped off at 6 dB per octave below 60 Hz, to −11 dB at 20 Hz.

Quasi-anechoic response measurements made with the IQS FFT system essentially confirmed the room-response measurements in respect to the downward-sloping high-frequency response. Similarly, the horizontal-dispersion measurements over a 45-degree angle followed the pattern we had observed in the room response. The curves measured on-axis and at 45 degrees off-axis were very similar except for their levels, which differed by 5 or 6 dB over the full range from 1,000 to nearly 20,000 Hz. The tweeter resonance at 28,000 Hz caused a rise in output above 20,000 Hz, to a maximum of +12 dB, followed by a sharp 22-dB drop at 29,000 Hz. Group delay was constant within 0.1 millisecond (ms) from 3,000 to 20,000 Hz, but this variation increased to 0.4 ms or more at several frequencies within the woofer’s operating range.

The minimum system impedance was about 7.3 ohms at several frequencies between 180 and 400 Hz and between 15,000 and 20,000 Hz. The maximum of 22 ohms occurred at 73 Hz.

The MS3.30 had a sensitivity of 91 dB sound-pressure level (SPL) at 1 meter with an input of 2.83 volts (equivalent to 1 watt into 8 ohms), slightly higher than the rated 90 dB. Distortion at a 2.55-volt drive level (corresponding to a 90-dB SPL) was between 0.4 and 0.5 percent from 100 to 2,000 Hz, rising to 1 percent at 4,000 Hz. The output from the port predominated below 80 Hz, and its distortion rose from 1 percent at 80 Hz to 20 percent at 40 Hz.

A single-cycle tone burst at 100 Hz produced a loud rasping sound at a level of 355 watts into the speaker’s 12-ohm impedance at that frequency. This signal apparently was not sustained long enough to trip the Positrac protection, and it did not harm the speaker in any way.

Comments
With some program material, the MS3.30’s sound had a slightly bright quality that seemed inconsistent with the shape of its response curve. Sometimes this quality was heard as a “presence,” or forward character, to the sound, which is usually associated with an increased output in the upper midrange. Most of the time, however, it was not obtrusive and would not be noticed except in comparison with speakers not possessing it. We found the MS3.30 to be a pleasant-sounding, always listenable speaker, easily able to hold its own (or better) in a comparison with other speakers in or not too far above its modest price range.

Compensating in some measure for its brightness, the MS3.30 proved to have exceptional imaging qualities. The vertical imaging was among the best we have heard from any speaker.

The Mordaunt-Short MS3.30 speaker proved to have exceptional imaging qualities. The vertical imaging was among the best we have heard from any speaker.
The performance that continues where others end is now yours with the Optimus® SCT-89 dual-cassette deck.

Double auto-reverse plays two entire tapes without intermission. One-touch, high-speed synchro dubbing copies both sides of a tape at once. You get Dolby® B-C and HX Pro for exceptionally clean, dynamic recordings, plus auto bias/EQ controls for optimum sound from all tape types. You can even add mikes for live stereo recordings.

The Optimus brand is designed, crafted and tested to the toughest quality standards in consumer electronics. It's technology that performs for you. Experience it today.

Dolby® Laboratories Licensing Corp.
Elegance and Performance for a select few.

The 901 Concerto system. Inspired by one of the great symbols of live music — the concert grand piano. Witness the elegant look of black lacquer — hand polished to a deep, ultra-gloss sheen. Its visual richness affirms that you are only satisfied with the best from Bose. The Concerto is a limited edition of the legendary Bose 901 Series VI Direct/Reflecting speaker — the most critically acclaimed loudspeaker in the world. As our flagship product, it sets the standard for musical realism, dynamic range and bass reproduction.

Destined to become a collector’s item.

To commemorate this rare offering, you’ll receive a beveled jade lead crystal plaque, along with a parchment certificate of ownership and a special CD developed specifically for demonstrating the benefits of 901 speaker technology.

Act now.

To avoid disappointment, we encourage you to place your order early. Because when the Concerto systems are gone, they’re gone forever.

The system price of $2,200.00 includes custom high-gloss black pedestals and 901 Series VI active equalizer.
The 901 Concerto system is available through select participating dealers and directly from Bose.

To order or obtain further information, please call:

1-800-444-BOSE
Between 8:30AM and 9PM(ET)

Hailed by the Critics:

"The Bose 901, fortified against the rigors of the digital age, still makes the listening room seem to expand."

"It is apparent from the first note why so many listeners are captivated by this speaker."

Hans Fantel,

"...I must say that I have never heard a speaker system in my own home which could surpass, or even equal, the Bose 901 for overall 'realism' of sound."


"...it has a total sound that soars, with a brilliance that defies description."

Modern Hi-Fi & Music, 1977

"If music is important in your life, sooner or later you will own a Bose system."

---

Better sound through research.
ACHIEVING better than average performance for a lower than average price seems to have been the plan for the new Onkyo TA-2700 cassette deck. It has three motors, three heads, a dual-capstan transport, Dolby B and Dolby C noise-reduction systems, Dolby HX Pro headroom extension, and a user-adjustable bias control. What the machine lacks are mostly frills, features that would boost its price without improving its sound or ease of use.

The TA-2700’s three-head design enables instant comparison between the input signal and the recorded result. Record and playback elements are housed in a single casing, but their separate head gaps enable each to be optimized for its function: a wide gap for recording and a narrow one for playback. The heads are made of hardened Permalloy, which combines adequate wear-resistance with good playback linearity, and their coils have oxygen-free-copper windings.

The transport’s dual capstans are belt-coupled to a DC servomotor; a second DC motor turns the cassette reel hubs. A third motor is used to swing the head assembly against the length of tape isolated between the two capstans (which minimizes wow and flutter).

The cassette well has no interior illumination, though a reflective surface behind the tape reels makes it possible to gauge roughly the amount of tape remaining on a side. Cassette labels are not visible through the window in the door. The back of the door contains a spring-loaded stabilizer mechanism and a pair of resilient pads to damp out any mechanical vibrations that might otherwise be transmitted to the tape. The door is removable for routine cleaning of the heads and capstans, though access to them is a little more difficult than in older Onkyo cassette decks that lacked the stabilizer mechanism.

The TA-2700’s central fluorescent display panel can be viewed either at normal or reduced brightness and can even be switched off altogether. Signal levels are shown on a pair of fifteen-element peak-holding displays calibrated from -30 to +10 dB. Dolby level is not specifically marked, but we were delighted to find that it corresponded to a 0-dB indication.

A four-digit electronic display reads out either the elapsed or the remaining time on a side. (For the remaining-time indication, you press a button for the cassette length being used.) The display panel also shows whether the source or the tape is being monitored and which noise-reduction option (if any) has been selected. Since the Dolby HX Pro headroom-extension system...
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FEATURES

- Separate recording and playback heads
- Closed-loop, dual-capstan transport
- Dolby B and Dolby C noise reduction
- Dolby HX Pro headroom extension
- User-adjustable bias control
- Bidirectional music search
- Fifteen-segment-per-channel, peak-holding level indicators
- Dimmer control for display
- Four-digit electronic elapsed-time or remaining-time indicator
- Full or block memory repeat
- Infrared remote control
- Switchable stereo-FM multiplex filter
- Front-panel headphone jack
- Switchable for external timer operation

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Fast-forward time (C-60): 71 seconds
Rewind time (C-60): 71 seconds
Speed error: +0.08%
Dolby tracking error: Dolby B, +0.7, -1 dB; Dolby C, +1.5, -2 dB
Wow-and-flutter: 0.039% wrms, 0.075% DIN peak-weighted
Line input for indicated 0 dB: 85 mV
Line output at indicated 0 dB: 0.59 volt
Meter indication at IEC-standard 0 dB: +2 dB

> Tape: TDK AD (Type I, ferric)
IEC 0-dB distortion: 1.11%
Meter indication at 3% THD + N: +5 dB
Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORMAT</th>
<th>UNWTD</th>
<th>A-WTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR off</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>59.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>77.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

> Tape: TDK SA (Type II, chrome-equivalent)
IEC 0-dB distortion: 0.96%
Meter indication at 3% THD + N: +7 dB
Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORMAT</th>
<th>UNWTD</th>
<th>A-WTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR off</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

> Tape: TDK MA (Type IV, metal)
IEC 0-dB distortion: 0.50%
Meter indication at 3% THD + N: +5 dB
Signal-to-noise ratios (in decibels):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORMAT</th>
<th>UNWTD</th>
<th>A-WTD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR off</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>59.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby B</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolby C</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>77.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Onkyo TA-2700 measures 17¾ inches wide, 5½ inches high, and 13½ inches deep, and it weighs 15 pounds. Price: $480, including infrared remote control. Onkyo U.S.A. Corp., Dept. SR, 200 Williams Dr., Ramsey, NJ 07446.

Lab Tests

Our BASF IEC-standard playback calibration tapes showed that the TA-2700's playback frequency response varied by less than ±1 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Our center-line sample of TDK MA (Type IV, metal) showed system operates only during recording and does not require any corresponding playback processing, it is not switchable.

The deck sets bias and equalization automatically for the tape type in use based on standard identifying cutouts in the rear of the cassette shell. Since the optimum recording bias varies somewhat among cassettes within the same type, the TA-2700 also provides a user-adjustable Accubias control. The manual contains a table of recommended settings for many cassette brands and formulations. Proper bias can also be determined fairly accurately by ear by recording a treble-rich source such as FM interstation hiss. Use a low recording level (-10 dB or below) and switch back and forth between tape and source, adjusting the bias control to minimize the difference between them.

The TA-2700 has an Automatic Music Control System (AMCS) that enables it to move rapidly in either direction to the next recorded selection. The user can preview the first few seconds before deciding whether to let the deck switch into play mode. The system also permits either the full side or a specific part of it to be repeated automatically as many as five times.

A switchable multiplex (MPX) filter is included to remove any residue of the 19,000-Hz stereo-FM pilot tone when recording with Dolby noise reduction from a tuner or receiver with inadequate internal filtering. The customary three-position switch for operating the deck from a timer is also provided. The TA-2700 does not, however, provide playback level controls either for its main outputs or for its front-panel headphone jack. Recording levels are set with a single large control and a supplementary input-balance control.

The Onkyo TA-2700's playback frequency response varied by less than ±1 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Our center-line sample of TDK MA (Type IV, metal) showed
AR ANNOUNCES A STARTLING NEW DIMENSION IN STEREO LISTENING. HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGING.

It’s astonishing. You’re used to speakers blanketing a room with ambience. Or limiting imaging to a narrow sweet spot.

Holographic Imaging unites imaging and ambience to recreate music in its proper position. The music is projected into the room. The effect is electrifying. Three dimensional.

THINK OF IT AS A SONIC HOLOGRAM.

And you’re right in the middle of it. Imaging is far more focused than conventional speakers, so not only can you pinpoint instruments with striking accuracy, but experience their size, weight and texture as well. We’ve combined that improved definition with more spacious, natural ambience that envelops you in what we call the Spatial Soundstage.” (Fig. A)

The technology responsible for Holographic Imaging could only have come from the people who invented acoustic suspension.

ASTOUNDING SOUND BECAUSE WE BROKE THE VERY RULES WE MADE.

For instance, the first four in the H/I Series have the woofer on top, angled precisely. This minimizes unwanted crossover components and diffraction effects, leaving nothing between you and the music.

The offset dome tweeter adds strong, precise imaging over a broader area than merely the traditional sweet spot. (Fig. B)

In the two largest H/I Series, we put the midrange on the top on an angle. Then we mounted the woofers into an acoustic suspension cabinet that fires into a filtered chamber. The result... Filtered Suspension... tight bass response combined with dynamic, efficient performance. (Fig. C)

The narrow speaker encasement (Minimal Baffle Design) reduces reflected information and gives you an enormous sound from a surprisingly small amount of space.

SOUND DESIGN DICTATED COSMETIC DESIGN.

The design philosophy here is “form follows function.” As such, every physical characteristic is born from specific physics and psych-acoustic principles. The result is a seamless blend of engineering innovation and visual art.

From bookshelf to tower, each sleek, uncompromising model projects precise stereo performance. Other finish options are available on the largest model.

See and hear these new speakers only at selected AR dealers. They are offering an extraordinary demonstration featuring Nova artists such as Brandon Fields and Jude Swift on a special CD which you’re free to keep afterward.

The other thing free is information. So if you have questions about the H/I Series or Holographic Imaging call 1-800-969-AR4U.

© 1991. AR. Holographic Imaging, Spatial Soundstage and H/I Series are registered trademarks of Acoustic Research.
The Onkyo TA-2700 is certainly a comfortable deck to use. Its knobs are large and have a solid, smooth feel, and its display, even when dimmed halfway, is quite legible. The transport mechanism is entirely silent, and in our tests cassette handling in all modes was sure. The deck lacks such finishing touches as a power-assisted door and automatic take-up of tape slack on loading, but omission of these luxuries helps keep the price moderate.

The TA-2700's sound quality was also extremely good, with smooth frequency response and (with Dolby C) inaudible distortion and noise. Stereo imaging was solid. If I were to find a fault, it would be that there seemed to be a slight loss of the "air" around the individual instruments in a group. The sound stage was not shifted, putting one instrument acoustically on top of another, but it was very slightly narrowed. Nonetheless, the difference between source and tape was so slight that the TA-2700 compared favorably with decks we have tested that cost very much more. It's an excellent performer and an outstanding value.

CRUTCHFIELD
1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR, Charlottesville, VA 22906

"... The resolution is adopted—power amplifiers shall have rack handles only when rated output is at least 150 watts total stereo, 40 watts mono."
JVC is proud to introduce advances in audio and video technology that you won't need an advanced degree to use.
A System That Thinks.

JVC innovation has led the way in high quality audio and video components for more than 60 years. But these components have always been separate, discrete elements in a system. Until now. Because JVC has connected these components by computer with the COMPU LINK control system, so that they "talk" to each other. The result is an extremely sophisticated, fully integrated system that redefines convenience.

With COMPU LINK components, when you press "play" on any source component, the receiver "knows" that's what you want to hear and switches to that source automatically. When you choose the source from your receiver, the chosen component will start to play, automatically. It just takes one touch.

COMPU LINK also synchronizes recording from CD's or records to tape. When recording from a CD, if you set the cassette deck on "record-pause" and then program the CD selections you want to record, when you press "play" on the CD player, the cassette deck will automatically start recording exactly what you want.

With JVC's Home Audio Station you can connect your Personal CD Player to this interactive system in a snap, without any wires to worry about.

Just slip the player into the station and you're ready. And while you listen to music, the station is recharging the batteries.
A System That Knows What You Like
COMPU LINK knows not only which component you want to hear, it remembers how you want to hear it. CSR-P—COMPU LINK Source Related Presetting—stores your own preset preferences for different parameters such as Volume, Balance, Loudness, Equalization, Front and Rear Channel Levels, Dolby Surround On/Off, and Hall Surround Effects for each source component. So when you switch from playing the tape deck to the CD player, with just one touch all the parameters change in harmony with your listening tastes.

Smart Dubbing
When you want to record from CD to tape, the system also sets the optimum recording level with just one touch. With DDR-P—Dynamics Detection Recording Processor—the CD is scanned for peak levels in a matter of seconds. So every tape you dub from a CD is perfect, with the widest possible dynamic range.

The unified AV Remote Control allows you to control all COMPU LINK components as well as JVC's full line of TV's and VCR's. Sequential programming allows you to store up to three different command sequences, consisting of up to 16 key operations, so that each function is reduced to one touch convenience.
Slip in the CD magazine and six discs are ready to play. Program the magazine for the sequence you want. And with the XLM705 you can even store the program in the magazine memory to play the same sequence automatically every time.

The convenience of carrying a magazine instead of six jewel boxes is obvious. Even when you just want to listen to one disc, slipping a magazine into a changer is more convenient than taking CD's out of jewel boxes.

Pack a magazine full of CD's in your briefcase; even if you do take them out individually to play in your personal CD player, it's more convenient than a case full of jewel boxes.

Go.

Music Systems For People On The Move

JVC's six disc magazine system is the smartest way to take the music to wherever you're going. It slips into JVC CD changers, for your home, car, and personal use. There's nothing more convenient.

There's no fumbling at the wheel with jewel boxes—the CD magazine slips right in and plays six discs in order or according to your personal preferences.
Music Systems For The Way You Live

JVC makes music systems for every environment, and for every family member. Whether it's a system no wider than a CD jewel box that can still deliver full hi-fi sound, or one that can turn your den into a concert hall, we've got a system that's just right for the way you live, and listen.

The PC-X1000 is no larger than a desktop computer, but don't let its size fool you. With a 6-disc auto changer, CD, dual cassette decks, and Live-Effex—a JVC exclusive that widens the sound field for a concert hall ambience—this is a system for the discriminating digital enthusiast. The PC-X100C also provides a home for your six-disc magazine no matter where you go.

Our new UX-J takes the high quality audio system to micro size, with components no wider than that of a personal CD player. Its Hyper-bass technology offers a depth of sound you'd never expect from speakers this small. Your eyes just won't believe your ears.

JVC's compact MX-70 offers flexibility of arrangement—components can be stacked vertically or horizontally. Any way you stack them, MX-70 components stick up to the challenge of today's digital sound dynamics.

The XL-P50 and XL-P70 personal CD players match component quality to portable technology. They are completely compatible with the COMPU LINK system for easy integration with your JVC home system.
Whether you’re listening to Bach or watching Back To The Future, JVC’s digital signal processing is your ticket to the “theater experience” at home. Dolby Surround delivers all the power and immediacy of being there, because JVC’s Digital Dolby Pro-Logic Processor creates a three dimensional sound field that surpasses the acoustics of most movie theaters.

Performance

Turn Your Living Room Into A Cathedral

JVC’s Digital Acoustic Processing system captures the reverberation dynamics and subtle echoes of 20 different acoustic environments—from cathedrals to night clubs to concert halls—and recreates these characteristics in your own home. JVC has measured and analyzed the sound field patterns in all these environments, with this information programmed into JVC’s Digital Acoustic Processors, electronic technology finally replicates live performance. Be there—with JVC.
Set Your Pulse Racing With Pulse Edge Modulation

Electronics made the incredible dynamic range of CD technology possible. Now, JVC's engineers have extended that range with Pulse Edge Modulation, a differential-linearity errorless digital/analog converter. This P.E.M. converter has only 1/30th the noise of conventional 16 bit converters. This improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio is as dramatic as that between a turntable and the first CD players. That's quite a statement. But then, that's the advantage of JVC technology.
VH-1 and JVC want you to listen to the best. So we're giving away 4 trips to the world's greatest sounding places, 100 JVC personal compact disc players, and 40,000 VH-1 CDs.

Enter the Pinnacle of Sound Sweepstakes and you could win the VH-1 CD sampler, a unique selection of some of the greatest hits of music video, or the JVC XL-P70 personal CD player, the state of the art for portable CD sound.

Impressive? Listen to this: 4 of the 40,000 winners of the VH-1 CD will hear a special disc-encoded message that they've won a trip to one of the world's audio landmarks: The Swiss Alps, The Meditation Gardens of Kyoto, Japan, The Sydney Opera House or New York's Carnegie Hall.

Watch, look and listen for details. Visit your local JVC dealer and watch VH-1, the greatest hits of music video.
Icon Parsec Speaker System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch-Houck Laboratories

ICON ACOUSTICS’ Parsec is a moderately large three-way, floor-standing columnar speaker system. Standing 47 inches high, 16 inches deep, and 12 inches wide, each Parsec weighs 86 pounds (110 pounds in its inner and outer shipping cartons).

The Parsec’s woofer is a single 10-inch graphite-impregnated cone located at the bottom of its front panel, with two ducted ports above it. The cabinet interior is extensively braced, in its lower half by side-to-side and front-to-rear panels and in its upper half by a slanting full-width panel extending from the front to the rear of the cabinet. The internal cavities of the enclosure are damped and tuned by fourteen pieces of foam or fiberglass.

The upper portion of the speaker board holds a 6½-inch polypropylene-cone midrange driver and a 1-inch aluminum-dome tweeter. The tweeter, 40 inches from the floor, is approximately at a listener’s ear level. The woofer crossover, at 350 Hz, has a 12-dB-per-octave slope, as do both midrange crossovers. The tweeter, operating above 1,500 Hz, has a 6-dB-per-octave crossover slope.

On the rear of the cabinet is a metal plate with four gold-plated Tiffany five-way binding posts. These provide separate access to the woofer and the higher-frequency drivers for use in biwired or biamped systems. Metal straps join the two sets of terminals for normal operation.

The crossover network uses low-inductance resistors and polypropylene or polystyrene capacitors. Internal wiring is by means of AudioQuest Type 4 cable. The black cloth grille that covers the entire front of the speaker is retained by plastic snaps at its corners. It includes a sheet of foam plastic that surrounds the tweeter to reduce diffraction from the edges of the cabinet. According to the manufacturer, removing the grille will increase the speaker’s brightness slightly, and many users prefer to leave it off for that reason.

The Parsec’s specifications include a sensitivity of 87 dB, nominal impedance of 8 ohms, and frequency response of 25 to 22,000 Hz. It is recommended for use with amplifiers rated from 50 to 300 watts. The cabinet is made of ¾-inch particleboard finished in walnut, oak, or black-oak veneer. Each speaker is furnished with three spikes, whose use is optional, for making better contact with the floor.

The Parsec is available only direct from the manufacturer. It can be ordered by calling Icon’s toll-free number, (800) 669-9662, and charging a credit-card account. Icon ships the speakers to you for a thirty-day trial in your own listening environment. If you are not satisfied, Icon will have them picked up at your home and will issue a full refund upon their arrival at the factory. All shipping charges are included in the price of $1,795 a pair. Icon, Dept. SR, 13 Fortune Dr., Billerica, MA 01821.
Lab Tests

We installed the Icon Parsec speakers as recommended, about 18 inches in front of a wall and several feet from either side wall. The averaged room response of the two speakers was within ±3 dB from 350 to 20,000 Hz, and although the variation increased at lower frequencies, its average level was not far from the higher-frequency average all the way down to 20 Hz.

Response curves supplied by the manufacturer did not include the woofer range because of the difficulty of separating room effects from the speaker's true bass response. The supplied curves from 400 Hz upward confirmed our measurements of the speaker's exceptionally flat response in that range.

The close-miked woofer response reached its maximum at 70 Hz. When this was combined with the adjusted port output, the overall bass variation was 11 dB between 20 and 450 Hz. The bass response sloped down smoothly, by about 8 dB, from 70 to 350 Hz and more steeply above that frequency. The process of splicing this curve to the room curve was not as unambiguous as we would have liked, and the final composite curve showed an appreciable bass emphasis in the range between 35 and 350 Hz, reaching a maximum of 7 or 8 dB at 70 Hz relative to the average midrange and high-frequency level.

Quasi-anechoic FFT response measurements with the IQS system, on the tweeter's axis, showed a variation of ±1.5 dB from 300 to 15,000 Hz, and the response was down only an additional 2 dB at 20,000 Hz. The tweeter resonance at 25,000 Hz showed up as a large jog (±15 dB), but this had no significant effect in the audible range.

The system's 45-degree horizontal dispersion was good up to about 10,000 Hz, with the usual drop in the off-axis output at higher frequencies. We also measured the axial response with and without the grille in place. There were only the most minor differences in response between the two conditions, mostly narrow-band effects in the range of 1,000 and 3,000 Hz, none exceeding 2 dB. There were no audible differences that we could detect, however.

The group delay (which also agreed closely with the test data from Icon) varied less than 0.2 millisecond overall from 2,000 to 20,000 Hz, increasing to about 1 millisecond and higher at frequencies below 1,000 Hz.

We measured the sensitivity of the Parsec as 88 dB sound-pressure level (SPL). With a constant input of 3.5 volts, equivalent to a 90-dB SPL, its bass distortion was between 0.2 and 1 percent from 70 to 500 Hz and rose to 4 percent at 30 Hz and 14 percent at 20 Hz. The system impedance reached its minimum of 5.2 ohms at 80 Hz, its maximum of 32 ohms at 28 Hz, and varied between 7 and 14 ohms from 100 to 20,000 Hz.

The Parsec had an impressive peak power-handling capacity. Our amplifier clipped before the speaker distorted at 1,000 and 10,000 Hz, which is not uncommon, but at 100 Hz the woofer absorbed a single pulse of 1,040 watts (the amplifier's limit) into its 5.8-ohm impedance without audibly bottoming, possibly a unique occurrence in our speaker-testing experience.

Comments

The Icon Parsecs sounded as large as they look. Spaced about 12 feet apart, they delivered a broad sound stage that rarely seemed to have its origins in the two big boxes facing the listening area. We did not use the optional spikes, in deference to our carpeting and because we have never found them to make the slightest difference in the sound of a speaker.

The speakers created a solid wall of sound across the room. Occasionally they showed a trace of brightness, but when required, they delivered the kind of deep, strong, solid bass that is rarely, if ever, experienced from smaller speakers. Although their 20-Hz output was not particularly audible, at 30 Hz they filled the room and massaged the listener's skin with their output even at moderate listening levels. They can play as loud as any reasonable person would wish, and we never felt we were coming close to their power-handling limits using a conservatively rated 100-watt amplifier.

Normally, we recommend that no one buy a speaker (especially a large or expensive one) without hearing it first. There are simply too many differences between listening rooms, to say nothing of individual preferences, to justify choosing without an audition. Nevertheless, Icon's marketing system is both sensible and practical. The buyer risks (literally) not a cent and has the opportunity to judge the speakers in his own home, which is the only environment that really matters.

"Sorry, sir, we're not allowed to talk technical during a sale."
World's Largest CD Catalog
1-800-233-6357

Bose Express Music Catalog is like having an enormous record store all to yourself. You can shop for the music you want, when you want it. We carry everything in print in Jazz, Classical, & Rock...you will find it all in our 240-page, 50,000-title catalog.

We carry the complete catalog of all the major labels, plus independents like Pausa, Alligator, RYKO, Telarc, Chesky, Dorian...in total, over 1,000 independents. Ordering from us couldn't be easier. Call, or send the order form to us by fax or mail.

Our 240-page Jazz, Rock, Blues and Classical Catalog includes over 50,000 titles. Your first issue includes a refund certificate for $6.00, plus $50.00 in additional merchandise credits. There is no purchase obligation or unrequested shipments. 1 year, $6.00 (refundable on first order from the catalog).

Any Title in STEREO REVIEW
$12.99/CD, $7.99/CA

Just call 1-800-233-6357 or send $12.99/CD, $7.99/Tape (for CDs regularly priced less than $17) plus $3.95 S&H per order.

Free Updates
New subscribers will receive 1 FREE year of Updates, covering new releases & monthly specials.

1-800-233-6357

Almost Free CD!

Steal This Disc 2. Free with your Catalog subscription (you pay only $3.95 for shipping & handling) is this Rykodisc 70-minute CD sampler, with 21 tracks. Includes tracks from: Duke Ellington, Jimi Hendrix, Frank Zappa & more. Reg. Price: $7.99 + S&H. New Subscribers pay only the $3.95 S&H charge. (43784)

CD Samplers Only $4.99!

Dorian Digital Sampler Vol. III This sampler presents a tantalizing selection of excerpts from recent Dorian releases. Highlights include excerpts from the Scottish Lute, On the Banks of Hlicon, Schubert & Mendelssohn Trios, and others. (51776)

Dorian Digital Sampler Vol. II This Dorian Recordings sampler contains complete and unabridged versions from 8 CDs. (43785)

Royal Crown Classics The Pilz Group presents an all-digital CD sampler with superior sound quality, featuring works from Mozart, Wagner, Vivaldi, Chopin, Tchaikovsky and more. (48225)

Vienna Master Series Sampler New from Pilz is an all-digital classical CD sampler featuring works by Beethoven, Mozart, Vivaldi, Chopin, Tchaikovsky, among others. (49073)

Verona Records Opera Sampler This CD samples live recordings by Pavarotti, Wunderlich, Freni, Schwartzkopf, Bjorling, Callas, Sutherland and many others 71 min. (44000)

JVC World Sounds Catalogue 40 cuts, with music from all over the world. Includes selections from Bulgaria, the Soviet Union, Turkey, Africa, China, Korea, Bali, Pakistan, India and Tibet. (49063)

Genuine Houserockin' Music Vol. IV - This Alligator Records sampler includes cuts from Koko Taylor, Lonnie Mack, Delbert McClinton and many more. 74 minutes $5.99/CD, $5.99/CA (44863)
Getting started with your audio/video home theater

The much-heralded marriage of audio and video is finally upon us, and its fast-sprouting firstborn is clearly the audio/video home theater. Loosely, this could be taken to mean any combination of a TV set and a stereo system, but the term has more and more come to imply multi-channel, multi-speaker surround sound mated to high-performance television and top-quality audio and video sources. Granted, it's a complex field. But getting started with your own home theater system can be far less con-

by Daniel Kumin
fusing than you might at first expect.

Let's assume you already have in hand—or well planned—the video-display half of your home theater system: a big, sharp direct-view or projection television. The audio portion, then, will of necessity include loudspeakers and amplifiers, a surround-sound processor, and appropriate audio-video sources. The brain of any A/V sound system is its surround processor (or decoder), most often based on Dolby Surround or Pro Logic circuitry, though sometimes on another design capable of handling signals with Dolby Stereo encoding. (Shure and Proton, for example, have proprietary systems for decoding Dolby Stereo soundtracks.) The processor's job is to duplicate as nearly as possible the sound of a first-rate movie theater—so it's worth taking a look at what that is.

Surround Selections

A home A/V surround processor extracts these four channels from stereo sources—hi-fi videotapes, laser-discs (and recently some CD's), or TV broadcasts—encoded in the Dolby Surround format, which is what the Dolby Stereo professional cinema-sound format is called in the consumer world. Encoded releases are usually emblazoned with the Dolby Surround logo, or sometimes the Shure Stereo-Surround logo (meaning simply that the encoding has been done with processors built by Shure rather than Dolby). Once in a while a nonencoded stereo source may yield effective surround sound as well.

Most basic home decoders are labeled simply "Dolby Surround," which means they just use simple cir-

Since about 1975 and the advent of Dolby Stereo films, high-quality cinema sound has come in (usually) four channels: left, right, and center up front and surround in back. By far the most important is the center channel (sometimes called the dialogue channel). Reproduced by speakers located directly behind the movie screen and aimed straight at the audience, it insures that dialogue and other sounds at the center of the action are localized there rather than at some inappropriate position, such as the nearer of the two main stereo speakers—a vital element of cinematic realism. The center channel also carries a lot of the music and sound effects. The left and right channels are reproduced by loudspeakers on either side of the screen, which establish the stereo image and carry much of the musical score, plenty of sound effects, and occasional off-screen voices.

The surround, or effects, channel (which carries a mono signal) is delayed slightly relative to the front channels and reproduced by multiple speakers distributed high up around the sides and rear of the house. It lends a sense of spaciousness to music and effects and from time to time carries sound effects that move—"pan" in movie parlance—from front to rear or that are supposed to originate from behind the audience.

The most elaborate processors provide numerous surround modes.

THE MOST ELABORATE PROCESSORS PROVIDE NUMEROUS SURROUND MODES.
surround-sound processor is in an audio/video receiver, which combines the classic elements of a stereo hi-fi receiver—AM/FM tuner, stereo amplifier, extensive controls, and, often, wireless remote control—with an onboard surround decoder and the extra channels of amplification necessary to power the center and surround speakers. Another alternative is an A/V amplifier, which is essentially the same thing without a tuner section.

Outboard processors, on the other hand, usually provide only the surround circuitry itself and line-level (unamplified) outputs for each of the four to six speakers (including subwoofer) of a Dolby Surround system. A handful of outboard units include amplification for the center and surround channels, but most require separate amplifiers for all channels. An outboard processor might be wired between the outputs of a separate preamplifier and two or three stereo power amps, but more often it would be in the tape-monitor or external-processor loop of your preamp, integrated amp, or receiver, the way you would normally hook up an equalizer. With an integrated amp or receiver, you might get by on just one external power amp, running the center speaker from one channel, both surround speakers in parallel from the other, and the main stereo pair from the internal power amps of the receiver or integrated amp. A more conventional setup would use two stereo power amps—one for the two surround speakers, the other for the center speaker and (if you use one) the subwoofer.

If you already own a good system with which you are generally happy—particularly if it is a component audio system—an outboard design is probably the best way to go. But if you are starting from scratch or planning a big upgrade, an integrated A/V receiver or amp can have a clear edge in value, and it is often easier to set up and use as well. This is especially the case when it comes to signal routing and switching, since A/V amps and receivers normally switch audio and video simultaneously for A/V sources, which is simpler and less confusing than switching them separately and may reduce considerably the quantity of wiring required. On the other hand, an outboard box lends itself to future upgrading: You can change amplifiers, preamp, or tuner as you see fit without changing processors at the same time, or vice versa.

Which route you should go depends as much on temperament as on your pre-existing inventory of audio gear. If you’re a hi-fi fan and inveterate fiddler, a more elaborate processor—outboard or integrated—will let you explore the sonic environment and fine-tune it to your room, taste, and listening habits. Simpler models can be equally satisfying, however, and they almost always prove a great deal easier to use for the less technologically adventurous.

Beyond Dolby

Most processors include extra, non-Dolby surround modes. Some of these perk up the sound from unencoded video programs; others are ambience-enhancement modes meant to intensify the realism of music reproduction from conventional stereo sources such as CD’s. Very sophisticated designs use digital signal processing (DSP) to mimic the acoustics of various types of performance spaces—concert halls, clubs, cathedrals, and so forth—by electronically simulating patterns of sound reflection.

The most elaborate (and expensive) models provide numerous—and extensively user-adjustable and programmable—surround modes. Several have outputs for as many as six surround speakers when used in DSP music modes. On the other hand, a typical midline A/V receiver might furnish only three fixed modes beyond Dolby Surround, all based on relatively simple delay processing: “Hall,” for concert music listening; “Stadium,” for big-reverb rock or pop; and “Matrix,” for simulated stereo surround from mono sources. The comparative quality of these extra ambience programs is one significant
**Home Sweet Theater**

You need more than equipment to make a home theater—you also need a place to put it. Most of us are unequivocally stuck with what we already have: living room, den, TV room, or whatever. But for the record, and for the lucky few who really can start from ground zero, here are a few goals for a home-theater interior.

Bigger is better—we're trying to re-create the genuine cinematic experience. We've all noticed how much more engrossing good movies are when seen in a big, old-fashioned theater instead of those modern, cracker-box multiplex movie houses. High ceilings are preferred over low ones, and a roughly shoebox rectangular shape is probably ideal, with the screen on one of the short walls. A space with four complete walls is nice—speaker placement is grievously complicated by archways, L-shaped rooms, and other open-style arrangements.

We'd prefer our home-theater acoustics to be quite "dead," which implies thick carpeting, perhaps some draperies, soft furniture to absorb reflected sound, and no large, focusing reflective surfaces such as bay windows, mirrored walls, or enormous skylights. Isolation from external noise sources, such as kitchens, garages, or teenager-bonded telephones, would be a bonus. Control over lighting—not too many windows, with shades or drapes over those present—is another desirable feature.

These are a few architectural ideals. If you've got an unlimited budget, an empty lot, and plenty of time, great: Hire an architect and an acoustical consultant, and go to it. Everybody else, feel free to dream, but meditate on how you might make the best use of what's at hand.

difference among competing models; unfortunately, in-store demos of surround sound are often confusing, so an at-home trial is a good idea.

### What Watts?

Power is as important—and confusing—an issue for A/V systems as for conventional stereo setups. How much power you need depends on your listening habits (how loud?), room size, and speaker type (how sensitive?). But there's a wild card in an A/V system: You may have as many as six loudspeakers and amplifier channels delivering acoustic output into the room at the same time.

If you choose an integrated A/V receiver or amplifier, a lot of your power decisions will essentially be made for you. But as you shop, take a careful look at the power ratings of all five outputs (in the case of a Dolby Pro Logic design), not just of the front stereo pair. The center channel is critically important in Dolby Surround. Usually it plays the loudest and most frequently. So it makes sense for the center channel to get plenty of power in an A/V setup. Unfortunately, it often gets short shrift in integrated A/V designs. It's not impossible to find an A/V receiver that produces 80 watts per channel for the main speakers but doles out a stingy 15 watts to the center channel. Look for a design that gives the center speaker at least half as much power as the left and right speakers. Happily, many late-model A/V amps and receivers do even better, distributing equal power to all three front speakers.

The surround or rear channels of any A/V system do legitimately require less power than the front channels. In Dolby Surround, this is partly because of intentionally reduced bandwidth in the rear channel. And in no surround system are the rear speakers primary sound sources, so they never need to play as loudly as the front speakers. In a typical setup, one-third the power of the main channels is probably ample—though a quarter is what you'll find in many integrated designs. In large rooms where surround speakers must be located a good distance away, however, surround-channel power needs can double or triple. Using more sensitive speakers in the rear than the main ones up front can be a big help in situations where the surround amplifiers might otherwise be overburdened, since a relatively small alteration in sensitivity can change the power requirement quite a bit. A 3-dB increase in sensitivity is equivalent to cutting your power needs in half, and 3 dB less sensitivity means you need twice as much power for the same loudness.

So how much power is enough? Impossible to say. Variations in room size and speaker sensitivity—to say nothing of listening habits—can easily change power requirements by a factor of ten. That said, let me go well out on a limb and estimate the power needed in a hypothetical five-channel Dolby Pro Logic system.

Take a smallish, softly furnished home theater—let's say 18 x 13 x 7 feet—with five excellent speakers, all of a sensitivity fairly typical for high-performance designs, say 87 dB sound-pressure level at 1 meter with a 1-watt input. In this case, 100 watts for each of the three front channels and 35 watts for each surround speaker should do it, giving you the ability to match the peak undistorted loudness of a good cinema sound system (which is very loud indeed, by the way).

Remember, however, that in conventional stereo listening with only two speakers playing, your main-channel power may or may not be adequate for your room, speakers, and tastes. Fortunately, even with an A/V amp or receiver, increasing the power—a potentially worthwhile upgrade path—is usually just a matter of adding a bigger power amplifier (or amplifiers), because most provide line-level outputs for each channel alongside their own speaker outputs.

### Speaker Specifications

As in any sound system, loudspeaker choices for an A/V setup will play a primary role in how it ultimately sounds. If you are upgrading an existing audio system, you may already have a good pair of speakers. These could remain your front left/right pair, or if they are small bookshelf units, you might consider relegating them to surround duty and buying better speakers for the front. In either case, speaker selection remains largely a matter of taste. But an important and often overlooked point is the relationship between center and front left/right speaker designs.

Ideally, the left, center, and right speakers should be identical. If size, placement, or monetary constraints make this impossible, and it usually is, try to choose a center unit that closely matches the main pair in tonal balance and directivity (dispersion). For instance, if your main speakers are Shoutet XQ Towers, a single Shoutet Model Z—a two-way bookshelf sy
system with the same tweeter found in the hulking QX's—might be the perfect choice. Matching the front speakers sonically will keep sounds that pan left-center-right from changing character as they move or seeming to jerk across the screen.

There is an exception to this rule. The center speaker should not be of a type that produces a great deal of reflected sound via multiple tweeters, reflectors, dipole radiators, or the like. These can reduce dialogue intelligibility. Even if your main speakers are one of these types, it's probably better to choose a more conventional, direct-radiating design for center-channel duty. As regards bass: Although the center channel need not have a giant subwoofer attached to it, it can carry significant energy well below 100 Hz. (Remember Darth Vader?) So don't err on the side of undersizing the center speaker, either. One way around this problem is to make use of a feature in Dolby Pro Logic decoders that sends center-channel bass to the left-right pair but everything above about 150 Hz to the center speaker itself.

Dolby Surround standards strictly limit the bandwidth of the surround channel, rolling off response below 100 Hz and above 7,000 Hz. so expensive, extended-range speakers are unnecessary in the rear. What's usually appropriate are speakers small enough for flexible placement, with relatively wide dispersion to discourage the ear from localizing them as discrete sound sources. Two-way bookshelf speakers with 6- or 8-inch woofers and dome tweeters are often a good choice, but the variety of designs that can work well is very large.

A/V systems sometimes include what are known as video speakers, which are shielded to prevent stray magnetic fields from their drivers from inducing picture distortion on your television screen—usually evidenced by a persistent mauve or magenta tinge in one or more corners. Speakers placed more than 18 to 24 inches from a direct-view TV set rarely cause trouble, and most modern sets automatically degauss themselves whenever they're turned on, so magnetic distortion is actually an infrequent problem.

At the Source

The audio/video sources for home theater are the same ones we've been enjoying for years. Videocassettes—VHS is all but universal today—are the bread and butter. For serious A/V listening, VHS Hi-Fi is a must. Its audio quality is enormously better than that of the standard linear soundtrack, and it is mandatory for Dolby Surround, which requires stereo. Super VHS can add the same sort of improvement to the picture that VHS Hi-Fi lends to the audio portion.

But the clear champion of A/V sources is the laser videodisc. Laserdiscs provide at once the best picture quality (by far) and the best sound quality (CD-grade) available. If you're getting into home theater in a big way, put a laserdisc player—or better still, a combi-player, which will handle CD's as well—on your shopping list.

Places, Everyone!

Wiring up an A/V home theater is not nearly as difficult as it might at first appear. Read your manuals, and think things through—twice. Even make a diagram if you like. Everything should work perfectly the first time. Remember to locate your main components with a good line-of-sight path to the main viewing/listening position for easy remote-control operation.

You aren't done yet, however. Getting the best from an A/V home theater requires some trial and error in terms of speaker placement and viewing/ viewing positions. It's a complex topic, and we can only brush the surface. Positioning loudspeakers is not a cut-and-dried matter. Front left and right speakers should present their acoustic centers (usually halfway between tweeter and midrange or woofer) about at the video screen's midline. Whereas good placement for ordinary stereo listening might dictate relatively wide separation, more realistic home-theater sound/sight synergy is often gained by moving the left/right pair considerably closer to the screen edges.

The center speaker usually works best centered directly below the monitor. Tilting it slightly upward tends to improve clarity; for the same reason, don't push the center speaker back into a furniture recess or cubbyhole. In a pinch, the center speaker can go atop the TV set. All three front speakers should be close to the same plane as the video screen.

Surround-speaker placement is wide open to experimentation based on room layout. The objective is diffuse, nonlocalizable sound. The first place to try is on the side walls, up high and well toward the back of the listening area, and angled down a bit. This often yields the best sound—the most spacious and diffuse. But countless other possibilities exist: on the rear wall, lower down (even on the floor angled sharply upwards), perhaps well to either side of the theater space in an open-style floor plan. It's never a mistake to try different approaches—my own installation employs a second pair of surround speakers aimed backward, bouncing sound off the rear wall.

Whatever you do, don't be afraid to experiment. In audio/video home theater setups, experimentation has a way of blending seamlessly into simple enjoyment, which was the whole idea in the first place.
WHEN FM radio first started gaining popularity, about thirty years ago, it was touted as a cure for all the ills that plagued "traditional" AM radio, and it is commonly regarded in that light even now. True, supporters of AM—primarily broadcasters—point out that it can have almost as wide a bandwidth as FM, and with the recent addition of stereo capability, AM has gained a benefit previously exclusive to the newer system. Even so, FM still provides better interference rejection, and whatever capabilities AM might have potentially, they became a reality with FM first. Consequently, FM has been seen as a true high-fidelity medium while AM has not.

But FM is hardly perfect. For one thing, whereas AM has the ability to bounce around and cover huge distances, particularly at night, FM's higher carrier frequencies restrict its range to a line of sight from the transmitter. For broadcasters, this means that the coverage area of an FM station is limited by the curvature of the earth; for listeners near the periphery of this area, it often means unacceptably noisy reception.

In FM radio, the amount of hiss in a tuner's audio output depends primarily on the strength of the signal reaching its antenna terminals. As signal strength increases, noise decreases until the tuner reaches what is known as "full quieting," which is the best signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) it can deliver. Further increases in signal strength will not yield greater quieting. But if the signal strength is significantly below that required for full quieting, as it often is in locations far removed from the transmitter, the result is obtrusive noise, especially in stereo. City dwellers encounter this situation less often than people who live in the country, since the signals from local stations are almost always strong enough to insure adequate quieting. On the other hand, an urbanite who wants to listen to stations in the next town or to a weak station relatively close to a strong local one may run into interference. And there are other problems that tend to disrupt FM reception in cities. For example, if you live very near an FM station's transmission tower, its signal may overload the first stages of your tuner—a condition called "front-end overload." The main symptom is that the same station pops up at various places on the dial, usually very distorted and often obliterating the signals that are supposed to be there.

Perhaps the worst blight on urban FM reception is multipath distortion. An FM signal can reflect off buildings, hills, and other obstacles in its path, and in many cases two or more versions of the same signal will reach a tuner's antenna inputs at roughly the same level but with one slightly later than the other because of the longer path it has traveled. The result is analogous to "ghosting" of television images, except that in audio it results in a very unpleasant sort of audible distortion. If the tuner is moving, as in an automobile, the multipath can come and go rapidly, causing an effect usually called "picket fencing."

Any of these difficulties can seriously disrupt your enjoyment of FM listening, and the insidious thing is that they are very hard to anticipate. There is no way to know for sure just what the reception conditions will be in a particular room without buying a system and setting it up there. You won't know you're in trouble until the tuner starts making funny noises.

Choosing a Tuner

There are, however, steps you can take in choosing your equipment to lessen the chances of reception woes. A basic one is to find a tuner or receiver with appropriate sensitivity—a measure of the minimum signal level required to achieve a specified degree of quieting. At one time, it was usual to specify sensitivity as the signal strength in microvolts (µV) at which total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD + N) is 30 dB below the level of the audio signal. This "usable sensitivity" rating is often quoted still, but it is not very helpful. For one thing, the sound will usually be pretty bad at that signal strength, and the measurement is almost always for mono reception, which is much quieter than stereo. Nor does usable sensitivity take into account differences in antenna impedance, which can greatly skew a voltage measurement.

To counter these objections, most manufacturers now also specify the
signal level in dB—decibels referred to 1 femtowatt of power at the antenna terminals—for a quieting level of 50 dB in both mono and stereo. In most cases you should look for low numbers in the 50-dB quieting specification (12 to 15 dB in mono and 36 to 40 dB in stereo) as typical sensitivity ratings by this method for modern tuners and receivers, and some can do a little better). High sensitivity will insure that the tuner squeezes everything possible out of distant stations. That may not be necessary in all situations, however. If all your listening is local, paying extra for the last smidgen of sensitivity probably doesn't make sense. And if you live near a transmitter, very high sensitivity may even aggravate front-end overload problems.

If you do want to pull in faraway stations, selectivity may be as important as sensitivity. Selectivity is a tuner's ability to separate two stations close together in the band; it's specified in decibels, and the higher the number the better. The figures quoted in spec sheets should be approached with some caution, however, because there are two types of selectivity, and not all manufacturers specify both.

The FM band is divided up into channels spaced 200 kHz (0.2 MHz) apart, carefully allocated so that two adjacent channels are never occupied by stations in the same immediate area, to prevent their interfering with one another. In a given locale, the closest two neighboring stations can be is on alternate channels, 400 kHz apart. Virtually all tuner manufacturers specify alternate-channel selectivity, partly because it is fairly easy to achieve good performance in this respect and partly because this is the type of selectivity that matters most to the majority of people who listen only to local stations. Much more difficult is attaining good adjacent-channel selectivity, but this can be the more important figure for anyone wanting to do long-distance listening, as stations on the fringe of your reception range stand a good chance of occupying channels adjacent to those of strong nearby stations. Consequently, picking up a weak distant signal may depend on your tuner's ability to prevent a much stronger signal on an adjacent channel from overwhelming it.

One of the banes of AM radio is the tendency of receivers to pick up more than one station transmitting on the same frequency. As with FM, broadcast authorities have taken care that such stations are spaced well apart geographically, but AM signals sometimes carry far enough that such interference becomes a real problem. All FM tuners, on the other hand, have the ability to discriminate between two signals on the same frequency, ignoring the weaker one entirely. The difference in signal strength necessary for a tuner to suppress the weaker transmission completely is its capture ratio, which is expressed in decibels. The lower the number, the better. Capture ratios in the range of 1 to 2 dB are common and normally quite adequate for preventing interference between stations on the same channel.

For most people, the greater importance of good capture ratio lies in its ability to help tame multipath distortion, which is caused by multiple copies of a signal reaching the tuner at slightly different times. Suppression of spurious AM artifacts in the signal helps with multipath, too. A tuner's AM suppression is also specified in decibels; higher numbers are better.

Antennas

Simply picking the most appropriate tuner for your situation may result in perfect reception, but that is unlikely. Once you get your system hooked up, you may well find that the FM is unbearable, which usually means that you need to work on your antenna arrangements.

Almost all tuners are supplied with a simple T-shape wire dipole, which can be tacked along a wall or slid under a rug. In some cases, this may be enough, especially if you listen to one station all the time and it's close enough to deliver a good signal level to your antenna terminals. Dipoles have a figure-eight reception pattern, however, and they must be placed carefully to obtain adequate signal strength without getting into multipath trouble. In fact, much of the trick in preventing multipath distortion is in making sure that either the direct signal from a station or one of its reflections is strong enough that the receiver can capture it without overload.

Careful orientation of a directional antenna is the most effective method for magnifying such differences, thereby taking advantage of your tuner's capture ratio. An easily movable dipole, such as a set of rabbit ears, can be used, but it's not always easy. And unless all your local stations broadcast from the same tower, it's unlikely that any one position of a dipole will be the best for all available stations, so if you like to listen to a variety of sources, that sort of antenna is probably not good enough. A small, more nearly unidirectional antenna may be the answer, as it can be aimed in such a way as to focus on the wanted station or a strong reflection and away from potential multipath sources.

A further refinement is a tunable antenna, which can be adjusted to increase signal strength in one frequency range while attenuating signals at frequencies above and below. That won't help with multipath, but it can do wonders in preventing front-end overload. If it doesn't get rid of overload entirely, a signal attenuator might be necessary to cut down the level at your tuner's antenna inputs.

In rural areas, the problems are usually different, and a dipole is even less likely to work well. Depending on your distance from the stations you want to receive, a small indoor antenna may do the trick, but in true fringe areas, a high-gain rooftop antenna is usually necessary. It need not be a very elaborate affair, however, and if the stations you want to hear are all in the same town, it can simply be pointed permanently in that direction. Dedicated FM antennas are quite small and can easily be mounted on a chimney or roof peak; the higher you can place them, the better they work.

If you already have a rooftop TV antenna, it may work well for FM too (the FM band is tucked into the middle of the television band, between Channels 6 and 7, which is why the audio signal of a local Channel 6 station can usually be picked up on an FM tuner). You can use a splitter that feeds the antenna signal to an FM tuner and a TV set at the same time, or you can use an RF switch that sends the full signal to one or the other; both devices are inexpensive. A rotor on the antenna is a definite plus as well. It can enable you to pick up stations from different directions, expanding your listening and viewing options.

Some problems yield to none of these remedies, in which case about the only solution is to subscribe to the FM feed of your local cable-TV service, if one is available. But such drastic measures are rarely necessary. A little forethought, some experimentation, and a willingness to fiddle until everything is right should guarantee clear, undistorted FM reception.
It was hard to miss important world events last January if you were one of the 73,516 journalists, manufacturers, distributors, and retailers walking the aisles of the Las Vegas Convention Center and the corridors of nearby hotels for the Winter Consumer Electronics Show. There were TV's everywhere. But even between NFL playoff games and news reports on the imminent war in the Gulf, attendees managed to do business as usual, scouting out the latest in audio/video equipment, games, and novelty products.

The talk of the town this time around was Philips's new digital recording format, the Digital Compact Cassette (DCC). Unlike digital audio tape (DAT), DCC cassettes will be recorded and played on machines that also play conventional analog cassettes, using a single solid-state autoreverse head. The decks will be able to find individual selections quickly and precisely, and the tapes initially will have a maximum playing time of 90 minutes. Philips and its first licensee, the Tandy Corporation, demonstrated prototypes but stressed that players won't be available until 1992.

Not to be outdone by the hubbub over DCC, Sony renewed its commitment to DAT, showing its new flagship home deck, the DTC-87ES ($1,800), and Sharp introduced its new DAT portable, the $1,499 RX-P1. Muddling the digital recording picture even further, Pioneer and Kenwood showed prototypes of recordable CD systems, although consumer versions are still years away.

Digital audio was also the major theme among car stereo manufacturers: Yamaha, Technics, JVC, Sony, Eclipse, and Clarion all demonstrated outboard digital signal processors. Other car audio hits included Pioneer's satellite-based car navigation system and Sanyo's voice-recognition system for control of audio functions.

By Rebecca Day

Home theater continues to generate a lot of interest. Six companies—NAD, Fosgate, Duntech Audio, Miller & Kreisel, Altec Lansing, and Triad Speakers—announced they would introduce components approved for the Lucasfilm Home THX system this year. Thomson Consumer Electronics said it would market a line of RCA TV's equipped with the Hughes Aircraft Sound Retrieval System. And Sharp whetted appetites with its prototype SharpVision LCD projection system for high-definition television (HDTV).

It was a show heavy on technology for the future, but there were also a number of winners that should be in stores by summer. We profile a few of the hottest products from WCES on the following pages.

A Digital Compact Cassette has the same external dimensions as an analog audio cassette. Holes for the tape-drive spindles and tape head are protected by a sliding steel cover, eliminating the need for storage boxes.
Pioneer's Premier KEX-M900 is the first DIN-size car stereo head unit with built-in digital signal processing. Ambience modes include Studio, Jazz Club, Concert Hall, and Stadium. The three-source unit includes a CD controller, AM/FM tuner, and cassette player. Price: $1,200.

Yamaha's DSP-A1000 seven-channel integrated amplifier ($1,499) employs enhanced digital Dolby Pro Logic circuitry to create the ambience of a wide-screen theater. It has ten audio and five video inputs.

Acoustic Research's six Holographic Imaging speakers range from the M1 (far left, $250 a pair) to the M6 (far right, $1,300 a pair). The tilt of the speaker panels is said to optimize sound-radiation patterns for better imaging and ambience.
Rockford-Fosgate's Symmetry is a modular audio/security/control system for the car. Shown at left are the twelve-slot controller housing, the amplifier box, and a wired remote control. Price for one amplifier module and three controller cards is $2,000.

Soundstream and Krell joined forces to create the DTA 1, the first outboard automotive digital-to-analog processor ($495). It has a dedicated power supply and two digital inputs, which can automatically switch between CD and DAT sampling frequencies.

Miller & Kreisel's MX-70 subwoofer uses a push-pull, dual-driver design to reproduce frequencies below 125 Hz, and its steep crossover can be set as low as 50 Hz. The two 8-inch drivers and the 125-watt amplifier that powers them fit in a single 18 x 10 1/4 x 13 3/4-inch enclosure. Price: $795.

Sanyo's voice-recognition car audio system can respond to twenty user-programmable words or phrases to control a tuner, cassette player, and CD changer. It is due in stores late this year. The price of about $1,200 includes a CD changer.
Genesis Technologies' IM-8300 Imaging Module speaker (right, $1,695) is part of the company's first speaker line. The three-way system has a cabinet that measures 25 inches high and 14 inches in diameter.

Onkyo's A-SV810PRO five-channel integrated audio/video amplifier ($1,100) offers on-screen display, Dolby Pro Logic, six video and ten audio inputs, and an eight-mode digital ambience-enhancement processor.

The BP20 bipolar loudspeaker from Definitive Technology (below left) has two 6½-inch woofers and a 1-inch dome tweeter on its front panel and the same array of drivers on its rear. Dimensions are 46 x 9 x 15 inches. Price: $1,600 a pair.

The components in Sony's new modular Mobile ES line (below) perform all signal transfers and processing digitally. The XES-P1 preamplifier/controller ($1,300) is the heart of the system, which consists of a full-DIN-size display unit, a subchassis, two wireless remotes, and an optional joystick.
Who is the greatest composer of classical music who ever lived? If you had asked that question in 1940, the average American record collector or concert-goer would probably have answered that it was Beethoven. In 1965, after the great Baroque revival that followed World War II, the first choice would most likely have been Bach. Today the vast majority of music lovers around the world would surely give top honors to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

Born in Salzburg, Austria, January 27, 1756, Mozart died in Vienna, December 5, 1791, a few weeks short of his thirty-sixth birthday. During the observances this year of the two-hundredth anniversary of Mozart’s death, everyone laments that so gifted a musician died so young, but the Mozart Bicentennial is not an occasion for sadness. It is, instead, a joyful celebration of the life and work of one of the most remarkable creative geniuses the world has ever known.

January 27 of this year may have been Superbowl Sunday for American football fans, but for music lovers it marked the kickoff of a gigantic tribute to Mozart that will involve record companies, museums, publishing houses, libraries, and performing arts institutions in Europe, America, Japan, and anywhere else that Western classical music is appreciated. I know of nothing in history that rivals the scope of the Mozart Bicentennial.

Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in New York is pulling out all the stops. Over the period of a year and a half the New York Philharmonic, the Metropolitan Opera, the New York City Ballet, the Chamber Music Society, and the other constituents of Lincoln Center will perform all of the 835 compositions that scholars definitely attribute to Mozart.

Although he suffered periods of hardship, throughout his life Mozart enjoyed considerable fame and success. He and his sister Nannerl were child prodigies, and their father took them to foreign countries where they played public concerts and private recitals for royalty. When he grew up, as a pianist and composer Mozart won the respect and admiration of his peers, his patrons, and the public. Nevertheless, Mozart’s emergence as the most valuable player on the all-time musical team is a twentieth-century phenomenon, and the public perception of him as the superstar of the eternal artistic firmament is a decidedly modern view. As his reputation has grown in the last few decades, our ideas about his music, his character, and even his looks have changed.

When as an adolescent I first became interested in classical music in the 1940’s, Mozart was known to general audiences only for his greatest hits—Symphonies No. 40 and No. 41, Eine Kleine Nachtmusik, and the operas Don Giovanni, The Marriage of Figaro, and The Magic Flute. At that time he was usually depicted as a prettified young man with a white wig and a red suit, the image still shown on the boxes of Mozartkugeln (Mozart balls) and other chocolate confections made in Austria and sold all over the world.

By the early 1950’s articles began to appear in such popular magazines as Life proclaiming that Don Giovanni was the greatest work of art ever created. The general public, however, still thought of Mozart as a dainty porcelain figurine, a composer of deedele-deedele music, just tinkly tunes suitable for clocks or music boxes.

Recordings issued in 1956 during the celebration of the two-hundredth anni-
versary of Mozart's birth expanded the range of his music available to collectors beyond the operas, concertos, and symphonies to include more solo piano pieces, oratorios, masses, motets, and a great deal of chamber music. After the introduction of stereo, it was all recorded again in up-to-date sound. In the 1960's the attention that scholars and record companies had given to Bach, Handel, and other Baroque composers began to be lavished also on the Viennese Classical school, which was dominated by Haydn and Mozart.

Recordings of the Sixties and Seventies showed either idealized portraits of Mozart or some one of the eight or nine likenesses—drawings, paintings, and silhouettes—made during his lifetime. Unfortunately, they don't resemble each other enough to give us a clear idea of what he really looked like.

Michael Kelly, an Irish singing actor who worked in Vienna, visited Mozart often and played billiards with him. In his memoirs Kelly wrote that Mozart "was a remarkably small man, very thin and pale, with a profusion of fine hair, of which he was rather vain." Other contemporaries reported that he had ordinary blue eyes, a largish nose, and a sallow complexion somewhat scarred by smallpox.

This may not be the ideal look for the occupant of the number-one throne in the pantheon of great composers, but Beethoven was also a small man, and Bach didn't win any beauty prizes. By the late 1960's Mozart was edging Beethoven and Bach out of the top spot in the annual lists of composers with the largest number of new recordings.

At that time STEREO REVIEW was publishing a series of tutorial articles on great composers—Bach, Haydn, Vivaldi, Debussy, Schubert, and so forth. They were written by James Goodfriend, who was then our music editor, and each article was illustrated by a new portrait of the composer in question by a living artist.

In 1972 we got around to Mozart, and the American artist Bernard Childs was commissioned to give us his view of the composer in an etching or lithograph. In due time he delivered the lithograph shown on the facing page, depicting Mozart in a modern re-creation of the silhouette form that was popular in the eighteenth century. Apparently charmed by his discovery that Mozart was a billiards player, Mr. Childs showed him in front of the traditional green table finger ing a cue.

Mr. Goodfriend and the art director (both avid print collectors) were delighted with the image. Not so, the editor in chief. In fact, he disliked it so much that he refused to publish it, and the ensuing discussions in our offices generated enough ill will that the articles on great composers were discontinued.

No one now on the staff remembers exactly what the problem with the picture was. Bernard Childs died in 1985, and according to his widow, he was told simply that "STEREO REVIEW's readers want to know what Mozart looked like." I suspect that the editor found the low-life associations with billiards and pool halls to be inconsistent with the sublime quality of, say, the slow movements of Mozart's piano concertos. He probably felt that the composer of such spiritual works as The Magic Flute and the Requiem should not be shown shooting pool even if he did it.

The fact that he enjoyed billiards was documented in Marcia Davenport's biography Mozart, first published in 1932 and still widely read. In 1938, Emily Anderson published her translations of Mozart's letters, which revealed his fondness for smutty jokes and bathroom humor, and midcentury editions of Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Musicians contain the statement that Mozart was "fond of pleasant company and fine dress, of dancing, bowling, billiards, and kindred pleasures." But he was not yet up for the cosmic award of all-time greatest composer.
Irritated by the heavy-handedness of *Amadeus*, I resented its eight Academy Awards, including the one for Best Picture of 1984. Having just seen it again on home video, I realize that it may have opened some ears to Mozart's music, and I now share the moderate view expressed by the American musicologist H. C. Robbins Landon: If you enjoyed *Amadeus*, that's fine. Just remember that it's fiction.

An expert on Haydn and Mozart, Landon has examined the most prevalent myths in his entertaining recent book [*1791: Mozart's Last Year* (1988)], and he goes to some lengths to "rescue Constanze from Shaffer's view of her" in *Amadeus*. Landon describes her as a cultivated lady with polished manners who could speak three languages and was extremely musical.

Landon exonerates Salieri and the others accused of murdering Mozart and summarizes the medical studies indicating that he died of streptococcal infections and kidney failure. He also clears up the mystery surrounding the Requiem, Mozart's last work. Modern scholarship proves that it was not commissioned by an alien messenger from the Other World but by Count Franz von Walsegg. The book leaves no doubt of Landon's view that Mozart was "music's greatest genius."

As Mozart grows more popular, the prettified images reappear in children's books. Eclipse Books has published a comic-book version of *The Magic Flute* adapted and illustrated by P. Craig Russell. But there is no single modern view of the man. Mozart painted as a fat young violinist by Fernando Botero became the poster child of the 1984 Mostly Mozart Festival at Lincoln Center.

The 1980's have brought us a more scholarly view of Mozart's music. Recordings by such chamber orchestras as I Musici and the Academy of St. Martin in the Fields accustomed modern ears to the sounds of his symphonies and serenades played by ensembles of the size he might have known. In the past decade his works have been taken on by the early-music, authentic-performance-practice, original-instrument movement. That approach was supported by college students used to the sound of period instruments and by professors who ruled on "correctness." Notable recordings of Mozart's symphonies were made for L'Oiseau-Lyre by Christopher Hogwood conducting an original-instrument ensemble, the Academy of Ancient Music, with the advice of the American Mozart specialist Neal Zaslaw of Cornell University. How does a record buyer choose when confronted by these "authentic" versions and the more romantic interpretations of mainstream conductors like Karajan, Giulini, or Levine?

My advice is the same as what I tell people shopping for loudspeakers: Choose the ones that sound best to you. Don't be intimidated by the claim that oldest or "most scholarly" is necessarily "best." Hogwood himself speaks not of "authentic" instruments but of "appropriate" instruments. And Roger Norrington, another early-music leader, says, "None of us have enough lice in our hair today to be authentic." What those fellows are dealing in is educated guesses. And if the early-music recordings sound like so much doodle-deedle to you, Neville Marriner and the Academy of St. Martin in the Fields are a good compromise choice. And you'll find that different styles of playing Mozart's music bring out different aspects of his genius.

If the accepted modern view is that Mozart is the greatest composer of all time, how long can he be expected to retain his title? I'm betting on him for the long haul. Record collectors and concert-goers are impressed by Bach, and they are stirred by Beethoven, but those composers don't inspire the kind of affection that Mozart does.

In between writing bouncy serenades, great operas, moving piano concertos, and profound masses he enjoyed a little slap and tickle, a round on the dance floor, a bawdy joke, a couple of brews, and shooting a little pool. How could you not love a guy like that?

The important thing is the immense pleasure afforded by his music. Deutsche Grammophon's corporate Christmas card last year quoted the English political scientist Isaiah Berlin: "It is said that the angels, when they play for God, play Bach, but when they play for each other, they play Mozart."
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Inner Workings

The mechanism of this finely tuned system is visible at a glance. The Skeleton Watch is the tech watch for the Nineties. Functional and conversational, the see through dial workings of its fine jeweled movements. The watch is housed in 18K gold-plated casing, strapped in genuine grained leather, gift boxed and warranted by Gruen.

Crystal Persuasion

From the skilled craftsmen of Hofbauer in West Germany comes this beautiful crystal piano. Made of highly polished lead crystal with over 24% PbO it measures approximately 6" in length and 5" in height. A great collectible item for the discriminating Stereo Review reader.

Timeless Hits

Now you can have your own personalized CD with this unique timepiece. This 8" X 8" beveled glass clock is the result of extensive design engineering. It has a fully electronic quartz movement warranted for life and is made in the U.S. Just give us a name and the type of hit (best, greatest, etc.) and we’ll deliver to you the perfect gift.

CD Player Bag

Made from the strongest 1000 Denier Cordura fabric, our bag measures a full 18" X 13" X 5" and features ¼" foam padding for player protection, three inside pockets, shoulder and hand grip straps and fastex hardware. Whether you use it to transport your player and discs or for business trips, this bag is the best.

Mugs

A great set of mugs with the logo of your favorite magazine. These 12 ounce beauties are made of the finest English ironstone, and feature non-slip bases.

International Sweatshirt

One of our most popular items has just been redesigned. The New International Sweatshirt sports bold puff print flags and features attractive white on white piping, and is proudly made in the U.S.A. Available in two sizes, small/medium and large/extra large.

To order, call our TOLL FREE lines. We accept Visa, MC, and AE or send a check plus shipping and handling, plus applicable sales tax, to Stereo Review, P.O. Box 742, Holmes, PA 19043. ORDER TOLL FREE 800-545-8112.
Rhino

**THE BEST OF DELANEY & BONNIE**

**ANTHOLOGY**

This 18-track CD is the first comprehensive collection to cover this all-star band featuring Eric Clapton, Duane Allman, Dave Mason, Rita Coolidge, and others. Features "Only You Know & I Know", "Soul Shake", "Comin' Home" and more.

**SOUL HITS OF THE '70S**

**DIDN'T IT BLOW YOUR MIND**

10 VOLUMES AVAILABLE

The definitive collection of '70s Soul. With The O'Jays, Isaac Hayes, Curtis Mayfield, The Staple Singers, War, Bill Withers and more.

**JOHNNY RIVERS ANTHOLOGY**

This 36-track CD includes some of Rivers' unique remakes ("Memphis", "Rockin' Pneumonia -- Boogie Woogie Flu") to late '60s folk rock ("Poor Side of Town", "Summer Rain") to all-time classics like "Track of My Tears" and "Secret Agent Man".

**NEVILLE BROTHERS: TREACHEROUS TOO!**

A HISTORY OF 1955-1987

The ultimate addition to any Nevilles collection. Includes previously unreleased tracks, and tracks that appear on CD for the first time. Also available TREACHEROUS (Voted "Best Re-Issue" of 1987 - Rolling Stone Magazine).

**LEGENDS OF GUITAR**

VOLS. 1-9

4 NEW VOLUMES AVAILABLE

The first ever collection to bring the hottest players and quintessential guitar tracks together in nine volumes. Four volumes just released -- Surf, '70s Rock, Country Volume 2, Jazz Volume 2. Also available -- Rock '50s, '60s, and Electric Blues.

Available at record stores everywhere. To place your order or to receive a free catalog call: 1-800-432-0020. Mon-Fri, 9:30am-5:30pm (Pacific Standard Time).
Pet Shop Boys: A Lesson in "Behavior"

A bold, ambitious album, "Behavior" is the Pet Shop Boys' crowning achievement. A veritable pop symphony in miniature, it works its magic through compositional subtlety, lyrical eloquence, and thematic reach. Initially, some listeners may hear only the album's polished surface and dismiss it without expending the effort to dig deeper. But while "Behavior" lacks immediacy, it has cumulative power; it will grow on you, the way all truly worthwhile albums do.

The Pet Shop Boys have heretofore been known for dance-oriented pop records a thoughtful cut above the norm. "Behavior" moves them into sophisticated new territory. It's as thoroughly programmed as ever, though it sounds less so because of the softer edges and the humanistic tenor of the words. But in its melodic warmth, flowing rhythms, and lyrical poignancy, it's a kind of "Pet Sounds" for the Nineties. Beach Boy Brian Wilson and his collaborators captured the troubled transition from adolescence to adulthood in that classic Sixties album, and Pet Shop Boys Neil Tennant and Chris Lowe here mark a similar rite of passage in the life of their own generation. Facing the end of an era of freedom, the duo has crafted words and music that are enveloped in an inescapable sadness. Yet the album is carried forward by an artistic conviction and an analytical intellect that seek to set events, both great and small, in some historical, comprehensible context.

"Behavior" opens with the tour de force of Being Boring. After a sweeping instrumental fanfare, foreshadowing the cinematic scope of the album, the song builds around a quote from Zelda Fitzgerald about the Twenties literary crowd, "We were never feeling bored, because we were never being boring." Tennant and Lowe cover a lot of ground in the next few minutes, zeroing in on friendship, solidarity, celebration, and loss while implicitly defending the antic, bohemian lifestyle of happier times.

The freewheeling Seventies are fondly recalled with musical allusions to Eurodisco (appropriately, the ubiquitous German disco engineer and producer Harold Faltermeyer produced "Behavior"). Fast forward to the present, with the world forever altered: "All the people I was kissing/Some are here and some are missing/In the 1990's."

Later, My October Symphony, an ambitious homage to the Russian Revolution, sits next to Only the Wind, which seems to be about the death of a close acquaintance. Both songs speak obliquely about failed dreams, the glory of dreaming, death, and the haunting silence that follows death, and both are filled with images of autumnal decay. In Only the Wind, spare piano chords are set against synthesized swatches of sound, a subtle swell of strings, and a muted percussion track. The clues dropped suggest that its central character might have died from an all-too-familiar epidemic, but instead of anger there is philosophical resignation: "When life is karma/I have no doubt/No angry drama/A star blows itself out."

The subjects of pain, confusion, and loss are revisited—indeed, there's no escaping them—in The End of the World, although its upbeat tempo and jaunty complexion suggest the welcome escapism of the dance floor, and the refrain goes, "It's just a boy or a girl/It's not the end of the world." The song is ultimately less about the personal drama of breaking up with someone than about a generational calamity in progress.

Against this disturbing backdrop, a rock star's preening lifestyle suddenly seems a particularly hollow conceit.

Chris Lowe (left) and Neal Tennant: facing the end of an era.
So the Pet Shop Boys deflate a musical celebrity in How Can You Expect to Be Taken Seriously? Set to an infectious rhythm that shuffles and swings (and based on somebody real, judging from the detailed lyrics), it is one of the album's most instantly engaging songs. But in truth, all of "Behavior" is readily accessible to anyone who has conquered a reflexive dislike of synthesizers and is willing to meet it halfway. It is not only a moving piece of work but a pinnacle of modern pop. Parke Puterbaugh

PET SHOP BOYS: Behavior. Nell Tennant, Chris Lowe (vocals and instruments); other musicians. Being Boring; This Must Be the Place I Waited Years to Leave; To Face the Truth; How Can You Expect to Be Taken Seriously; Only the Wind; My October Symphony; So Hard; Nervously; The End of the World; Jealousy. EMI © CDP-94310-2 (49 min), © E41H-94310.

Riccardo Chailly's Gorgeous Brahms and Webern

EUTONIC heroics may seem almost essential for a fully realized performance of the Brahms First Symphony, but there is much to be said for a more relaxed manner in the Second. After all, Brahms's Vienna, just like Richard Strauss's Munich, was a cultural crossroads between Austro-Germany and Cisalpine Italy. Awareness of this seems to inform Riccardo Chailly's new London recording of the Second with the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. Marked by a totally unforced lyricism, it is yet wholly alert in terms of structure.

A fine sense of flow characterizes the opening movement. The slow movement may be on the ruminative side for some tastes, but for me it is a relief after some of the dour readings I have heard. The finale shows a splendid spirit and a welcome sense of proportion in not overemphasizing the "big" tune. The acoustic surround of Amsterdam's Concertgebouw suits this kind of music to perfection.

One would never recognize the other piece on this disc, Webern's pre-Schoenberg orchestral idyll of 1904, Im Sommerwind, as coming from the same hand that a dozen years later would produce such a gnomic work as the rigorously conceived String Trio, Op. 20. The twenty-year-old composer, then at the end of his second year of university studies, was inspired by a poem by the North German social philosopher Bruno Wille, a hymn to nature with strong pantheistic overtones. Scored for late-Romantic orchestra but without trombones and tuba, the music was neither published nor performed during Webern's life-time. It came to light in 1961 when the late Hans Moldenhauer was assembling the Webern Archive at Spokane, Washington. Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra gave the world première in Seattle as part of the First International Webern Festival. Their recording on the Columbia label appeared in 1967 and until recently was still available on cassette. It has found a worthy successor in Chailly's lushly recorded new reading. The music is bucolic late-Romantic, redolent of Mahler, Richard Strauss, and even early Delius (whose music received considerable attention in Germany during the 1930's). It receives a beautiful performance, in gorgeous sound. David Hall

Shirley Horn: Unforgettable

SINGER Shirley Horn has been wowing jazz musicians ever since 1960, when Miles Davis asked her to appear with him after hearing her first album, but she is something of an unknown quantity to record buyers since most of her eighteen albums have been on small labels. Still, she has maintained a devoted cult following, and her recent association with Verve has begun to bring her some long-overdue recognition. Her latest album, "You Won't Forget Me," is such an extraordinary accomplishment that its title will surely prove prophetic.

Horn's mastery of form, sound, and texture is apparent in everything she does. It begins with her choice of material—forgotten jewels like Beautiful Love and songs we've heard many times before, like You Stepped Out of a Dream, but never interpreted with such expressiveness. She reaches beneath the surface of these romantic compositions to plumb the depths of melody and lyrics, creating arrangements that reshape each song into a highly personal dramatic statement.

While Horn ranks among the finest of vocal interpreters, she is also a
superb jazz pianist, providing a complement to her singing that exceeds mere accompaniment. Her chord progressions are rich, lush, and surprising in their beauty. She sustains a mood of grace, moving with ease from delicate balladry to buoyant swinging without ever breaking her spell. A master of phrasing, she can make time seem to stand still.

Horn's own artistry, as well as that of her long-time colleagues, Charles Ables on bass and Steve Williams on drums, should guarantee sufficient delight, but for this recording she invited some of the finest jazz instrumentalists of the day to join her. There are the Marsalis brothers, with Wynton etching a trace of the blues into his trumpet solo in Don't Let the Sun Catch You Cryin' and Branford blowing his breathy Ben Websterish best on tenor saxophone in It Had to Be You. Fellow Washingtonian Buck Hill provides robust tenor-sax interplay in Foolin' Myself, and Toots Thielemans, the miracle worker of the harmonica, seems to fuse his mind with Horn's in the poignant Beautiful Love and an imaginative treatment of Soothe Me.

But it is Miles Davis, Horn's early champion, who collaborates in the single most exquisite selection, the title track. Here is a Miles we haven't heard for years, except in occasional snatches, with that same haunted lyrical quality, that same entrancing beauty that distinguished his sound from all others. He seems to draw inspiration from Horn, who rises here to the peak of her art. It is a musical experience you won't forget. With this great recording, Shirley Horn has finally come into her own.

Horn: grace and artistry

SHIRLEY HORN: You Won't Forget Me. Shirley Horn (vocals, piano); Miles Davis (trumpet); Buck Hill, Branford Marsalis (tenor saxophone); Toots Thielemans (harmonica, guitar); other musicians. The Music That Makes Me Dance/Come Dance with Me; Don't Let the Sun Catch You Cryin'; Beautiful Love; Come Back to Me; Too Late Now; I Just Found Out About Love; It Had to Be You; Soothe Me; Foolin' Myself; If You Go; You Stepped Out of a Dream; You Won't Forget Me; All My Tomorrows. VERVE © 847 482-2 (71 min). © 847 482-4.

Tough, Rewarding
Chamber Music From Vienna

In an age when symphonic music was growing increasingly huge, Schoenberg wrote his Chamber Symphony for fifteen solo musicians to reverse the trend. It was an astounding accomplishment in 1906 (it still is), and it started a move toward chamber-orchestra music that is still in progress. Schoenberg put almost as much music into 20 minutes for fifteen musicians as Mahler did in 80 minutes for seventy-five musicians. The Chamber Symphony is a five-movement work packed down into a single kaleidoscopic movement and a big, virtuosic scramble for the musicians—it makes for tough playing, tough listening.

It is extraordinary, however, how much easier this music has gotten over the years. A splendid new Teldec recording, made in Vienna by a pan-European ensemble, the Chamber Orchestra of Europe, goes a long way toward justifying Schoenberg's vision. It took most of a century, but there are finally musicians—even in Schoenberg's native city of Vienna—to whom this music speaks a comprehensible and expressive language and to whom its formidable technical challenges are a means to an end and not just obstacles to be (grudgingly) overcome. Still not easy listening, but immensely worthwhile.

Something of the same could be said about the coupler, Berg's Chamber Concerto for Violin and Piano with Thirteen Winds, written twenty years later in his version of Schoenberg's twelve-tone method, with a few added buts. This is Berg at his densest and most mystical. The work is dedicated to Schoenberg, his teacher, on his fiftieth birthday. It is made up of three closely interconnected movements that are full of a highly arcane numerology, transcending even the arithmetic of twelve tones. The results are, in three words, expressionistic, personal, and hermetic. This is the most opaque work of a composer usually considered to be the most accessible of the twelve-toners, but Heinz Holliger, in his role as conductor, and the Chamber Orchestra of Europe have a skillful and valiant go at it.

Eric Salzman

SCHOENBERG: Chamber Symphony, Op. 9. BERG: Chamber Concerto for Violin and Piano with Thirteen Winds. Thomas Zehetmair (violin); Oleg Maisenberg (piano); Chamber Orchestra of Europe. Heinz Holliger cond. TELDEC © 2292-46019-2 (63 min).
THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH: Choke. The Beautiful South (vocals and instrumentals); instrumental accompaniment. Tonight I Fancy Myself; My Book; Let Love Speak Up Itself; Should've Kept My Eyes Shut; I've Come for My Award; Lips; and five others. ELEKTRA © 60985-2 (37 min), © 60985-4.

Performance: Oddball pop Recording: Good
Only Britain could produce a band as likably eccentric as the Beautiful South, whose mix of lyrical quirks and music- four-pack in the fridge/A good book on the shelf! I think tonight I'd rather love myself." Real agit-prop anger underlies I've Come for My Award, in which a shoplifter spits out his contempt for the entrepreneurial class by bragging about his skill as a thief: "I took on your free enterprise and your pretty little shops/ Walked in with empty bags and walked out with the lot/So I've come for my award." By way of background, the two founders of the Beautiful South, singers Paul Heaton and Dave Hemingway, previously belonged to the Housemartins, a decidedly politicized, left-leaning band. Their voices—one a croon of limited range, the other more of a sing-speak—are joined by Briana Corrigan's girlish mouse-squeak and backed by a crack three-piece band of guitar, bass, and drums. In a word, intriguing.

JOHNNY CASH: The Mystery of Life. Johnny Cash (vocals, guitar); Marty Stuart (guitars, mandolin, vocals); John Prine. Anita Carter (background vocals); other musicians. The Greatest Cowboy of Them All; I'm an Easy Rider; The Mystery of Life; Hey Porter; Beans for Breakfast; Goin' by the Book; and four others. MERCURY/POLYGRAM © 848 051-2 (30 min), © 848 051-4.

Performance: Time capsule Recording: Good
Johnny Cash was a busy man last year—touring with his fellow Highwaymen, putting together a retrospective exhibit at the Country Music Hall of Fame, and recording The Mystery of Life." When it came to writing the album, however, Cash apparently was too busy, and so he rummaged through his attic and came up with an odd set of songs, several of which are so old they practically sport toupees.

There's Wanted Man, for example, a mediocre and disappointing number Cash wrote with Bob Dylan in the late Sixties. Then there's a remake of Cash's hard-chugging Fifties rockabilly classic, Hey Porter, and a duet with Tom T. Hall, I'll Go Somewhere and Sing My Songs Again, that the two most likely cut years ago for another project. There's also Beans for Breakfast, a funny but dated tune (it first appeared as the B side of a single some years ago) that casts the singer as a pathetic lout unable to care for himself once his woman has run out on him. Although it's sexist by contemporary standards ("wish you'd come back and wash the dishes"), it also contains an interesting reference to Cash's true-life firebug-and-drugs days of yore: "The house burned down from the fire that I built/In your closet by mistake after I took all them pills." But by far the strangest tune here is one in which Cash tries to join a cowboy metaphor with a religious theme, entoning, "My cowboy hero hat's off/To the man who rode a donkey/He's the greatest cowboy of them all." Gag me with a prayer book.

The Cash aura is so strong, though, that even when he's bad (or in the case of much of this album, just weirdly off-center), he commands attention, both for his presentation and for the beauty and humor he finds in life's most mundane situations. His stature is such that he can put out an album like this one and make it work, after a fashion. Cash will eventually be reckoned the single most important country-music figure of the postwar era, and "The Mystery of Life," for all of its shortcomings and its quirkiness, provides not a few of the reasons.

A.N.

THE DARLING BUDS: Crowdaddy. The Darling Buds (vocals and instrumentals). It Makes No Difference; Tiny Machine; Crystal Clear; Do You Have to Break My Heart; You Won't Make Me Die; and five others. COLUMBIA © CK 46816 (40 min), © CT 46816.

Performance: Refreshing Recording: Enveloping
The Darling Buds' retro-pop strikes a neat balance between studied expertise and inspired amateurism. They know what makes this sort of music tick but they're ingenious enough to let it flow through them in a natural, unaffected way. Harley Farr's fuzzed-up guitar rubs against Andrea Lewis's billowy voice, providing an entrancing hard/soft contrast. The pair co-wrote every song in "Crowdaddy," and their interaction fuels its brightest moments.
It Makes No Difference is built around a simple, sturdy riff from Satisfaction, over which Andrea whisper-sings like a petulant ingenue. Tiny Machine is a hypnotic pop daydream worthy of Syd Barrett-era Pink Floyd, featuring shimmering underwater keyboards, multilayered guitars, gossamer vocals, and a solid beat. Do You Have to Break My Heart is the sort of ingratiating nugget that Blondie brilliantly tossed off in its heyday. Then there's Honeysuckle, which skirts the subject of eroticism with childlike wonder, Andrea elongating the title word as a snare drum taps along with every melismatic syllable. The End of the Beginning inverts form and begins with its winning chorus, proving that the Darling Buds know the rules well enough to break them. These pop savants would seem to have a bright future, and "Crawdaddy" is among the most refreshing releases yet from Britain's thriving paisley overground.

ED'S REDEEMING QUALITIES: More Bad Times. Ed's Redeeming Qualities (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. Camouflage; Spoken Word; Bob; Sad; The Boy I Work With; Buck Tempo; Cheese Grater; Too Pretty; and nine others. FLYING FISH © FF 70549 (50 min), © FF 90549, © FF 549.

Performance: Charming
Recording: Good

You won't find an Ed in Ed's Redeeming Qualities, but the redeeming qualities are easy to pinpoint; this folk trio (Carrie Bradley, Dan Leone, and Neno Perrotta) is irrepressible, clever, funny, and totally unpredictable. I haven't had this much fun listening to a postmodern hootenanny since the first album by the Roches (who weren't—and still aren't—nearly as wacky).

Actually, Ed's Redeeming Qualities doesn't sound like anybody else, which may be explained in part by the instruments they play: violin, acoustic guitar, toy xylophone, ukulele, bongos, and "rice in the coffee can." At the heart of their tunes is some straightforward American-style strumming, but the percussion gives everything a Caribbean sparkle, and the violin, when it shows up, makes the music swing with a French accent. And while the voices are ordinary at best, that only adds to the charm and believability of everything they sing.

It's good that the songs sound so believable, because there's a melodramatic, almost exploitative quality to the lyrics, which take odd little tendrils of life and focus on them so intently that the quietly ordinary almost becomes surreal. Law Dari, for example, is about some guys who can't find the game at their local store: "A kid was pegged in

Sting

No one has ever accused Sting of being a happy-go-lucky guy, but "The Soul Cages" is a particularly dark and moody album. Death is everywhere in these new songs, along with strong feelings of entrapment and futility.

The explanation for Sting's troubled, and troubling, obsessions is simple: Over the past few years, both of his parents have died. On one level, then, the album is an act of mourning. On another, less readily explicable level, much of it has to do with the sea—along with the ships that sail it and the people who build them. A boy living next to a shipyard, where his father works and is killed, dreams of sailing far away; a sailor at sea agonizes over a past love; a son, believing that religion is worthless, wants to bury his dead father at sea. From the eternal quality of the ocean to the double-edged symbolism of the ships—confining but also liberating—Sting's marine metaphors resonate powerfully. If some of the lyrics are overwritten, their exaggeration reinforces the deep emotions at play.

Unsurprisingly, the music in "The Soul Cages" is also uniformly melancholic. The slow songs unfold at a crawl, repeating their melodies like a ritual prayer. When the Angels Fall, for instance, seems to consist of one verse and one chorus stretched to nearly 8 minutes in length. The faster songs are somber, too. Despite serio-comic lyrics and a crackling backbeat, All This Time is a brooding tune with ominous bass, jangling guitar, and throbbing keyboards.

The gloomy, almost hypnotic spell of Sting's music is never broken in "The Soul Cages." The album is not an entertainment so much as a meditation, and its narratives don't answer fundamental questions so much as inspire them. Easier to admire than to enjoy, it's nevertheless an important work.

Ron Givens

STING: The Soul Cages. Sting (vocals, bass, synthesizer, mandolin); other musicians. Island of Souls; All This Time; Mad About You; Jeremiah Blues (Part I); Why Should I Cry for You; Saint Agnes and the Burning Train; The Wild Wild Sea; The Soul Cages; When the Angels Fall. A&M © 75021-6405-2 (48 min), © 75021-6405-4, © 70521-6405-1.
the head with a lawn dart... So they're now off the shelves at the K-mart." All the songs are like that; they come at you deadpan, one odd little non sequitur after another. The effect is alternately bizarre and hilarious. Simply put, Ed's Redeeming Qualities is the David Lynch of folk music. \textit{R.G.}

Eddy, and Link Wray. Despite Gatton's awesome virtuosity, the chief utility of "88 Elmira St." will be to take us up to newstime or to accompany a basketball-dunking video clip. Lesson: chops ain't everything, by a long shot. \textit{P.P.}

**VINCE GILL: Pocket Full of Gold.** Vince Gill (vocals, guitars); Richard Bennett (guitar); Patty Loveless, Herb Pedersen (background vocals); other musicians. \textit{I Quit; Look at Us; Take Your Memory with You; Pocketful of Gold; The Strings That Tie You Down; Lisa Jane; and four others.} ELEKTRA © MCAD-10140 (32 min), © MCAC-10140.

**Performance: Spirited, but...**

When Vince Gill had a smash hit single last year (\textit{When I Call Your Name}), all of Nashville rejoiced that the music biz's nicest guy had finally gotten his due. Gill served stints with the Bluegrass Alliance, Ricky Skaggs's Boone Creek, and Pure Prairie League before striking out on his own, and while he'd had varying success at several labels, he also labored for years under the spell of his friend Rodney Crowell, coming across much like an adoring Crowell imitator.

\textit{When I Call Your Name}, a wonderful, bluegrass-inspired duet with Patty Loveless, did a lot to move Gill out of Crowell's shadow, probably because Tony Brown, who produces both men, made sure of it. Gill's new album, "Pocket Full of Gold," continues to move him in an independent direction (aside from the lovely ballad \textit{What's a Man to Do}, which is as Crowellesque as anything Rodney himself has ever done), and it should also help him win fans on his own.

An exceptionally tuneful and rhythmic record, "Pocket Full of Gold" tries to keep a positive attitude. In its plethora of he-she songs (as jazz singer Jimmy Rushing used to call them), Gill keeps his distance from the merely interesting. His heartache themes, offering songs that celebrate success instead. In the ballad \textit{Look at Us}, for example, he rejoices that he and his wife (Sweethearts of the Rodeo's Janis Gill) have managed to stay in love and make the spine tingle. And he's smart: Before recording "Hi-Fi" he boned up on the latest musical technology, and in this year is a pop-rock gold mine that balances high-tech with a good old-fashioned reverence for melodic hooks.

\textit{You Take My Breath Away} glides weightlessly on an airy vocal, achieving a sensuous glow reminiscent of Boz Scaggs's \textit{Lowdown}. The youthful grit in James's voice is audible in \textit{Go}, an infectious party tune, and \textit{Annie Comes Knockin}', a limber, sassy number reminiscent of Mony Mony. \textit{Heartbeat in the Night} sneaks up on you with a killer chorus, and \textit{Backtrack} makes creative use of harmony vocals as a counterpoint to James's lead. There are enough hooks here to reel in a school of bluefish. "Hi-Fi" is, in short, a fine pop album from a past—and present—master. \textit{P.P.}

**ROGER MCGUINN: Back from Rio.** Roger McGuinn (vocals, guitar); other musicians. \textit{Someone to Love; Car Phone; You Bowed Down; Suddenly Blue; The Time Are All Gone; I'm Going of the Hill;} and four others. AESTA © APCD-8648 (42 min), © AC9-8648.

**Performance: Reminiscent Recording: Very good**

Did you like the Byrds? Then you'll probably like the new Roger McGuinn album. "Back from Rio" sounds very much like the legendary group McGuinn co-founded; his electric twelve-string Rickenbacker guitar defined that band's sound, and it dominates his current solo work as well. The contemporary bands featuring guitars that jangle, jingle, jangle all trace their roots to McGuinn, who hasn't released an album since 1987 (although he recorded some new songs with Byrdmates Chris Hillman and David Crosby for the group's recent boxed-set retrospective). Consequently, "Back from Rio" manages to seem both fresh and familiar. You can't mistake his piercing guitar or his plaintive, quavery voice, but the songs have a smoother, sleeker quality.

\textit{TOMMY JAMES: Hi-Fi}. Tommy James (vocals, guitar); other musicians. \textit{Go; Burnin' for You; Annie Comes Knockin'; Ordinary Girl; You Take My Breath Away;} and four others. AEGIS © AER-1600, @ AEG-1600 (44 min).

**Performance: Spirited comeback Recording: Excellent**

Tommy James is a blast from the past who sounds right at home in the present. He and his old band, the Shondells, launched a slew of hits in the Sixties that spilled over into the Seventies. He also greeted the Eighties with a couple of chart singles. If James manages to get a hit off "Hi-Fi," he may well become the first artist to experience Top-40 success in four consecutive decades. James is an expert pop tunesmith who knows how all the pieces of a song fit together, arranging them so that they surprise, excite, and make the spine tingle. And he's smart: Before recording "Hi-Fi" he boned up on the latest musical technology, and in this year is a pop-rock gold mine that balances high-tech with a good old-fashioned reverence for melodic hooks.

\textit{You Take My Breath Away} glides weightlessly on an airy vocal, achieving a sensuous glow reminiscent of Boz Scaggs's \textit{Lowdown}. The youthful grit in James's voice is audible in \textit{Go}, an infectious party tune, and \textit{Annie Comes Knockin}', a limber, sassy number reminiscent of Mony Mony. \textit{Heartbeat in the Night} sneaks up on you with a killer chorus, and \textit{Backtrack} makes creative use of harmony vocals as a counterpoint to James's lead. There are enough hooks here to reel in a school of bluefish. "Hi-Fi" is, in short, a fine pop album from a past—and present—master. \textit{P.P.}

**ROGER MCGUINN: Back from Rio.** Roger McGuinn (vocals, guitar); other musicians. \textit{Someone to Love; Car Phone; You Bowed Down; Suddenly Blue; The Time Are All Gone; I'm Going of the Hill;} and four others. AESTA © APCD-8648 (42 min), © AC9-8648.

**Performance: Reminiscent Recording: Very good**

Did you like the Byrds? Then you'll probably like the new Roger McGuinn album. "Back from Rio" sounds very much like the legendary group McGuinn co-founded; his electric twelve-string Rickenbacker guitar defined that band's sound, and it dominates his current solo work as well. The contemporary bands featuring guitars that jangle, jingle, jangle all trace their roots to McGuinn, who hasn't released an album since 1987 (although he recorded some new songs with Byrdmates Chris Hillman and David Crosby for the group's recent boxed-set retrospective). Consequently, "Back from Rio" manages to seem both fresh and familiar. You can't mistake his piercing guitar or his plaintive, quavery voice, but the songs have a smoother, sleeker quality.
McGuinn can still rock when he wants to; it just seems that he doesn’t want to very much. King of the Hill,” a duet with Tom Petty, could have been sung from a rocking chair. So could If We Meet Again, a gorgeous song written by veteran Jules Shear. McGuinn seems very sincere when he sings, “I got to have a little faith/I want to know a boy and a girl/Can make it even though/They’re not spinning with this world.” Considering that he’s nearly fifty, he might be singing about one of his kids. It isn’t easy for a rocker to age well, but McGuinn may have figured out how to do it. R.G.

MALCOLM McLAREN: The World Famous Supreme Team Show, Round the Outside! Round the Outside! Malcolm McLaren (lyrics and music); various rappers and musicians. Opera House; Word Tribe; Diva Loves Opera House; II Be or Not II Be; Romeo and Juliet; and six others. VIRGIN © 91599-2 (47 min), © 91599-4.

Performance: Oper-rap Recording: Good

We live in a country marked by such extreme cultural separatism that many contemporary art forms are virtual strangers to each other. But that’s never stopped Malcolm McLaren—the Col. Tom Parker-style con man who master-minded the Sex Pistols’ career—from attempting weird syntheses. When it comes to rap and opera, for instance, most people would say, “Never the twain shall meet.” Not McLaren, who Krazy Glues them together in “Round the Outside! Round the Outside!”

McLaren’s World Famous Supreme Team, a posse of rappers from various quarters, goes along with this madness, in which raps dissolve into arias and Shakespeare gets turned into oper-rap.

McLaren himself is only heard (rapping badly) in yet another remake of Buffalo Gals; his real job is behind the scenes, pulling the strings. Unfortunately, the idea of rap-meets-opera is flimsier than the execution, and the album bogs down beneath the weight of its improbable premise. P.P.

PET SHOP BOYS: Behavior (see Best of the Month, page 83)

THEY EAT THEIR OWN. They Eat Their Own (vocals and instrumentals); other musicians. Better Now; Like a Drug; No Right to Kill; Why Don’t You Disagree?: Video Martyr; The Enemy; and four others. RELATIVITY © 1042-2 (34 min), © 1042-4.

Performance: Schizoid Recording: Okay

They Eat Their Own seems like three bands in one. Two of them are pretty good; one of them isn’t. In its garage-grunge and power-pop modes, the band plays with enough hard-edged intensity to make the smart, disdaining songs here crackle with a weird energy, and vocalist Laura B., who wrote nearly all of them, sings with an off-center iciness that suits her disquieting, often creepy material. But They Eat Their Own loses all subtlety when she turns into a political zealot, full of adolescent oversimplifications. Despite all the intelligent work that went into this album, it’s clear that They Eat Their Own hasn’t yet decided what kind of a band it wants to be. R.G.

C O L L E C T I O N S

BEN BAGLEY’S COLE PORTER RE-VISITED. VOL. V. Ann Hampton Callaway, Arthur Siegel, Sandy Stewart, Tommy Tune, Julie Wilson (vocals); instrumental accompaniment. It All Belongs to You; Between You and Me; Love ’Em and Leave ’Em; I Gaze into Your Eyes; Weren’t We Fools; Please Don’t Monkey with Broadway; So Near and Yet So Far; Blue Hours; Rap Tap on Wood; and nineteen others. PAINTED SMILES © PSCD-122 (70 min).

Performance: Irresistible Recording: Crisp and clean

This being Cole Porter’s centennial year, we’re sure to be inundated with “rediscoveries” from his forgotten scores, but I doubt that anyone will be able to top the job Ben Bagley has done with this newest release in his outstanding Revisited series. It’s guaranteed to bring really good cheer to those who thought there was nothing more to draw from the Porter storehouse.

Among the generous allotment of twenty-eight lesser-known Porter songs, there are only two that probably should have been left in the archives. Most of the others are typically Porter in their melodic grace, wit, pungency, and frequent sauciness. Best of all, they are served up by singers who really understand the Porter idiom and blend together well for the duets and ensemble numbers, as well as being winning in their solo numbers.

Because she’s so terrific here in her first major recording, it’s tempting to say that Ann Hampton Callaway walks away with the album’s top honors. The popular New York cabaret singer-pianist-songwriter not only sings the romantically ballad Blue Hours and her own setting of Porter’s poem I Gaze into Your Eyes as meltingly as anyone possibly could, but she also brings a flair for comic impersonation to such delectable items as Love Me, Love My Pekinese.

The rest of the cast, however, holds its own every track of the way. Sandy Stewart pours out her sultrily smoky tones in Who but You, Please Don’t Make Me Be Good, and several others. The ebullient Tommy Tune is perfect in Rap Tap on Wood and Please Don’t Monkey with Broadway, and Julie Wilson proves again that her incomparable style can make up for her increasingly tremulous high notes, offering truly memorable versions of So Near and Yet So Far and You’ve Got Something. As for the fantastic Arthur Siegel, he outdoes himself with this set, not only singing with his usual roguish charm but also spearheading the small-combo accompaniments with his buoyant, lilting piano playing (including some exceptionally imaginative overdubbing of a second piano in many of the tracks).

R.H.

HARRY CHAPIN TRIBUTE. Oscar Brand, Pete Seeger, Graham Nash, Judy Collins, Richie Havens, the Smothers Brothers, Dolores Hall, Bruce Springsteen, Terry Klauser, the Hooters, Pat Benatar, John Wallace, Peter, Paul and Mary, others (vocals and instrumentals). Circle; Sandy; Cat’s in the Cradle; W-
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L-D: Six String Orchestra: When I Look Up; Remember When the Music; and five others. RELATIVITY © 1047-2 (62 min), © 1047-4.

Performance: Sincere
Recording: Live, warts and all

As a humanitarian, the late Harry Chapin was virtually peerless. As a singer-songwriter... well, he worked hard (two hundred concerts a year on average), and God bless him for his convictions.

Chapin's forte was turning short stories into songs, blending elements of folk, New Age, and musical theater into full-blown (often overblown) set pieces. Nevertheless, his lasting achievement wasn't his compositions but his commitment to causes—especially world hunger, for which he raised considerable money and consciousness. Pop music might not be the charitable beacon it has become without Chapin's example.

In 1987, an eclectic group of musicians gathered to salute Chapin at Carnegie Hall, and this album is the belated document of that event. Although the program has a mussy, sacrosanct air and some of the material is flat, the performers' sincerity is undeniable, and several moments are transcendent. Judy Collins delivers a riveting version of Chapin's best song, Cat's in the Cradle, in her angelic voice. Seminal folk singers from the golden age of protest, including Pete Seeger and Peter, Paul and Mary, join voices in his inspirational Circle. Bruce Springsteen nearly steals the show, not so much for his faintly uncom- fortable renditions of Remember When the Music (which he admits to finding "corny") as for a candid, lengthy reminiscence about how Chapin goaded him into his own subsequent charitable efforts. "I play one night for me and one night for the other guy," Chapin told him. Would that we were all so generous with our time and talent.

Jazz

JANE BUNNETT AND DON PULLEN: New York Duets. Jane Bunnett (saxophones, flute); Don Pullen (piano). Bya- yu; Ginastera; Double Arc Jake; Make Someone Happy; Little Rootie Tooie; and five others. MUSIC AND ARTS © CD-629 (64 min).

Performance: Excellent collaboration
Recording: Very good

Every time I hear a new Don Pullen release I become more convinced that he is one of today's most creative and interesting jazz players. In "New York Duets" he is teamed with Toronto-born Jane Bunnett, a saxophone player who is decidedly on the same wavelength. This is an album of great beauty and substance, an intense collaboration that has mutual admiration written all over it.

There is a certain frostiness to Bunnett's playing that some will find distancing—she has a background in classical music, and it shows. She shares with Pullen a penchant for the whimsical, however, and when she jabs her icy tones into his fiery, rhythmic patterns the contrast is absorbing. What a pair, and what a fine album. C.A.

TOM HARRELL: Form. Tom Harrell (trumpet, flugelhorn); Joe Lovano (tenor saxophone); Danilo Perez (piano); Charlie Haden (bass); Paul Motian (drums). Vista; Brazilian Song; Scene; January Spring; Rhythm Form; For Heaven's Sake (CD only). CONTEMPORARY © 14059, © CC-14059, © CCD-14059-2 (49 min).

Performance: Forthright
Recording: Good

You may remember trumpeter Tom Harrell from his mid-Seventies stint with Horace Silver's group, or perhaps not; he never left as deep an impression as, say, Blue Mitchell or Woody Shaw. Nevertheless, Harrell is a solid trumpet player with a sprightly style and a gift for writing interesting tunes. Both talents are displayed in "Form," an excellent quintet album of straight-ahead bop. It features robust tenor work by Joe Lovano and a solid rhythm section with Panamanian pianist Danilo Perez, bassist Charlie Haden, and drummer Paul Motian. At twenty-three, Perez plays with remarkable maturity, perfectly complementing the seasoned propulsions of Haden and Motian. Flutist Cheryl Pyle is added for one selection, January Spring, a sluggish piece that contains an absorbing interlude by Perez but otherwise failed to sustain my attention. But I was all ears for the rest of the album. C.A.

SHIRLEY HORN: You Won't Forget Me (see Best of the Month, page 84)

GEOFF KEEZER: Curveball. Geoff Keezer (piano); Steve Nelson (vibraphone); Charnett Moffett (bass); Victor Lewis (drums). The Jackleg Patrol; Curveball, Never Never Land; Brainstorming; Waltz for Phineas; and two others. SUNNYSIDE © SCC-1405D (52 min).

Performance: Extraordinary
Recording: Excellent

Having raved about pianist Geoff Keezer's previous album, "Waiting in the Wings," I am almost at a loss to describe my enthusiasm for this follow-up release. In my previous review, I referred to Keezer's "agile, surprisingly mature piano," pointing out his tender age of seventeen. In "Curveball" he is a year older, and his playing has progressed past remarkable to the simply extraordinary. Not too long ago, we marveled at the crop of young jazz players, headed by New Orleans-born Wynton Marsalis, who have stubbornly said no to fusion. When Marsalis stood at the threshold of fame, Keezer was a six-year-old child in Eau Claire, Wisconsin. Today Keezer is one of a second generation of purists, musicians who embrace jazz tradition with equal fervor and will have a profound influence on the way tomorrow's public regards the music.

The quartet Keezer assembled for this album, noteworthy. At thirty-five, vib- ist Steve Nelson, the relative has yet to gain the status his playing deserves (his new album on Sunnyside, "Full Nelson," marks his overdue debut as a leader). Bassist Charnett Moffett's recent Blue Note debut album, "Beauty Within," was an unmitigated disaster; but Moffett is a superb jazz bassist not feeling flaunting his performance with Keezer offers ample proof. Drummer Victor Lewis is another player deserving wider recognition. Together, they have come up with one of the finest jazz albums of the year. C.A.

JOE SAMPLE: Ashes to Ashes. Joe Sam- ple (acoustic piano, synthesizers); other musicians. Ashes to Ashes: The Road Less Traveled; Mother's Eyes; The Last Child; Born in Trouble; Born to Be Bad; and three others. WARNER BROS. © 26318-2 (50 min), © 26318-4, © 26318-1.

Performance: Easy listening
Recording: Good

Although Joe Sample has gained a large following among those who prefer jazz that sounds like pop, he outclasses most others working that genre. Sample is a simplifier, presenting well-crafted but hummable and danceable songs that retain some of the feeling and flavor of jazz without its intellectual demands.

This album was supposedly inspired by Sample's desire to address conditions in the nation's urban black communities, but the connection is not readily apparent. What we do hear is consistently appealing and carefully crafted music with a sometimes poignant edge. Sample is no Jaki Byard or McCoy Tyner, but he is talented enough as a pianist and composer to hold your interest in this set, one of his better efforts. PG.
**Compact Disc Players**

- Technics SL-PC25
  - Compact Disc Changer
  - 5-disc rotary design permits changing discs while one is in play
  - MASRI 2A converter for greater accuracy
  - 2 x oversampling & 32-track playback

- Sherwood CD-1000C
- Greater accuracy while one is in play
- MASH D/A converter for power indicators

- Teac V-480
  - IC-Logic Control Cassette Deck
  - Dolby B/C noise reduction
  - Dolby LTP headroom extension
  - Time slot tuning
  - Auto tone selector
  - Timer Recall
  - Headphone jack

- Technics SL-QD33
  - Quartz lock AM/FM/shortwave
  - Dolby B & C noise reduction
  - Dolby HX-Pro

- Remotes & Accessories
  - STA-9022
  - STA-9050
  - STA-9055
  - STA-9059

- Teac AD-3
  - CD/Cassette Combination
  - 25 wattchassis & 12-watt surround sound
  - Video sound input
  - Digital readout
  - Quartz lock AM/FM/shortwave

- AudioSource EQ-10
  - 10 bands/channel spectrum display

- Gemini EQ-500
  - 8 second digital sampling
  - 3-bands/channel equalizer
  - 3-position/line-2 microphone inputs
  - Analog balance fader
  - Crossover
  - 14" rack mount

- Memorex CP8-Turbo
  - Universal Remote Control
  - Single hand operation
  - Replace up to 8 remotes
  - LCD display controller codes
  - Easy to program
  - LCD display with real-time clock

- Memorex KMD-300
  - "Knowless Stereophiles"
  - The convenience of wireless listening
  - Cassettes are designed
  - Digital ready drivers
  - Includes transmitter, wireless headphones & AC adapter

- Koss JCK/200
  - "Knowless Stereophiles"
  - The convenience of wireless listening
  - Cassettes are designed
  - Digital ready drivers
  - Includes transmitter, wireless headphones & AC adapter

- Sony MDR-S4
  - "Knowless Stereophiles"
  - Single hand operation
  - Replace up to 8 remotes
  - LCD display controller codes
  - Easy to program
  - LCD display with real-time clock

- Memorex CP8-Turbo
  - Universal Remote Control
  - Single hand operation
  - Replace up to 8 remotes
  - LCD display controller codes
  - Easy to program
  - LCD display with real-time clock

- Memorex KMD-300
  - "Knowless Stereophiles"
  - The convenience of wireless listening
  - Cassettes are designed
  - Digital ready drivers
  - Includes transmitter, wireless headphones & AC adapter

- Koss JCK/200
  - "Knowless Stereophiles"
  - The convenience of wireless listening
  - Cassettes are designed
  - Digital ready drivers
  - Includes transmitter, wireless headphones & AC adapter

- Sony MDR-S4
  - "Knowless Stereophiles"
  - Single hand operation
  - Replace up to 8 remotes
  - LCD display controller codes
  - Easy to program
  - LCD display with real-time clock

- Memorex CP8-Turbo
  - Universal Remote Control
  - Single hand operation
  - Replace up to 8 remotes
  - LCD display controller codes
  - Easy to program
  - LCD display with real-time clock

- Memorex KMD-300
  - "Knowless Stereophiles"
  - The convenience of wireless listening
  - Cassettes are designed
  - Digital ready drivers
  - Includes transmitter, wireless headphones & AC adapter

- Koss JCK/200
  - "Knowless Stereophiles"
  - The convenience of wireless listening
  - Cassettes are designed
  - Digital ready drivers
  - Includes transmitter, wireless headphones & AC adapter
PATRICK SW, ZE

Super Cassette Performance

Sony UK -Pro 90

TDK SA90

Maxell MV-90

Famous Scotch Tape Dependability • EG (High Grade Video Tape) Provides Finer Colors, Detail and Resolution. Great for all your recording needs.

Our Price $99.95

10-Pack (SCC TVD660D)

Sharp VC-A206U

VHS Video Cassette Recorder

Full travelers design: playback, fast forward, reverse, pausing and stop. Offers time-based remote control and a delay timer. Also offers automatic picture and automatic picture. Full function remote control.

Our Price $189.95

(SHA VCA206E)

Samsung VP-2500

- 3-speed play, 5-function remote.
- 90 minutes playback.
- 30 minutes fast forward.
- 30 minutes reverse.
- 30 minutes pause.

Our Price $159.95

Panasonic PV-2004

- On-screen display, 2- heads.
- Remote control. 90 minutes playback.
- 30 minutes fast forward.
- 30 minutes reverse.
- 30 minutes pause.

Our Price $129.95

Panasonic NV-330

- 40 minutes playback.
- 40 minutes fast forward.
- 40 minutes reverse.
- 40 minutes pause.

Our Price $289.95

JVC HR-780U

- On-screen display.
- Remote control. 90 minutes playback.
- 30 minutes fast forward.
- 30 minutes reverse.
- 30 minutes pause.

Our Price $399.95

Sony SL-M8100D

- Super Hi-Fi digital-tape. 70 minutes playback.
- 30 minutes fast forward.
- 30 minutes reverse.
- 30 minutes pause.

Our Price $499.95

Video Add-Ons

Gemstar VCR Plus + One-Step VCB Programmer

- Just fill in your local TV listings, tape any show in one step.
- Automatically PROGRAMS tape any show in one step.
- No Installation required.

Our Price $59.95

(Amex VCB+)

Ambico V-061

- Camera moves to video tape.
- Plays video tape.
- Plays video tape.
- Plays video tape.

Our Price $49.95

Simon SL-4

- Sensitized color video light. 120 minutes playback.
- 30 minutes fast forward.
- 30 minutes reverse.
- 30 minutes pause.

Our Price $199.95

AudioSource 550SE II

- 1200MHz/1400MHz sound amp.
- 1200MHz/1400MHz sound amp.
- 1200MHz/1400MHz sound amp.

Our Price $129.95

Vidiscraft View-Vid

- Video disc remote transmitter.
- Video disc remote transmitter.
- Video disc remote transmitter.

Our Price $179.95

JVC CGV-60

- Audio/Video remote transmitter.
- Audio/Video remote transmitter.
- Audio/Video remote transmitter.

Our Price $299.95

Videoconics Equalizer

- Color corrector, enhancer, audio mixer.
- Color corrector, enhancer, audio mixer.
- Color corrector, enhancer, audio mixer.

Our Price $299.95

Leslie Dame CD-26CDK

- Oak 360/CD/56/100 Cassette storage unit.
- Oak 360/CD/56/100 Cassette storage unit.
- Oak 360/CD/56/100 Cassette storage unit.

Our Price $99.95

Compact Disc Storage

Leslie Dame CD-576/KD

- Compact Disc Storage Unit.
- Compact Disc Storage Unit.
- Compact Disc Storage Unit.

Our Price $499.95

(Maxcomb CD-1606)
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COMPETITIVE PRICING... CALL NOW FOR YOUR BEST DELIVERED PRICE!

**Miniature CAMCORDERS**

Authorized Dealer for all brands of CAMCORDERS at low, low prices!

- Canon E06
- CHINON C8SC98
- JVC
- PANASONIC PV40
- MINOLTA V20
- MINOLTA 8808
- PANASONIC PV610
- RCA, HITACHI, RICOH & MUCH MORE!

**HI-FI STEREO**

- 8mm 10:1 ZOOM PCR STEREO
- 8mm 3LUX 8:1 ZOOM
- 8mm Hi-BAND 8:1 ZOOM EDIT SEARCH

**VIDEO EDITORS/PROCESSORS**

- JVC VIDEO EDITING PROCESSOR
  - 8 WIPES BY COMBINING 5 BASIC PATTERNS
  - COLOR BALANCING w/JOYSTICK CONTROLLER
  - 8 BACKGROUND COLORS, PLUS COLOR BARCHART
  - VIDEO ENHANCER
  - INDEPENDENT 4-V FADERS
  - VIDEO PROCESSOR LOOP
  - HEADPHONE MONITOR
  - PRICE: $489 JX5VS

- JVC CHARACTER GENERATOR
  - 4-INPUT & OUTPUT
  - 6-SPEED VERTICAL & TYPEWRITER SCROLLING
  - KEYBOARD & DETACHABLE CONTROL UNIT
  - TITLE ZOOMING
  - PAGE MEMORY
  - 3-WAY POWER SUPPLY
  - PRICE: $189 CVG-604

**VIDEO HOME THEATER**

- Toshiba 32" w/Carver Sonic Holography Sound
  - PRICE: $739
- 32" PIP MTS. STEREO
  - PRICE: $1250
- 35" DIRECT VIEW
  - PRICE: $1599
- 40" - 70" REAR PROJECTION
  - OVER 700 LINES

**ACCESSORIES:**

- AZDEN WMS-PRO
- AZDEN VE-100
- AZDEN VE-15
- VIDEONICS WJAVE5

**DOLBY PRO-LOGIC HOME THEATER**

- 30" MTS.
- 32" PIP MTS. STEREO
- 35" DIRECT VIEW
- 40" - 70" REAR PROJECTION

**VIDEO DISC PLAYERS**

- PORTABLE & COMPACT STEREOS
  - JVC PCX100
  - JVC PCX200
  - JVC MX1
  - PRICE: $199, $279, $399

- DISC PLAYERS
  - PORTABLE CD
  - REMOTE
  - CAR CD CHANGER, REMOTE
  - R1DAR DETECTORS
  - PRICE: $129

- CAR STEREOS
  - AM/FM CD IN DASH
  - PRICE: $249

- CAR CD CHANGER, REMOTE
- R1DAR DETECTORS
- PRICE: $129

**WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY LEGITIMATE PRICE**

**ACCESSORIES:**

- VIDEONICS WJAVE5

**INFORMATION & ORDERS:**

1(800) 950-4080

ORDERS ONLY: 1(800) 444-6300

We ship within 24 hours. All prices quoted include manufacturer's standard accessories & U.S. Warranty. All units are factory sealed. Shipping & handling extra.
My Madonna Problem
(And Yours)

By now, apparently everybody in the world has seen Madonna's *Justify My Love* video and formed some passionate opinion about it. That this has happened is, to be sure, no small testament to the business smarts of the former Madonna Louise Ciccone. In fact, given that the clip is verboten on MTV, its ubiquity bespeaks a media and marketing savvy demanding serious respect from mere mortals like you and me. And frankly, all the attendant brouhaha (Censorship! The Decline of the West! Bad Haircuts!) really is sort of neat: It means that what passes for art these days can still stir up controversy.

Of course, the irony here is that the artifact in question is hardly worth all the fuss, especially by the standards of Madonna's earlier work. Face it, kids: The song itself is just a functional piece of disco erotica, and the now-notorious video simply sells it efficiently, nothing more, nothing less. Granted, *Justify*’s evocation of polymorphous perversity might be hot stuff if you've never seen a Visconti movie or Duran Duran's *Girls on Film*. But otherwise it’s notable solely as an indication of Ms. Ciccone's alternately pretentious and pedestrian sexual preferences (translation: she has a thing, as they used to say, for Euro-sleaze). In short, no big deal.

And yet, and yet... I’ve been thinking a lot about Madonna of late, a chore occasioned by the release of "The Immaculate Collection," her nearly complete collection of singles and videos in the clips back to back their cumulative impact is anything but ambiguous or ironic. You realize that this stuff is an accurate representation of one woman's sensibility (her soul, if you will), like some ghastly disco version of Advertisements for Myself. None of this is to knock the music. It's true that if Madonna had been run over by a truck in 1985 the subsequent direction of pop would not have been altered one whit, and it's hard to imagine a young musician somewhere listening to her albums and thinking, "Wow, what a cool tiff. I oughtta steal it." Still, the best of her singles are, unquestionably, well crafted and damned catchy, which is why a lot of folks—particularly feminists and gays understandably desperate for something politically correct to dance to—seem so ready to overlook or reinter-pret what’s actually being peddled.

Well, I can sympathize with that. Lord knows there are enough records in my collection that are (at best) guilty pleasures, and I’m hardly advocating some sort of ethical litmus test for pop music. But we shouldn’t pretend that this stuff is value-neutral, either. What I guess I’m really saying is, okay, sure, go home and dance all you want to "The Immaculate Collection"; some nights I might even do the same thing. But when we do, let’s at least have the grace to hate ourselves for it in the morning.
SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT

I.1

TEAC R-616X
Stereo Receiver
Cassette Deck
• Dolby B & C • One touch high speed
• Dubbing • Continuous Play • Memory
play/research dubbing • Full logic control
List $159.95
SALE $224.00

TEAC V-255CMX
Dolby B/C/ NX Pro • List $145.95
SALE $189.95

SCOTT DD-700
Dolby B/C Dubbing, List $179.95
SALE $109.95

TECHNICS RST-155
10 way Deck • List $185.95
SALE $159.95

JVC TDR-431
Dolby B/C/ NX Pro • Auto-rev
List $189.95
SALE $189.95

SHERWOOD DD-1250
Dolby B/C Dual auto • rev decks
List $289.95
SALE $189.95

JVC TDW-901
Dolby B/C Twin auto rev. dubbing
List $189.95
SALE $149.95

TEAC V-970X
Dolby B/C/NX, 4-D • remote, DBX
List $799.95
SALE $449.95

SONY MDR-CD6
Digital Stereo Headphones
List $199.95
SALE $69.95

AKG K-55
List $50.00
SALE $33.00

AZDEN DE-18
List $69.95
SALE $39.95

Sennheiser HD-450
List $79.95
SALE $59.95

Koss K-JC-200
Dolby B/C Headphone • List $150.00
SALE $189.95

TEAC M-195K
Compact Headphones
List $199.95
SALE $199.95

PORTABLES

CD/MD/CD Player
CALL FOR PRICE

RECORDERS

SONY WM-F2068
AM/FM Stereo Radio
List $179.95
SALE $129.95

or Scroxmon Port

SONY D-11
CD Player
List $279.95
SALE $219.95

BASS 3-WAY
10.3-WAY
12.3-WAY

3-WAY MONITOR

TECHNICS SL-PS30
Compact Disc Player
• A new generation of CD player using the
USB Digital to Analog converter
• Linear Motor transport • 10 key direct
access on front panel & remote control

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SL-P370
Programmable
M尘带 Disc Player

CALL FOR PRICE

SNAPR DPX-770R
20 track pro.
List $299.95
SALE $499.95

SHERWOOD CD-182
CALL FOR PRICE

SHERWOOD CD-1260
CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XL2-431
CALL FOR PRICE

JVC SP-170
CALL FOR PRICE

TEAC AD-1
CALL FOR PRICE

SHERWOOD
CDM-1260

JVC RX-703BK

PIONEER CFD-1080
Laserdisc /CD Player
• All Disc, 50% Off, Hi-Fi Quality Picture
• High Quality Sound • 8X Oversampling
• 25 bit compact /DTC • Remote Control

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC HDR-760
260, Hi-Fi. Remote

CALL FOR PRICE

SONY SLV-57S
Remote Control VHS Hi-Fi Video cassette recorder

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC MDP-533
Remote Multi Disc player

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC AV-20
Video Switcher
List $199.95
SALE $199.95

AUDIO SOURCE SS-2
Dolby Surround Sound Amp

JVC HS-5500
5.1 WATT • 5.1 DR

TEAC RV-1340F
180 watt Ch. remote

JVC RX-703BK

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

SHERWOOD
de-1260

CALLOFFPRICE

TECHNICS SL-B25

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XL-403
4 CD Changing
16 bit DAC

CALLOFFPRICE

AOLINA CLD-980
CALL FOR PRICE

DIGIDICOM Combo
List $500.00
SALE $369.95

PIONEER CFD-1080
Laserdisc /CD Player
• All Disc, 50% Off, Hi-Fi Quality Picture
• High Quality Sound • 8X Oversampling
• 25 bit compact /DTC • Remote Control

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC HDR-760
260, Hi-Fi. Remote

CALL FOR PRICE

SONY SLV-57S
Remote Control VHS Hi-Fi Video cassette recorder

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC MDP-533
Remote Multi Disc player

CALL FOR PRICE

JVC AV-20
Video Switcher
List $199.95
SALE $199.95

AUDIO SOURCE SS-2
Dolby Surround Sound Amp

JVC HS-5500
5.1 WATT • 5.1 DR

TEAC RV-1340F
180 watt Ch. remote

JVC RX-703BK

CALL FOR PRICE
Discs and tapes reviewed by Robert Ackart, Richard Freed, David Hall, Eric Salzman, and David Patrick Stearns.

BERG: Chamber Concerto for Violin and Piano with Thirteen Winds (see Best of the Month, page 85)

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 2 (see Best of the Month, page 84)

DEBUSSY: La Mer; Jeux; Le Martyre de Saint Sébastien, Symphonic Fragments; Prélude à l'Après-Midi d'un Faune. Montreal Symphony Orchestra, Charles Dutoit cond. LONDON © 430 240-4, © 430 240-2 (76 min).

Performance: High style Recording: Bright and clear

Charles Dutoit gives us here a canny mix of familiar and esoteric Debussy. The high point in the former category is a beautifully poised realization of the Prélude à l'Après-Midi d'un Faune with elegant solo work from the flautist Timothy Hutchins. La Mer emerges with great felicity of detail, but I wish the final pages of the opening movement were more overpoweringly elemental, and in the finale I missed the savagery found in the readings by Toscanini and Karajan.

The 1913 "tennis ballet," Jeux, composed for Serge Diaghilev, is deliciously cinematic but none the less intriguing for that; some have found anticipations of Webern in the score's harmonic structure and motivic metamorphoses. Dutoit's taut reading reflects an intellectual approach to the work similar to that of Pierre Boulez, as opposed to a more overtly poetic style like that of Simon Rattle's recent EMI/Angel recording.

The concert suite from Le Martyre de Saint Sébastien is genuinely moving, though the lack of connecting narration may make the work (derived from Debussy's 1911 music for d'Annunzio's quasi-medieval "mystery play") less intelligible as drama than it is in more complete recordings. Among the more striking moments are the clear references Ives might have found anticipations of Webern in the score's harmonic structure and motivic metamorphoses. Dutoit's taut reading reflects an intellectual approach to the work similar to that of Pierre Boulez, as opposed to a more overtly poetic style like that of Simon Rattle's recent EMI/Angel recording.

The concert suite from Le Martyre de Saint Sébastien is genuinely moving, though the lack of connecting narration may make the work (derived from Debussy's 1911 music for d'Annunzio's quasi-medieval "mystery play") less intelligible as drama than it is in more complete recordings. Among the more striking moments are the clear references Dutoit gives us here a canny mix of familiar and esoteric Debussy. The high point in the former category is a beautifully poised realization of the Prélude à l'Après-Midi d'un Faune with elegant solo work from the flautist Timothy Hutchins. La Mer emerges with great felicity of detail, but I wish the final pages of the opening movement were more overpoweringly elemental, and in the finale I missed the savagery found in the readings by Toscanini and Karajan.

The 1913 "tennis ballet," Jeux, composed for Serge Diaghilev, is deliciously cinematic but none the less intriguing for that; some have found anticipations of Webern in the score's harmonic structure and motivic metamorphoses. Dutoit's taut reading reflects an intellectual approach to the work similar to that of Pierre Boulez, as opposed to a more overtly poetic style like that of Simon Rattle's recent EMI/Angel recording.

The concert suite from Le Martyre de Saint Sébastien is genuinely moving, though the lack of connecting narration may make the work (derived from Debussy's 1911 music for d'Annunzio's quasi-medieval "mystery play") less intelligible as drama than it is in more complete recordings. Among the more striking moments are the clear references

**Explanation of Symbols**

- = Tape cassette
- = LP record
- = Compact disc (timings are to the nearest minute)

AMONG the host of recordings from the 1974 Charles Ives centennial, the most novel and entertaining was a Columbia release titled "Old Songs Deranged—Music for Theatre Orchestra," recorded by what was then the Yale Theatre Orchestra in the university's Sprague Hall under the baton of James Sinclair. The editions used were the work of Sinclair and a colleague, Kenneth Singleton. Now, with the financial support of the Ives scholar and pianist John Kirkpatrick, his wife, Hope Kirkpatrick, and the Charles Ives Society, Koch International Classics has released an equally fascinating collection performed by the Yale Theatre Orchestra's successor ensemble, the Orchestra New England, with Sinclair again at the helm. And again the performing editions carry the imprimatur of the Ives Society Critical Edition.

The Country Band March (1903) was the opener on the 1974 Columbia LP, and it's just as zestful and funny as ever with its off-key bits, devil-take-the-hindmost rhythms, and "false" entries fabulously executed. The Four Ragtime Dances, orchestrated from Ives's 1904 sketches and shot through with hymntune references, served as grist for later and larger works such as the Orchestral Set No. 2 and the First Piano Sonata. The Postlude in F (1890), which derives from an organ piece written by Ives in his teens and orchestrated in 1895, has a pronounced Brahmsian flavor.

Calcium Light Night's Largo Cantabile "Hymn" of 1904 has been recorded several times before in various versions. It's one of the loveliest of Ives's hymn-based slow movements, and Sinclair's performance is the best yet. His version of Three Places in New England (1908-1914) seeks to re-create the sound of the chamber orchestra version Ives prepared in 1930, and for me the music gains both in transparency of texture and clarity of its complex rhythmic elements.

What comes through from the beginning to the end of this program is the zest, the passion, and the consummate musicianship that animate each and every performance. The Sprague Hall acoustics provide just the kind of bright and clear account pass up this album. David Hall

IVES: Country Band March; Four Ragtime Dances; Postlude in F; Calcium Light Night; Yale-Princeton Football Game; Set for Theatre Orchestra; Largo Cantabile "Hymn"; Three Places in New England. Orchestra New England, James Sinclair cond. KOCHE INTERNATIONAL CLASSICS © 3-7025-4, © 3-7025-2 (55 min).
PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. AD REPRESENTS A SMALL
**PERCENTAGE OF INVENTORY. CONSUMER AFFAIRS LICENSE NEW YORK M 805697 & #816928. PRICES VALID THRU 5/1/91**

**STREAM**

- **PIONEER TSA-6995** = $166
- **PIONEER TS1607**
- **ORION XTR WOOFERS** = Call
- **NAKAMICHI SP65**
- **MB QUART 0M130CS**
- **JBL**
- **BAZOOKA T62**
- **B. ACOUSTICS PRO 4.2** = $246
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- **5 IN 1 COMBO PLAYER**
- **FULL MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY**
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- **CD PLAYER**
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**HI-END SYSTEM**

- **SANSUI MC-1000**
- **SONY SF-5CD**
- **SONY MF-5500**
- **SONY YM-111**

**MULTI SYSTEM**
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- **LARGEST SELECTION AVAILABLE**

**CUSTOMER SERVICE**

- **201-599-2682**
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- **PLEASE DO NOT CALL THIS NUMBER FOR PRICES**

**ER CALLS**
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- **9-1204**

**ASK ABOUT 6TH AVENUE'S XTENDED WARRANTY**
ences in the third section to Act II of Wagner's "Parsifal." The performance is altogether superb, as is the rich and powerful recording. The only drawback is the skimpy annotation. D.H.

GERSHWIN: Cuban Overture; Concerto in F; Rhapsody in Blue; Lullaby. Alicia Zizzo (piano); George Gershwin Festival Orchestra, Michael Chary cond. PRO ARTE ® CDD 514 (70 min).

Performance: Idiomatic
Recording: On the dry side

This disc is labeled 'First recordings of the original George Gershwin scores,' and it has the imprimatur of the Gershwin authority Edward Jablonski, who produced the recording and provided the annotation. He points out that Gershwin's scores were tempered by "well-meaning but wrong-headed editors [whose] 'improvements' suppressed the unique Gershwin touch."

Alicia Zizzo, the pianist in the Concerto in F, Rhapsody in Blue, and Lullaby, did a good deal of digging in order to re-create just what Gershwin himself originally wrote and performed. But that premise itself is open to question. The Lullaby, which we know as a piece for strings, is presented here as a piano solo because that is how Gershwin first put it on paper—but his own notation on that piece of paper indicated that the music was intended for string quartet, and what he wrote certainly seems more suited to the string idiom than to the piano. In Rhapsody in Blue, Zizzo has gone to great pains to restore the solo part exactly as Gershwin played it in the famous 1924 premiere; but it is not at all unusual for a composer to withhold publication of a new work until after the first performance so that changes indicated by that experience may be incorporated into the printed score. The orchestration of the concerto, we are told, "required re-editing to restore its true Gershwinian 'modern romantic' voice."

The listener may or may not detect these differences—and may or may not be convinced that Gershwin would have preferred these versions to the scores as published.

A stronger case may be made for the restoration of nine "lost" measures at the end of the Cuban Overture, though again the results seem negligible. In any event, there are arguments for regarding these presentations as uniquely authoritative—even if not uniquely persuasive. Zizzo plays with enlivening commitment, and Michael Chary, secure in the idiom, keeps the George Gershwin Festival Orchestra—of unspecified provenance—on its toes. The recorded sound, however, is very much on the dry side, and this vitiates the vitality of the performances; the Cuban Overture is sonically quite dead.

R.F.

LISZT: Sonata in B Minor; Mephisto Waltz No. 1; Liebestraum No. 3, in A-Flat Major; La Chapelle de Guillaume Tell. Claudio Arrau (piano). PHILIPS ® 422 060-2 (57 min).

Performance: Seasoned
Recording: Vivid

Claudio Arrau was eighty-two when he made this recording of the Liszt sonata nearly six years ago, and he was eighty-six when he recorded the rest of the program. But age, if apparent at all, shows itself here mostly in terms of accumulated wisdom and depth, not in any abatement of power. Arrau is very much the old tiger in the sonata, which is set forth in the "grand manner" and is possibly even more assertive than his last recording of the work. If his approach tends to be a little episodic, it is inspiring for its directness, charged with drama yet never overloaded. Arrau had not made a commercial recording of the Mephisto Waltz before this one, but a live performance, from a recital in Lugano in May 1963, may be heard on Ermitage. The difference made by twenty-six years may be measured by the additional minute and a half or so in the new performance, which suggests something more like a fascinated observation of the scene than a participation in it but reveals numerous details usually obscured.

In both the sonata and the Mephisto Waltz, Minoru Nojima's performances on Reference Recordings remain in a class by themselves, operating on a unique level of subtlety, sweep, and all-round inspiration. Arrau's disc, however, also includes his first recordings of the Liebestraum and the first piece from the Années de Pélérinage, both touched with the sort of uncontrived poetry and noble simplicity that have always distinguished this pianist's Beethoven. More than a few listeners may find the disc indispensable for these items alone. R.F.

MAHLER: Symphony No. 1, in D Major. Philharmonia Orchestra, Giuseppe Sinopoli cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ® 429 228-2 (57 min).

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Very good

This fourth installment in Giuseppe Sinopoli's Mahler symphony cycle finds him in excellent interpretive form. Recording with the Philharmonia Orchestra in All Saints Church, Tooting, Sinopoli follows somewhat the same classic line as Christoph von Dohnányi in his recent London CD, but with less studied restraint and a fine feel for the work's lyrical element, particularly in the finale. The recording is bright and very wide in dynamic range, as evidenced by the impressive build-up to the last pages of the opening movement. There is a fine rhythmic lift in the scherzo, and in the parodic funeral-march movement, more slowly paced than usual, the vulgar element in the village-band episode is soft-pedaled. Like Dohnányi, Sinopoli effectively communicates the dreamlike atmosphere of the opening "nature" pages and of the passage quoting from the Songs of a Wayfarer midway in the slow movement. Neither a blockbuster reading à la Zubin Mehta nor a soft-contoured Mittel-Europa performance à la Bruno Walter, Sinopoli's is among the best of the "middle-of-the-road" interpretations of the Mahler First.

D.H.

MOZART: Piano Quartet No. 1, in G Minor (K. 478); Piano Quartet No. 2, in E-Flat Major (K. 493). David Miller (viola); Mozartean Players. HARMONIA MUNDI ® HMU 907018 (64 min).

Performance: Excellent
Recording: Beautifully balanced

The Mozartean Players are actually three in number: the fortepianist Steven Lubin, the violinist Stanley Ritchie, and the cellist Myron Lutzke. All are known specialists in period-instrument performance, and for these they are joined by the violist David Miller. All four are well-known specialists in period-instrument performance, and the trio's years of playing together are happily apparent.

What greets the listener is the impression of committed and skilled musicians who know the music inside out and know one another's ways just as thoroughly, yet seem to take fresh discoveries in both respects as they play. If I could have only one or two recordings of these marvelous works, I would not give up the somewhat brighter, more animated performances by the Beaux Arts Trio with the violist Bruno Giuranna on Philips or the stylish, warmhearted ones recorded in 1964 by Mieczyslaw Horszowski with members of the Budapest Quartet, a great buy on the CBS Masterworks Portrait label. But the Mozartean Players are in a class by themselves in
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These two concert recordings are among Leonard Bernstein cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ® 429 221-2 (76 min).

Performance: Energy in restraint
Recording: Good live take


Performance: Firm, highly charged
Recording: Vivid

Schubert's Symphony No. 5, in B-flat Major (D. 485) is a model of how such things ought to be done. R.F.

MOZART: Symphony No. 29, in A Major (K. 201); Symphony No. 25, in G Minor (K. 183); Clarinet Concerto in A Major (K. 622). Peter Schmidl (clarinet); Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Leonard Bernstein cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON ® 427 645-2 (56 min).

Performance: Energy in restraint
Recording: Good live take

SCHOENBERG: Chamber Symphony (see Best of the Month, page 85)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto in D Major (see Collections—Itzhak Perlman)


Performance: Idiosyncratic
Recording: Variable

These live recordings of the Tchaikovsky Fifth Symphony (1988) and Romeo and Juliet (1989) represent the late Leonard Bernstein in his more willful aspect. Exaggerated tempo contrasts and heavy underlining of emotional high points are found throughout. The symphony’s introduction is played very slowly, and so is the second movement, which is marked by a remarkably sustained line in the celebrated horn solo. The waltz movement is also slowish, and the fourth movement varies between the solemnly pompous and the ferociously dramatic, with the timpani decidedly overprominent at times. Romeo and Juliet gets pretty much the same treatment, in a reading almost 3 minutes longer than Bernstein’s 1979 Israeli Philharmonic performance. The sound here is better than that in the symphony, with more decay time and better depth imaging. D.H.


Performance: Emotional
Recording: Good

This recording might be called “Vivaldi on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown.” Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg’s febrile, emotional style is such that even the merriment of “Spring” takes on a manic quality, and the slow movements of the concertos become soliloquies that border on the nightmarish. What happened to the sort of nature painting we usually hear in performances of these works? Her search for an emotional subtext tends to exaggerate Vivaldi’s musical ideas to the point of cliché. The dance-inspired first movement of “Autumn” seems cloyingly quaint, while stormier passages—the presto movement of “Summer,” for example—rise to a hysterical pitch.

Considering that so many performances of “The Four Seasons” are exceedingly bland, you have to respect Salerno-Sonnenberg for taking an interpretative stand and following it through; but the singlemindedness of her approach tends to rob the music of its fine shadings. The result is not so much a fresh view of the score as an obsessive one. Strictly for fans. D.P.S.

WEBERN: Im Sommerwind (see Best of the Month, page 84)

Collection


Performance: Fabulous fiddling
Recording: Vivid

A sense of occasion marks this fourth recording of the Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto by Itzhak Perlman, made live during his first visit to the U.S.S.R. at a May 1990 Leningrad concert that also marked the Soviet debut of the Israel Philharmonic. Under the direction of Zubin Mehta, both soloist and orchestra gave of their very best. If the performance adds little to what we already know of the concerto, Perlman’s vibrant musicianship and virtuosity, and the orchestra’s evident “We’ll show ‘em” spirit, make for a gripping listening experience despite the distractions of applause between movements and a fair amount of ambient noise.

For me, the real excitement here is the accompanying pieces, recorded at Perlman’s April 30 recital in Moscow’s Tchaikovsky Hall. Forget about the nectaries of Baroque style in the Tartini sonata and just enjoy the fabulous fiddling, capped by a stunning account of the elaborate Kreisler cadenza. Kreisler’s own Liebesleid receives a performance that must be the ultimate in elegance and charming sentiment, the Wieniawski caprice is a dazzler, and the fantaisie jazzzini: display piece is mind-boggling. Extraneous noises and a variable acoustic surround can in no way detract from the joy this recording will provide connoisseurs of virtuoso violin playing. D.H.
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<tr>
<td>201-838-3444</td>
<td>201-838-2516</td>
<td>201-838-3444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Credit Cards**

- American Express
- MasterCard
- Discover
- Visa

**Welcome**

Sound City, Inc.
Mon.-Fri. 10-9
Sat 9-6

We Ship Worldwide - S & H Non-Refundable - Not Responsible for Typographical Errors

Some Brands May Not be Shipped Through Our Order - Returns subject to a restocking fee
SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES DESERVE SERIOUS SERVICE.

And that's exactly what you'll get from Reference Audio/Video. We offer the finest in high-end audio and the best in friendly service by our knowledgeable staff. From the latest CD players to state-of-the-art surround-sound systems, you'll like our surprisingly affordable prices, dedicated service and fast shipping.

LIMITED OFFER: FREE evaluation of your stereo system by one of our expert consultants! Call for details.

STEREO REVIEW CLASSIFIED

For More Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066 9am - 5pm EST

RECORDS

FREE CATALOG: Pleinair and cut-out LPs, cassettes and CDs. Exceptional values in classical music. Ross Records, Dept. SR, 214 S. Wabash, Chicago, IL 60604. 800-956-0-0-0-0-0.


RECORD COLLECTORS' SUPPLIES: REPLACEMENT JACKETS, inner sleeves, 78 RPM sleeves. CLD boxes, etc. FREE CATALOG/Remainder and cut-out LPs. cassettes and CDs. fast shipping.


AUTHORIZED

LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, HK, NAKAMICHI, CARVER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, HAFLER, AD, B & K, ONYKO, PRO-TO, BOSE, SNELL, JBL, M & PS AUDIO & OTHERS!! SOUND ADVICE: (414) 727-0071. OPEN SUNDAYS!!!

SAVE 40% ON HIGH-END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD, 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702. 1 (800) 283-4644.
Sound Advice...

P.S. Audio
6.0
Stereo Line
Preamplifier
Less is more!

Call!!!

"THE SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS"

AUTHORIZED DEALER * DCM* COUNTERPOINT ** PS AUDIO ** YBA ** CREEK ** WARRANTZ ** HARMAN KARDON ** CDW ** JBL ** HAFLER ** CITATION ** NHT ** CYRUS ** a/d/s ** TANNY ** GOODMANS ** ACOUSTAT ** MISSION ** FOSGATE ** OED ** TRAD ** TARDS ** STRAIGHT WIRE ** CASTLE ** JVC ** SUPER DIGIFINE ** AUDIOSOURCE ** ADVENT ** DANTA ** EPOS ** GOLDRING ** OPTONICA ** SHARP ** REVOLVER ** THORENS ** ADC ** SONANCE ** LAZARUS ** ELITE ** PIONEER ** &more

212-691-5823


PHILIPS, AUDAX, PEERLESS, FOCAL AND DYNADIONIC LOUDSPEAKERS - in stock with good prices and competent service. Crossover components also. MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, 8608 University Green, Box 4263, Madison, WI 53711 (608) 501-1420.


1-800-346-3918. MESA NOVE, BOSE, SHURE, SIGNET, STANTON, SUMIKO, TAROLUFEN, DYNAVECTOR, GRACE, LAST, ORTOFON, DIAMOND NEEDLES, PHONO CARTRIDGES & ACCESSORIES, JBL, HAFLER, CITATION, NHT, CYRUS, a/d/s, TANNY, GOODMANS, ACOUSTAT, MISSION, FOSGATE, OED, TRAD, TARDS, STRAIGHT WIRE, CASTLE, JVC, SUPER DIGIFINE, AUDIOSOURCE, ADVENT, DANTA, EPOS, GOLDRING, OPTONICA, SHARP, REVOLVER, THORENS, ADC, SONANCE, LAZARUS, ELITE, PIONEER &more

CALL US LAST
WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON AUDIO & CAR STEREO

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725
FAST DELIVERY (516) 499-7680
FULL WARRANTY

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520. ONKYO ** NAD ** HARMAN KARDON ** PROTON ** AUDIO CONTROL ** CITATION ** JBL ** LEXICON ** HAFLER ** M&K ** STAX ** CELESTION ** KINERGETICS ** NITTY GRITTY ** PROAC ** DAHLQUIST ** BELLES ** DBX ** CROWN ** MONSTER CABLO ** DCM ** MARINER ** ATLAS ** VELODYNE ** SOUND SELLER, 2808 CA-HILL ROAD, P.O. BOX 224, MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224. FAX ((715) 735-5838, PHONE (715) 735-9002.

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!

An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by LT Sound - not sold through dealers. Call or write for a Price Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. SR-4, 7980 L.T. Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058
(404) 222-7424
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE (404) 423-9248

SINGERS!
Remove Vocals!
From Records and CDs!

"Hi-Fidelity Retail" is the first step in "Hi-Fidelity Retail"

SOUND DEALS!
April Special

- a/d/s R4 $649
- a/d/s C4 Call
- BOSE AM-5 $599
- TRIAD SYSTEM 6 Best satellite system with powered subwoofer under $1000. Call
- FOSGATE DSL-2 Call

STereo Review
CLASSIFIED
For More Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066 9am - 5pm EST

AUTHORIZED
DIAMOND NEEDLES, PHONO CARTRIDGES & ACCESSORIES, AUDIO-TECHNICA, AUDIOQUEST, BANG & OULSFEN, DYNACO, GRACE, LAST, ORTOFON, PICKERING, SHURE, SIGNET, STANTON, SUMIKO, TARGET, TWEAK & ULTRA. TOLL FREE INCLUDING CANADA (800) 221-0906. N.Y. (516) 599-1112. CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTABLE. FOR CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGE, DEPT 52, P.O. BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11582


CABLE TV CONVERTERS/DSCRPTORS! Money-back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too!


STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH SUPER DEALS ON HOME AND CAR STEREO LINES INCLUDING: KENWOOD, TECHNICS, PANASONIC, JVC, SONY, PYLE, MTX, EARTHQUAKE PIONEER, SHERWOOD, JBL, HIFONICS, BLAUPUNKT, AUTOTEK, ADVENT, HARMAN KARDON CAR AND MANY OTHERS. CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. FREE UPS IN 48 STATES 10AM-6PM MON-FRI; VISA/MC; COD ACCEPTED. P.O. BOX 595, MONEE, IL 60449. (708) 699-0224.

SURROUND SOUND-DAT-SUBWOOFERS-IN WALL SPEAKERS by DENON, SONY, INFINITY & VELODYNE. Call 1-800-321-0685 11am-8pm EST.

WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS than anyone in the U.S. FREE CATALOG: (516) 348-9183. AUDIO CONCEPTS 901 S. 4th St. LaCrosse, WI 54601

CAR/HOME/VIDE 0 for: DENON, SONY, INFINITY, AUDIO CONTROL, VELODYNE, CWD, COUTIC, BAZOOKA & ADCOM. Full line authorized dealer. Call (503) 321-0685 for prices and orders. (301) 786-4103 for info and consultations. C&C Audio/Vide 0 11am-9pm Mon-Sat EST.

HI-FI CITY is the first step in "Hi-Fidelity Retail"

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too! For a FREE monthly inventory send your name and address to: POSSE EXCHANGE, 1901 Caledmont Dr. San Diego, CA 92117 orcall (619) 276-8255.

BRITTANY ELECTRONICS 1-800-777-3862.

Hi-Fidelity Retail

ATTENTION AUDIO BUYERS!!!! Authorized dealer for ADS, ALPHASONIK, CARV, DENON, DUAL, HAFLER, INFINITY, KENWOOD, NHT, ONKYO, ORTOFON & YAMAHA THE SOUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725 (516) 499-7680

CABLE DESCRIPTORS/MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! ALL MAKES AND MODELS. FOR FREE CATALOG BRITAIN ELECTRONICS 1-800-777-3862.

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too! For a FREE monthly inventory send your name and address to: POSSE EXCHANGE, 1901 Caledmont Dr. San Diego, CA 92117 orcall (619) 276-8255.

--- ATTENTION AUDIO BUYERS!!! Authorized dealer for ADS, ALPHASONIK, CARV, DENON, DUAL, HAFLER, INFINITY, KENWOOD, NHT, ONKYO, ORTOFON & YAMAHA. THE SOUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725 (516) 499-7680

CABLE DESCRIPTORS/MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! ALL MAKES AND MODELS. FOR FREE CATALOG BRITIAN ELECTRONICS 1-800-777-3862.

WE SELL SECOND HAND high quality Audio and Video with a money back guarantee. We Modify quality components Too! For a FREE monthly inventory send your name and address to: POSSE EXCHANGE, 1901 Caledmont Dr. San Diego, CA 92117 orcall (619) 276-8255.

--- ATTENTION AUDIO BUYERS!!! Authorized dealer for ADS, ALPHASONIK, CARV, DENON, DUAL, HAFLER, INFINITY, KENWOOD, NHT, ONKYO, ORTOFON & YAMAHA. THE SOUND APPROACH, 6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725 (516) 499-7680

CABLE DESCRIPTORS/MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE! ALL MAKES AND MODELS. FOR FREE CATALOG BRITIAN ELECTRONICS 1-800-777-3862.
CREATIVE CAR AUDIO: HIGH-END INSTALLATION MANUAL—SYSTEM DESIGN, ENCLOSURES, FORMULAS, FABRICATING AND MORE! $15.95. D. MATUSCHEK, 309 CRESCENT GARDEN, PITTSBURGH, PA 15235.


GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES ON NEW EQUIPMENT, NOT REFURBISHED. EARTHQUAKE, LAZER, SONY, PIONEER, HI-FONICS & BLAUPUNKT (912) 921-2236.

W.E.D.

World Wide Electronics
43 Racal Court, S.I., NY 10314

Hours Monday—Friday 10 AM-7 PM
Sunday 12 PM-5 PM

"THE CALL THAT SAVES YOU MONEY"

718-370-1303

HIGH-END AT LOWEST PRICES
WE MAINTAIN THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES ON 75 DIFFERENT BRANDS.
CALL & LET US WORKOUT THE BEST DEAL FOR YOU.
ALL PRODUCTS ARE AMERICAN MODELS.
7 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

CAR & HOME STEREO

ABC COUNTERPOINT NAKAMICHI
ACOM COUNTERPOINT OHM
ADS ORX ONYGO
ADVENT DENDO ORION
ALPINE HAFELER PARADIGM
ALTEC LANSING HARDMAN KARDON PHILIPS
AR HIFONICS AR
AUDIO CONTROL INFINITY Pinnacle
AUTO TECH JBL PIONEER
BAZOOKA JVC POLK
BAX KENWOOD PRECISION POWER
BLAUPUNKT KEEF PROTON
BLAUPUNKT KEEF PS AUDIO
BOSTON ACOUSTIC LEXICON PYLE
BOSCE LUXEFORD ROCKFORD FOSGAITE
BOSE LUXEFORD SHUREWOOD
CARVER MARANTZ SOUTH
CELESTION MB QUART SONY
CELESTION MB QUART SONY
CERWIN VEGA MEGAFOR SOUNDSTREAM
CITATION MEGAFOR SUMO
CLARION MEGAFOR TECHNICS
CONCORD NAD THORENS

Call for our Free shipping deal!
All products covered by manufacturer or W.E.D. exclusive warranty. Extended warranty available.

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE
STORAGE CABINETS for CD's, Cassettes & Video. SOLID WOOD, Glass Doors. FREE Literature. Sorice, Box 747-R. Nytule, NY 07110. 1-800-432-8005.

This publication is available in microform.

UMI

A Bell & Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA
800-521-0600 toll-free
313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll-free from Canada

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of the claims of advertisers. Therefore, the following information is provided for your protection:

1. Confirm price and merchandise information with the seller, including brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the price.

2. Understand the seller's return and refund policy, including the allowable return period and who pays the postage for returned merchandise.

3. Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign manufacturer? Does the seller offer an item as new? In either case, what is covered by warranty, and how long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced, what do you have to do, and will the product be repaired or replaced? You may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions, including cancelled checks, receipts and correspondence. For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order date, expected delivery date and free shipping offer, if any.

5. If the merchandise is not shipped within the promised time or if no time was promised, 30 days of receipt of the order, you generally have the right to cancel the order and get a refund.

6. Merchandise substitution without your express prior consent is not allowed.

7. If you have a problem with your order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the pertinent information and keep a copy.

8. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the consumer protection agency in the seller's state or your local U.S. Postal Service.
Detroit may be best known musically for the Motown Sound, but it has another proud tradition that began some thirty years earlier. The first commercially available recordings of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra were released on the Victor label in 1928. The Golden Age of DSO recording occurred during the Fifties and Sixties under conductor Paul Paray. Examples of their collaboration can be heard on recently released CD transfers of Ravel, Ibert, and orchestral highlights from French operas. These exceptional performances, considered sonically spectacular when first released on LP in the Mercury Living Presence Series, were painstakingly remastered for compact disc by members of the original production team and released by Philips on the revived Mercury label.

After another active recording period with music director Antal Dorati and London Records that began in the late Seventies, the DSO fell on hard times in the mid-Eighties, mirroring the downturn in the Motor City's economy. Now there's good news for Detroit and for record buyers: The tape will roll again at the recently restored and acoustically superb Orchestra Hall. The DSO and its new music director, Neeme Jarvi, have signed a five-CD recording contract with Chandos Records. Scheduled for release this spring is an all-American program of works by Barber and Beach.

For the last few years Nils Lofgren has been a very busy guy, working primarily with Bruce Springsteen's legendary E-Street Band. Lofgren did, however, manage to find enough time to put the finishing touches on his new Rykodisc release, "Silver Lining," his first solo album in nearly a decade.

Lofgren first achieved public notice in the early Seventies, playing guitar and recording with Neil Young. He has also worked with such artists as Lou Gramm and Steve Forbert, and most recently he toured as part of Ringo Starr's All-Starr Band. Not surprisingly, the guest list on "Silver Lining" reads like a Who's Who of rock-and-roll. The first single from the album is a duet with Springsteen entitled Valentine. Ringo Starr is aboard for a couple of tracks, as are Levon Helm, Billy Preston, and fellow E-Streeter Clarence Clemons.

After nine successful years as lead singer of the Bangles, the pre-eminent female rock band of the Eighties, Susanna Hoffs has decided to go it alone with "When You're a Boy," her solo debut on Columbia. The decision to leave the security of the group was not necessarily an easy one. "Making this record was like overcoming a fear of flying," Hoffs has said, "but sometimes it's important to take risks and challenge yourself artistically."

Some old friends were on hand to help ease her transition to solo artist. David Kahne, who produced the first two Bangles albums, returned to do the same for "When You're a Boy." And the first single from the album, My Side of the Bed, was co-written by Hoffs, Billy Steinberg, and Tom Kelly, the same team that wrote such chart-topping Bangles hits as In Your Room and Eternal Flame. A diverse group of musicians also contributed to the record, including the Who's John Entwistle, who provided the bass for a version of David Bowie's 1979 hit Boys Keep Swinging.

Sony Classical has begun releasing a series of multi-CD sets highlighting Aaron Copland's sixty-year recording career with CBS. The "dean of American composers," who died last September, conducts his own music in the first release: "The Copland Collection, Orchestral & Ballet Works, 1936-1948." Among the works in the three-CD set are Appalachian Spring, El Salón México, Billy the Kid, Lincoln Portrait (narrated by Henry Fonda), and the Clarinet Concerto, in the historic recording with Benny Goodman. Some of the performances are making their debut appearance on CD, including a 1965 recording of Quiet City with the London Symphony Orchestra and the Music for Movies.

"The Copland Collection" has been divided into three separate periods of the composer's prolific life. Later this year Sony will release two ad-
ditional sets featuring early works (1924-1935) and late orchestral works (1962-1972), some of them conducted by Leonard Bernstein.

**Copland conducts Copland**

Managing Director Philip Glass has made his own musical statement, a choral work entitled Itaipu. Inspired by a 1988 visit to Brazil's spectacular Iguassu Falls and a dam being constructed nearby, Itaipu is Glass's response both to Brazil's threatened natural beauty and to the technological wonder of the dam, which he saw as an example of man's ability to use technology wisely and to control its impact on traditional ways of life. The text for Itaipu (which means "singing stone" in the language of the native Guarani Indians) is based on local myths about the creation of the world and the arrival of man. Written for a large, well-disciplined chorus, it also calls for the greatest orchestral forces Glass has used to date.

A recording by the Atlanta Symphony Chorus and Orchestra is being released this month on Sony Classical.

**Ely: roots-rock reissued**

Erato has released the first complete recorded set of the harpsichord sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti, performed by the late Scott Ross. The 555 sonatas are contained on 34 CD's housed in a special slip case. Also included is a 200-page booklet with information on Scarlatti's life and music, plus a short analysis of each piece. The set will sell for the price of twenty CD's. The American-born Ross settled in France at the age of fourteen to pursue his musical training. After winning first prize in an international competition he pursued a brilliant career as a soloist on the harpsichord as well as the piano and organ. He made a large number of recordings, including the complete keyboard works of Rameau and Couperin, for both of which he received the Grand Prix du Disque, France's leading award for recorded music. The Scarlatti sonatas were recorded during sessions in 1985 and 1986. Ross died, at the age of thirty-eight, in 1989.

Five of the most legendary names in opera—Licia Albanese, Robert Merrill, Anna Moffo, Roberta Peters, and Rise Stevens—are currently enjoying new popularity as video stars. All five were regularly at the Metropolitan Opera, at home and on tour, and appeared in numerous recordings spanning four decades. Fortunately for video buffs, they were also captured in live telecasts of The Voice of Firestone, now available on videocassettes from Video Artists International. The Firestone program began on radio and continued to attract fans on TV from 1949 to 1963; VA1 has also issued Firestone performances by Jussi Björling, Franco Corelli, José Greco, Jeanette MacDonald, Joan Sutherland, Renata Tebaldi, Richard Tucker, and Leonard Warren, among others. The critically acclaimed series continues this month with ten new releases, including performances by Fred Waring and the Pennsylvanians and Helen Traubel, second volumes devoted to Stevens and Lauritz Melchior, and a third volume devoted to the amazingly versatile soprano Eleanor Steber.
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Free-Lance Audio

JOHN CURL, who has designed some of the most interesting audio electronics of the last twenty years, learned engineering at Ampex during a high point in that company's history, and he learned it the way the book taught it. A resistor was a resistor, a capacitor a capacitor, and a wire was certainly a wire. Then came a significant setback. The Grateful Dead commissioned him to build transistorized electronics to replace their vacuum-tube gear, which was too fragile for reliable touring. He had no reason to believe any great fragility for reliable touring. He turned to empirical approaches. A line amplifier was already there, but with some problems that I fixed up. Then again, it's based on circuit designs I devised and published as early as 1976, so perhaps it is in a sense my amplifier.

Although Curl has occasionally been a principal in companies with some manufacturing objectives, his greatest influence by far has been as a free-lance design consultant. His latest project is a beefy power amplifier for Parasound, which he calls the second generation of an existing device. "The amp was already there, but with some problems that I fixed up. Then again, it's based on circuit designs I devised and published as early as 1976, so perhaps it is in a sense my amplifier."

Curl's career began during the period when matters like transient inter-modulation distortion (TIM), current capability, and power-supply regulation were topics of passionate audiophile controversy and when many chose their amplifiers not for ostensible merits but for their faith in the designer's mastery of the higher mysteries of dynamic distortions. Where did Curl stand on these concerns then, and where does he stand now?

"TIM is the result of slew-rate limiting, and it's real enough. The reason you hear little about it today is that everything has become so fast. Back when the issue arose, some very big amplifiers were trying to get by with rates on the order of 5 volts per microsecond, taking forever to swing their full output. Today I'm a little hard pressed to find amplifiers that can't do 40 volts per microsecond."

"TIM has often been tied to excessive feedback, but this has to be put into perspective. When the op-amp concept came in, we had an intrinsically slow device that could handle a lot of feedback. The feedback tries to push the device to a slew rate higher than it's capable of, and we're soon into an overdrive situation. With faster devices the problem is completely fixed, or at least eased. But that doesn't mean there aren't other reasons for keeping feedback moderate."

"As for power supplies, some people simply throw money at things, believing that more is always more. I can't say for sure one way or the other, but I do find that a wimpy supply that just meets engineering requirements and no more can usually be improved upon. For example, bigger and better capacitors seem to mean less trouble with the ground return—the way the energy sent out by the supply is routed back into it. A related matter is the power-transformer center tap, which appears to be a major point of entry for outside electrical interference. All in all, aside from simple things like passing current and eliminating hum, the power supply is still not as well understood as it could be."

Curl likes to contrast the doubters, sometimes prominent academics, who resist ideas that violate their orthodoxies, with pragmatic manufacturers, who can't afford to overlook any factor, no matter how implausible, that might influence performance of an amplifier. He's been on both sides. "I feel that much of my engineering training has held me back at times," he remarked, "by closing my mind to phenomena that have turned out to be very real, or at least very audible."
In 1987, critics said Bose® changed the way people thought about loudspeakers.

“Superb sound and virtual invisibility.”

“...side by side with speakers costing three to five times as much, the AM-5 consistently produced the more exciting and listenable sound...”

Julian Hirsch,
Stereo Review, 1987

Now, they're saying it about our Lifestyle® music system.

“No visible speakers, no stack of components, nothing that looks like sound equipment.”

“Hit the start button and suddenly the room fills with music of exemplary clarity and fullness.”

Hans Fantel,

Call us today to arrange for a personal audition at a participating dealer near you.
Try the Lifestyle music system in your own home for two weeks. Then part with it, if you can.

For more information and a free Lifestyle music system video, call;
1-800-444-BOSE® (2673)
8:30AM-9:00PM (ET). In Canada call 1-800-465-BOSE® (2673) 9:00AM-5:00PM.

Bose®
Better sound through research.
Adcom announces the cure for the common receiver.

Today, there is no reason to compromise your favorite music by listening to a common receiver. Because the Adcom GTP-400 tuner/preamplifier with GFA-535 (60 watts per channel)* amplifier gives you all the benefits of Adcom’s legendary clear, dynamic sound for a price close to that of an ordinary receiver.

**Why Separates?**

The limited space in receivers prevents the use of heavy duty, high-current, high-voltage power supplies found in the best separate components. Consequently, the performance of receivers is compromised for their questionable advantage of all-in-one convenience.

By dividing the tuner/preamplifier from the power amplifier, Adcom isolates low-current, low-voltage circuits from high-current, high-voltage elements ensuring sonic purity and demonstrably superior performance.

**More Sound—Less Money**

Many of Adcom’s components have been favorably compared to other components costing two and three times more. The GTP-400 with GFA-535 is a combination that promises to keep faith with this tradition of offering superb performance at a reasonable cost.

The price of these Adcom separates is close to that of an ordinary receiver. But no receiver will deliver the wide dynamic range and musical satisfaction of an Adcom system.

Ask your Adcom dealer for a demonstration of these affordable separates. You’ll never listen to a common receiver again.

*Power output, watts/channel, continuous both channels driven into 8 ohms, 20 Hz - 20 kHz <0.09% THD.